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Abstract
This research project sets out to analyse the subtitling of sexual taboo from English to
Chinese with particular reference to the TV series Sex and the City, created by Darren Star
and broadcast between 1998 and 2004.
It commences with an introduction in which the theoretical and methodological scaffolding of
the whole project is outlined, with a discussion taking place in the second chapter concerning
one of the key concepts in this research, namely sexually taboo words and expressions. After
approaching this concept as a subcategory within the wider subject of taboo and taboo
language, a taxonomy of various sexually charged taboo categories is then put forward and
used later on in the analysis of the case study of this research. The third chapter focuses on
previous literature written on the translation of this kind of language and highlights two
important cultural dimensions of sexually taboo language: its (im)polite nature and its
potential to contribute to the formation of gender identity. Special emphasis is also paid to the
intersection between translation and gender, to the potential interference of self-censorship in
the translation of sexual references and to the specific case of translating sex-related language
in China. The theoretical backbone of this project is refined in chapter four by focusing on
the main challenges involved in the actual subtitling of sexual taboo. After a brief incursion
into the technical particularities of subtitling, the attention is then shifted to the potential role
played by ideology in linguistic transfer. Chapter five explores the various strategies that can
be activated by translators when dealing with the subtitling into Chinese of sexually taboo
language. This taxonomy is then exploited in chapter six, where an in-depth analysis of the
data extracted from season one of Sex and the City is carried out.
To finish with, chapter seven contains a summary of the most important findings yielded by
this research with suggestions of avenues for further study related to the subtitling of taboo
language.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

At the very outset of this PhD research, I would like to point out some of the personal
interests and motivations that lie behind this project and were the trigger for my decision to
embark on doctoral research. In so doing, it ultimately bears the purpose to share them with
academics and readers who have similar interests in the field that this research is focused on.
First of all, a myriad of films and audiovisual products from other countries and languages
have been imported into the People’s Republic of China in recent years, offering viewers the
opportunity of learning and enjoying the peculiarities of other cultures. The appealing and
intriguing stories that unravel in these programmes is one of the main factors that contributes
to their successful reception and acts as a magnet for a colossal number of Chinese viewers.
Of course, these productions shot in foreign languages need to be translated into Chinese.
Given the newness of these programmes on Chinese screens and the sheer number of people
they reach, my strong personal interest lies in the field concerning the language transfer
activity that takes place on screen, with the ultimate objective of ascertaining the role that
translation plays in maintaining or ideologically manipulating certain aspects of the storyline.
Secondly, I am driven by the interest of finding potential answers to questions regarding the
linguistic differences that can be found between men’s and women’s ways of speaking,
particularly in terms of the type of language that they use and the existence of some
conventional and prejudiced ideas upon women. The comparison of two societies as different
as the North American and the Chinese is expected to yield thought-provoking results that
can shed light in the way in which the clash of civilisations gets resolved on screen. It is
anticipated that such a journey will provide me with a unique chance to gain a deeper insight
into the areas concerning ideological manipulation on screen and some of the feminist ideas
regarding women and translation.
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My personal curiosity and interest in these topics have been a motivational factor throughout
the years spent on this doctoral project. And, without further ado, the current research will
commence with a brief history of Audiovisual Translation in China.
1.1. Audiovisual Translation in China
The economic and political developments that have taken place in recent times in the
People’s Republic of China have helped further the advancement of Audiovisual Translation
(AVT) in the country, both from an academic and professional perspective. According to
Qian (2004: 52), the practice of Audiovisual Translation did not exist before 1949, the year in
which the People’s Republic of China was founded. Initially, the Chinese preferred dubbed to
subtitled films and the first dubbed film distributed in China in 1950 came from Russia and it
was entitled The Little Hero. The first independent dubbing studio was set up in 1957 in
Shanghai (ibid.: 54), and it was also during the 1950s that TV stations started to appear and
broadcast in Mainland China. 1978 is the year considered by many people to be a turning
point in Chinese development, as it was then that China opened its doors to the outside world.
As a result, foreign films began to be imported into the country, leading to an inevitable surge
in AVT activities. Most of these imported films were from Hollywood and attracted large
audiences, which seems to contrast sharply with the fact that, according to Qian’s (ibid.: 57)
study, very few foreign TV programmes enjoy high ratings in China nowadays. Qian (ibid.)
also points out that the dubbing industry in China is currently caught in a vicious circle: due
to the low ratings obtained by dubbed programmes, the TV channels air fewer commercials
and, thus, generate less income than when broadcasting Chinese productions; with less
money available for dubbing other foreign programmes, translators are being paid less and
the quality of their translations seems to be deteriorating.
However, with the advent of the latest digital technology, and the increasing demand for
communication across the world, audiovisual products have become the prominent vehicles
through which to convey messages and transmit culture from one country to another with a
different language and culture. This is particularly true as regards China and the West, as the
frequency of communication exchanges between the two blocks is reaching the highest level
ever. In addition to this flurry of activity on the professional and commercial fronts, the
academic development of Translation Studies (TS) and AVT has also proved to be very
fruitful in stimulating audiovisual communications and in raising their visibility as legitimate
10

objects of research. It is hoped that this research project will further enhance the
communication between West and East by shedding light on the subtitling of sexually taboo
language from English to simplified Chinese. The subsequent pages will, therefore, introduce
the aims and structure of this doctoral research.
1.2. Aims and structure of this work
In this section, the main objectives of the current research are illustrated, which act as the
pillars of the whole project. Subsequently, the structure of this research, upon which these
pillars are built, is unfolded in a detailed manner.
1.2.1. Aims
Translation Studies has developed into a discipline marked by a notably interdisciplinary
nature. It is noticeable that the interaction between culture and translation, which has come to
be known as ‘the cultural turn’ (Bassnett and Lefevere 1998), has inevitably brought
Translation Studies into contact with other disciplines. AVT has also been enriched by
various other related fields of study, and vice versa. This specific research project is inspired
by the compelling subjects of sexuality, gender, identity, and feminism. As sex-related
language is considered as one of the means through which people’s sexual ideology is
constructed and constrained (Santaemilia 2005a: 3), and individuals’ sexual desires, identities
and practices are constructed through the categories produced by sexual language (Cameron
and Kulick 2003: 19), this research sets out to analyse the subtitling of this type of language
from English to Chinese in an attempt to untangle the interrelationships that can be
established between these various subject areas as well as to compare the different attitudes to
sex and sexuality espoused by China and the English-speaking countries. Its ultimate goal is
to unravel the way in which women’s identity and social status are portrayed through
sexually taboo language, which is heard orally (in English) and how this type of language has
been transposed (or not) into written subtitles (in Chinese) in a selection of 12 episodes from
the well-known USA TV series, Sex and the City, aimed at Chinese audiences. After a
discussion centred on the value that these terms and expressions have in the original
exchanges, the translation strategies used in this corpus to deal with the subtitling of sexually
taboo language are, then, analysed in order to provide an in-depth understanding of how this
particular kind of linguistic register has been transferred to Chinese society.
11

Guided by the studies conducted by scholars such as Díaz Cintas (2001, 2004, 2008, 2009,
2012), Santaemilia (2005a, 2005b, 2008), Cameron and Kulick (2003), and De Marco (2012)
among others, the aims of this research are intended as follows. As gender boundaries are
transcended and traditional masculine territories are occupied by women by using explicit,
sexually taboo language in the original dialogue exchanges, it is crucial:
(1) to discover the range and frequency of use of the various translation strategies
employed by the subtitler to deal with the transfer of these expressions;
(2) to ascertain whether the impact of these expressions has been maintained, reinforced
or downplayed in the subtitles into Chinese; and
(3) to speculate about the potential impact that these subtitling solutions might have in
the Chinese audience.
In order to address these issues amply and clearly in a research project that is limited in both
time and space, it is very important to construct the current research according to an
organised structure. The subsequent part of this chapter will elucidate the particular structure
chosen for this work.
1.2.2. Structure
The studies and analysis related to the topic and aims of the current thesis unfold during the
course of seven chapters. Specifically, chapter 1 is intended to introduce the following three
points: (1) a brief history of AVT in China, (2) the aims and structure of this research, (3) the
corpus of this research.
Chapter 2 can be seen as the starting point for the theoretical foundation of this thesis. It
consists of three primary parts casting light on three important and fundamental terms,
namely (1) taboo, (2) taboo words, and (3) sexually taboo words. With regard to the concept
of taboo, in the first part of this chapter the following major works have been consulted,
namely the studies carried out by Freud (1950), Holden (2000), Steiner (2004), and Allan and
Burridge (2006). In order to form a rounded picture of the concept of taboo, works written by
Chinese authors will also be taken into consideration, particularly the studies conducted by
Shi (2006), Wang (2007), and Wan (2001). The second part of this chapter concerns the
12

concept of taboo language and the primary theoretical backbone is Allan and Burridge’s
(ibid.) study. In addition to taboo language, which is one of the prime concerns of this thesis,
some related concepts will also be introduced, such as euphemism and dysphemism. The last
part of this chapter focuses on one of the core issues of this research project, namely the
concept of sexually taboo language and its classifications. In order to better understand the
nature of this type of language, relevant terms such as ‘sex’, ‘gender’, and ‘sexuality’ are
introduced first of all. This is then followed by a detailed taxonomy of sexually taboo
language, which is substantially based on the prior study carried out by Allan and Burridge
(ibid.). This classification is then fruitful in the analysis of the corpus of this research, which
is categorised according to their typology.
At the outset of chapter 3, two crucial cultural aspects of sexually taboo language are studied,
namely its innate, (im)polite nature and its contribution to gender identity. Works carried out
by Cameron and Kulick (2003) and Santaemilia (2005a) have been consulted from these
perspectives and they help focus and sharpen the research questions. The subsequent part of
this chapter examines some of the most relevant literature on gender and translation, starting
with what has been coined as the ‘cultural turn’, a concept that since the 1990s has been
widely used in TS, engendering much research and academic interest. With regard to this
‘cultural turn’, important works by Bassnett (1980/2002), Snell-Hornby (1988/1995), and
Bassnett and Lefevere (1998), among other scholars, will be examined. The confluence
between the linguistic representation of gender and its translation is a crucial part of the
theoretical background against which this research is carried out, and the studies by scholars
like Simon (1996), von Flotow (1997), and Santaemilia (2005a, 2005b, 2008) have been
particularly fruitful in this part of the thesis. The chapter also pays special attention to
Chamberlain’s (1988/2000) in-depth study on the metaphoric models used to refer to
translation, showing the power struggle between the translator and the author in the fight for
recognition of creativity and authorship. Simon (1996) examines translation and gender
specifically from a feminist perspective; not only is the relationship between women and
translation important, but so are feminist writings and their translation. Also from a feminist
point of view, von Flotow (1997) studies the translation of the female body in feminist
writings and the relationship that can be established between patriarchal language and
women. Since the language pair under analysis in this thesis is English and Chinese, the
available literature on gender and translation as seen from a Chinese perspective is of vital
importance to this project, and the pioneering works by Han (2008) and Lee and Ngai (2012)
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form the foundations for this approach. The literature review conducted in this chapter is not
intended to cover every single piece of writing on translation and gender exhaustively; rather,
it aims to encapsulate the appropriate theoretical framework under which the research
questions can be framed and raised.
After having studied sexually taboo language in close proximity to its linguistic configuration
and the literature that is available on its translation, the fourth chapter provides a literature
review on the subtitling of sexually taboo language, which is a step closer to our primary
research objectives. This chapter starts with a brief history of Audiovisual Translation in
general, and subsequently focuses solely on subtitling. Of the numerous studies carried out on
subtitling special interest is placed on those that have explored the topic from a technical as
well as an ideological perspective. Specifically, the technical aspects of subtitling are detailed
in accordance with the study carried out by Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007). The ideological
perspectives of subtitling, an important part of the theoretical framework for the analysis and
subtitling of sexually taboo language from English into Chinese, are explored by focusing on
some of the works written by the following scholars: Díaz Cintas (2001, 2004, 2012), De
Marco (2012), and Feral (2011). The last part of this chapter is devoted to studying the
subtitling of sexually taboo language in China, where the articles published by Lung (1998),
Chen (2004) and Cheung and Gilson (1993) are most significant.
With the fundamental and instrumental theoretical framework outlined in the aforementioned
chapters, chapter 5 sets out to elaborate the methodological scaffolding for this project and to
study the various translation strategies deployed for the subtitling of sexually taboo language
from English into Chinese, with the TV sitcom Sex and the City (season 1) as the case study.
The methodologies embraced by the current work are outlined by focusing on the following
three steps, namely (1) types of research; (2) systematic literature review; (3) collection,
processing and interpretation of data. The theoretical principles underlying this
methodological analysis have been borrowed from studies conducted by Williams and
Chesterman (2002) and Saldanha and O’Brien (2013). The remaining part of this chapter
studies the potentially wide spectrum of translation strategies that can be used to tackle the
subtitling of sexually taboo language into Chinese. To this end, several important works are
closely followed, such as the seminal study carried out by Vinay and Darbelnet (1958/2000),
which has been taken as a point of reference by many scholars in the field of TS. According
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to these two authors and their pioneering taxonomy, translation strategies can be categorised
into the following seven groups:
(1) borrowing;
(2) calque;
(3) literal translation;
(4) transposition;
(5) modulation;
(6) equivalence; and
(7) adaptation.
Bearing in mind that their emphasis is mainly on literary translation, this research has looked
beyond this proposal to embrace other translation strategies that could be applied to the
transfer of cultural references within the subtitling context. In this respect, authors like Díaz
Cintas and Remael (2007) have enlarged on this classification by proposing a taxonomy
consisting of nine methods that can be used to deal with the issues encountered in the
subtitling of cultural references. They are listed as follows:
(1) loan;
(2) calque;
(3) explicitation;
(4) substitution;
(5) transposition;
(6) lexical recreation;
(7) compensation;
(8) omission; and
(9) addition.
In a more recent work and after a detailed analysis of a vast audiovisual corpus, Pedersen
(2011) also puts forward seven translation strategies that can be employed when rendering
ECRs in subtitling, namely:
(1) retention;
(2) specification;
15

(3) direct translation;
(4) generalisation;
(5) substitution;
(6) omission; and
(7) official equivalent.
In addition to these seminal academic works, a study conducted by von Flotow (1991)
concerning some of the translation strategies devised specifically by feminist translators has
also been consulted. In her study, the following strategies are scrutinised:
(1) supplementing;
(2) prefacing and footnoting; and
(3) hijacking.
After having distilled the main points from the works above, a classification of seven
strategies is put forward for the analysis of sexually taboo language, all of them placed on a
cline that goes from source-oriented at one end of the spectrum to target-oriented strategies at
the other end.
With the theoretical framework and methodological scaffolding now in situ, chapter 6 sets
out to analyse concrete examples taken from the corpus in order to address the research
questions raised in this project. At the outset of this chapter, the main plot of season one of
Sex and the City, together with an account of the four female heroines, are briefly introduced.
What follows is a systematic analysis of the data used for this thesis, which is based on the
taxonomy of sexually taboo language proposed in chapter 2 and the theoretical framework
and translation strategies studied in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Meanwhile, the statistical part of the
research will be presented clearly in charts to further the understanding of the data of this
research.
Chapter 7 concludes the whole thesis, and in this chapter, general conclusions are drawn with
reference to the theoretical framework and to detailed analysis of the data carried out in the
previous chapters.
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1.3. Corpus
The corpus of this research consists of 196 examples involving sexually taboo language taken
from the TV series Sex and the City (season 1). All these occurrences found in the corpus
have been classified according to the taxonomy of sexually taboo language proposed in
chapter 2. The exchanges are, therefore, divided into ten different groups, namely:
(1) masturbation;
(2) oral sex;
(3) orgasm;
(4) homosexuality;
(5) rape;
(6) incest and paedophilia;
(7) menstruation;
(8) genital organs;
(9) prostitution; and
(10) copulation.
The precise number of instances that belong to each of the groups and the percentage that
they represent in relation to the whole corpus of sexually taboo language are analysed in
chapter 6.
The main reasons for the choice of the TV sitcom Sex and the City (season 1) as our case
study is because, on the one hand, the main characters are four women sexually liberated and,
on the other hand, there is an abundance of sexually taboo expressions in the dialogue
exchanges, which are fertile ground for the exploration of the interrelationship among
women, gender, sex, feminism, identity, language, and subtitling. The series epitomises the
changing face of feminism in television discourse (Kim 2001: 319) and it is one of the very
few audiovisual programmes with these characteristics that has been commercially subtitled
for its distribution on DVD in China. It is, therefore, important to introduce the TV series Sex
and the City briefly here, noting its influences prior to starting the current research.
In the TV sitcom, Carrie’s quest for a better understanding of modern socio-sexual mores
underpins every episode as well as the newspaper columns that she writes, providing us with
17

a glimpse of various sexual experiences and some trenchant views on female identity.
Inspired by her sexual encounters and dating experiences, and those of her three best female
friends, her inspiration is never short of material. To summarise, topics thrashed out over the
six seasons range from “anal sex and female ejaculation to vibrators, cunnilingus, abortion,
infertility and sexually transmitted diseases” (Akass and McCabe 2004: 3). In season one,
there are twelve episodes and their titles are listed as follows:
1.

Sex and the city

2.

Models and mortals

3.

Bay of married pigs

4.

Valley of the twenty-something guys

5.

The power of female sex

6.

Secret sex

7.

The monogamists

8.

There’s a crowd

9.

The turtle and the hare

10. The baby shower
11. The drought
12. Oh come all ye faithful
In sum, this introduction presents a clear picture of the whole structure of this research
project, its aims and the selected corpus. The subsequent chapter will start the research by
studying sexually taboo language itself.
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Chapter 2
Sexual Taboos in English and Chinese

2.1. Introduction
With the proliferation of films and other audiovisual products, we are constantly exposed to
an environment which is populated by different cultures and languages. Particularly, films
play a significant role in transferring one culture from one country to another one with a
different cultural background. A considerable number of issues need to be borne in mind
when dealing with the translation of audiovisual programmes, especially issues raised by
different perception of taboos in different cultures. In this sense, sex can be said to be a taboo
topic both in English and Chinese cultures, which means that the translation of the language
associated with sex should be handled carefully when bringing this taboo topic to a different
cultural background.
Sexually taboo words tend to attract people’s attention because of their connotations and
references. And yet, this has been a rather unexplored area of research in the academic world.
In this chapter, the concept of sexually taboo words in English and Chinese will be explored.
First, it is necessary to analyse what is meant by taboo and, in doing so, the first part of this
chapter will be devoted to exploring the history of taboo, the concept of taboo and the various
classifications of this concept. The second part will focus on taboo language in general,
particularly on its definition, on its main characteristics, on the principal studies that have
been carried out on taboo words, and on the classification of taboo words according to Allan
and Burridge (2006: vii). The terms euphemism, orthophemism, and dysphemism will be
explained due to their close connection with taboo words. The last part of this chapter will
focus on a key concept in this doctoral research, namely sexually taboo words in particular. A
definition of sexually taboo words will be provided and, most importantly, these lexical items
will be categorised based on Allan and Burridge’s (2006) classification. In this section, the
key characteristics of sexually taboo words will be generalised based on the previous studies
of sexually taboo language.
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The purpose of this chapter is to unravel the concept and some of the primary characteristics
of sexually taboo words in English and Chinese, an essential step before proceeding to the
study of their translation from English to Chinese, in a corpus made up of the TV series Sex
and The City (season1). It is also intended to propose a taxonomy of such language based on
which the analysis of the data could unfold in this research. Hence, the study in this chapter
will commence with the concept of taboo.
2.2. The concept of taboo
According to Steiner (2004: 33), the word taboo derives from Polynesian languages and the
most common root for the word taboo is tapu, although Kapu and tabu are two other different
forms from Hawaiian and Tongan respectively.
Many studies on taboo have been conducted from a historical perspective (Radcliffe-Brown
1939; Steiner 1956; Douglas 1996), with the purpose of getting a better understanding of the
concept of taboo. Taboo first came to be noticed by Europeans around the end of the
eighteenth century, when Captain Cook first discovered and depicted taboo customs in his log
journal by using the word taboo (or tabu) (Allan and Burridge 2006: 3). According to the
anthropologist Steiner (2004: 22), the word taboo appeared first in one of Cook’s important
passages to describe some atypical custom of the islanders of Atui. When comparing the Atui
and Tahiti societies, Cook concluded that taboo seemed more prevalent in Atui, where it was
not only connected with religious ceremonies, but it could also be applied to other
dimensions of life. Hence, the word taboo was used when Cook’s crew referred to something
they were unwilling to show to the people in Atui; and it was also linked to a convention
which prohibited women from eating with men together. The forbidding nature of taboo is
clearly reflected in these examples. After Cook’s tragic death in 1779, King continued to
write the journal faithfully and to depict many situations that make it possible for scholars to
study taboos.
The Chinese word which corresponds to the English word taboo is 禁忌 [jinji]. According to
the Chinese linguist Shi (2006: 166), the history of this word can be dated back to the Han
Dynasty, which lasted from 206 B.C. to 220 A.D. However, Wang (2007: 2) argues that the
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synonym 避讳 [bihui /avoidance] is much older and is believed to have been first recorded
during Zhou Dynasty, which was in power from 1046 B.C. until 256 B.C.
Indeed, the concept of taboo has a long recorded history in both English and Chinese. Freud
(1950: 18) even claims that, “it is generally supposed that taboo is older than gods and dates
back to a period before any kind of religion existed”. This will mean that, apparently, this
concept existed long before it was first recorded in both English and Chinese. This
assumption makes us wonder (1) how the concept of taboo was defined at that time, and (2)
how this concept was referred to or named in both English and Chinese before the word taboo
or 禁忌 came into existence.
However, the primary concern of this research is not to disclose how the concept of taboo
may have been defined and used many centuries ago, but rather to discuss the current concept
of taboo. In this sense, the categories of taboo itself are more crucial than the issue
concerning how to group them. These two questions are analysed in detail in this section 2.2.
When it comes to defining the concept of taboo, it is necessary to reflect on its original
meaning, that is, on what the word taboo meant for Polynesian people and in Polynesian
languages. Regarding this question, Steiner (2004: 33) states that taboo originally meant
‘prohibited’ and ‘sacred’ from which other meanings derived. In this definition, the author
underlines that:
Taboo is a single, not an ‘undifferentiated’, concept. The distinction between prohibition and
sacredness is artificially introduced by us and has no bearing on the concept we are
discussing. [...] The meaning must be found in the situation, in the manifold simultaneous
overlapping and divergent usages of the word. (ibid.: 34)

Freud (1950: 18) held a similar opinion, and claimed that there is no equivalent term for the
word taboo in Western languages, the reason being that the Polynesian term does not
distinguish between sacredness and prohibition and, there are no European words which can
express prohibition and sacredness at the same time.
The essence of this concept still lies in these two ideas, prohibition and sacredness, which are
still present in current definitions of the term. In the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
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English (2010), taboo is defined as: “(1) not accepted as socially correct; (2) too holy or evil
to be touched or used; (3) a taboo subject, word, activity etc. is one that people avoid because
it is extremely offensive or embarrassing”. According to this definition, taboo is not socially
accepted, is mainly concerned with religion and, more importantly, any reference to it is
considered offensive.
Linguists Allan and Burridge (2006: 1) state that “taboos arise out of social constraints on the
individual’s behaviour where it can cause discomfort, harm or injury”. For these authors, the
origin of taboos can be identified, and they are the result of a breach of social rules, which
seems to contradict Freud’s (1950: 18) interpretation of taboo, as he claims that “taboo
prohibitions have no grounds and are of unknown origin”. However, this author could be
referring to the fact that it is difficult to understand how this folklore has been passed from
person to person or to ascertain who first dealt with the concept or, perhaps, to pinpoint how
taboos worked among people.
Allan and Burridge (2006: 11) also argue that “taboo refers to a proscription of behaviour for
a specifiable community of one or more persons, at a specifiable time, in specifiable
contexts”, that is, “a taboo applies to behaviour”. In this sense, it is safe to state that linguistic
behaviours play a significant role in the way human beings communicate and that this
behaviour is subject to and conditioned by the way taboo is understood in different cultures
and communities.
Although the history of the Chinese word for taboo is longer than that of its English
counterpart, the concept has not been as systematically scrutinised as in English. As Wan
(2001: 7, my translation) states, referring to Chinese academics, “currently, our scholars’
understanding of taboo is at a level equal to that of the Western world’s theories of taboo in
the early 20th century. There has not been any big breakthrough”. Here, I would like to argue
that it seems hardly appropriate to study the Chinese concept of taboo drawing on the history
and definition of the English word taboo. The meaning and connotations of the Chinese 禁忌
should be rather discussed in accordance with its own history and definitions within the
Chinese cultural environment. For instance, the online Xinhua Chinese Dictionary provides
us with the following definition of the word 禁忌, “(1) 犯忌讳的话或行动 [forbidden words
or behaviour]; (2) 指医药上应避免某类事物 [something that should be avoided from a
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medical perspective]”. One of the main discrepancies between this definition of the Chinese
word and the definitions of the English word discussed above is, of course, the special
attention paid to the medical dimension in Chinese, whereas in English the definitions of
taboo focus rather on religion.
In my opinion, the concept of taboo cannot be fully understood without detailed information
regarding the different types of taboos and the classifications that have been put forward by
relevant academics in this field. Taboo words are, of course, closely related to the topics they
derived from and, most importantly, one of the common denominators is that these topics are
often considered as dirty. In order to classify taboo, many authors have used different taboo
themes as the guiding parameters.
Intended to explore and to systematise the different types of taboo that can be encountered in
society, the classifications suggested by Frazer in 1911 and, more recently, by Allan and
Burridge (2006) will be referred to in these pages, in an attempt to shed light upon how the
concept of taboo has evolved. According to Holden (2000: 106), “in Taboo and the Perils of
the Soul (1911), Frazer classifies taboos, dividing them into tabooed acts, persons, things and
words”. This classification is further elaborated by Holden (ibid.: 16) in the following terms:
Tabooed acts subsumes taboos on intercourse with strangers, on eating and drinking, on
showing the face, on quitting the house and on leaving the remains of food on the plate.
“Persons” includes: chiefs and kings, mourners, women at menstruation and childbirth,
warriors, manslayers, hunters and fishers. “Tabooed things” comprises: iron, sharp weapons,
blood, head, hair, ceremonies of hair cutting, disposal of cut hair and nails, spittle, foods,
knots and rings. The final category, tabooed words include: personal names, names of
relations, names of the dead, names of kings and other sacred persons, names of gods and
common words.

Indeed, this is a very detailed classification of taboo, which can be compared with Allan and
Burridge’s (2006: vii), who propose the following four categories: (1) naming and
addressing, (2) sex and bodily effluvia, (3) food and smell, and (4) disease, death and killing.
Jay (2009: 154) points out that “although there are hundreds of taboo words and phrases, the
semantic range of referents that are considered taboo is limited in scope”, and later proceeds
to group them, in a more detailed and lengthy taxonomy, as:
(1) sexual references;
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(2) profane or blasphemous;
(3) scatological referents and disgusting objects;
(4) ethnic-racial-gender slurs;
(5) insulting references to perceived psychological, physical, or social deviations;
(6) ancestral allusions;
(7) substandard vulgar terms; and
(8) offensive slang.
Over nearly a century, from 1911 to 2006, some of the taboo topics have of course evolved to
the extent that this concept can now accommodate more elements and social spheres. Thus,
the sex-related topics mentioned in Frazer’s old classification only include intercourse with
strangers, while current classifications do not only include sexual intercourse but also
references to the sexual organs. It is somewhat surprising that even after such a long period,
in which the evolution of human beings has progressed considerably in almost every way, sex
continues to be trapped in the taboo world.
In an attempt to classify taboo in the Chinese context, some Chinese scholars like Huang and
Tian (1990), Zhuang (1990), Li (2004), and Shi (2006) have worked on the comparison and
contrast of taboo topics between English and Chinese. Shi (2006: 167), for instance, believes
that the following topics are the common ground between both languages and cultures when
it comes to taboo: (1) the names of sacred persons or God; (2) death; (3) sexual intercourse
and the effluvia from body; and (4) magical words (incantation). As for the discrepancies, the
author acknowledges that they arise from the various cultural differences between the
countries where English and Chinese are spoken, and highlights the following: (1) taboo upon
Chinese names is far more complex and frequent/varied; (2) the euphemism for death in
Chinese is more specific and complex; (3) and some personal questions such as enquiring the
age or earnings of the interlocutor are not perceived as taboo by the Chinese culture.
The development of societies and economies has boosted cultural communication between
nations across the globe and, particularly, between English-speaking countries and China, and
it could be argued that this influence also affects the perception of some taboo topics and the
use of certain taboo words. This is already shown by identifiable changing trends. For
instance, personal questions related to age or salary earned have always been common in
conversation between Chinese people and, to a certain extent, reflected that other people
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cared about you. However, it would seem that nowadays these kind of questions have become
inappropriate among current generations, possibly due to the frequent contact with AngloSaxon cultural products and customs in China (movies, books and, classes in English, and the
like). It thus seems that taboo topics can change with time. Yet, among all of the types of
taboos, sex has continuously been subsumed in taboo from ancient societies to current times.
Having outlined the history, concept and categories of taboo, the subsequent part of this
chapter will focus on language related to taboo topics in general and to the taboo topic of sex
in particular.
2.3. Taboo and language: taboo words
It is generally believed that in primitive societies, due to the fact that people lacked sufficient
knowledge of science and found it hard to explain certain phenomena, some of the words
were burdened with magical sense and power, which is the reason why superstition and
religion are considered to be the main sources of taboo language. Indeed, Pinker (2007a: 339)
points out that “the historical root of swearing in English and many other languages is, oddly
enough, religion”. This can also be exemplified by Hughes’s (2006: 362) viewpoint which is
expressed as following: “all the principal synonyms for swearing, notably profanity,
blasphemy, and obscenity, originally had strong religious denotations”. However, Pinker
(2007a: 340) argues that “in English-speaking countries today, religious swearing barely
raises an eyebrow”, a statement that can also be applied to Chinese culture.
Given their omnipresence in society, taboo words have come to be known under many
synonyms. Among the most common epithets that stand in for taboo words the following can
be mentioned: dirty words, four-letter words, bad words, off-colour language, forbidden
words, swearing, offensive words, expletives, and a long etc. Taboo words, or, taboo
language “refers to language that is a breach of etiquette because it contains so-called ‘dirty
words’” (Allan and Burridge 2006: 40). This statement acknowledges that dirty words violate
the socio-linguistic conventions of a community, and it is consistent with Douglas’s (1966: 7)
point of view, when he considers that “our idea of dirt is compounded of two things, care for
hygiene and respect for conventions”. Arango (1989: 9), on his part, approaches dirty words
from a more restricted standpoint, affirming that ““dirty” words are always obscene words”,
which confines them to the linguistic realm solely. In this sense, it can be argued that if it is
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true that obscene words can be regarded as taboo, taboo words are not always obscene since,
for instance, profanity is another main constituent of taboo.
From aforementioned definition of taboo words, it can be concluded that breaching social
conventions is one of the main reasons that justifies classifying some words as being taboo
and dirty, although, as Jay (2009: 154) declares that “why certain acts or words are defined as
taboo is not always clear”. This lack of clarity was perhaps more evident in the past, when
certain acts or words were unclearly subsumed under the taboo category, or when the origin
of the taboo word was presumably unknown. Today, however, we acquire taboo words
through socialised interactions and conversations which contribute to the folk knowledge of
taboo words (Jay 2009: 153).
As for their impact, taboo words can cause a deleterious effect upon interlocutors, whether by
denotation or connotation. Often, they can provoke a potent emotional effect among native
speakers, and this emotional response is different from the one triggered by less powerful
synonyms because they are stored in different parts of the brain (Pinker 2007a: 331). Hence,
the reason why taboo words are also considered emotionally charged language by some
scholars (Jay 2009, Wajnryb 2005).
When discussing taboo words, it is unavoidable to mention the contrastive concepts of
euphemism and dysphemism in language. Allan and Burridge (2006: 31) define a
dysphemism as “a word or phrase with connotations that are offensive either about the
denotatum and/or to people addressed or overhearing the utterance”. A dysphemism is rude,
usually linked to the activity of breaching the etiquette of a community through the
connotation of the word and, most importantly, is considered taboo by the community. On the
other hand, euphemisms “are words or phrases used as an alternative to a dispreferred
expression. They avoid possible loss of face by the speaker, and also the hearer or some third
party” (ibid.: 32). Thus, euphemisms function in a way that whilst saving people’s face they
still allow to talk about taboo topics without embarrassing the interlocutors or provoking a
strong emotional reaction, which justifies the assertion that euphemisms and taboo words go
hand in hand and correlate to each other. In addition, euphemisms seem to be omnitemporal
and have a global presence since, as pointed out by McDonald (1988: vi), “euphemism is not
a peculiarly English phenomenon. Indeed, euphemism is used extensively throughout the
world, and has been throughout recorded history”.
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As previously mentioned euphemisms can save the speakers and hearers’ face, a concept used
in socio-linguistics to refer to the reflection of the self-image in public. Face plays an
significant role in social interaction since, as Allan and Burridge (2006: 33) comment, “in
virtually every utterance, a speaker needs to take care that what is said will maintain, enhance
or affront a hearer’s face in just the way s/he intends, while at the same time maintaining or
enhancing the speaker’s own face (which can be achieved by being self- effacing)”.
Euphemisms are, therefore, substitutions of taboo words with the overall aim of saving face,
although one of the challenges is that not every taboo word has a euphemistic replacement.
In addition to dysphemism and euphemism, Allan and Burridge (2006: 29) also refer to the
term orthophemism in order to “account for direct or neutral expressions that are not sweetsounding, evasive or overly polite (euphemistic), nor harsh, blunt or offensive
(dysphemistic)”. A clear instance of the difference between these terms can be illustrated by
taking the various expressions of toilet as an example: its euphemistic form entails ladies,
bathroom, gents, to wash one’s hands, to powder one’s nose, and so forth; toilet itself is an
orthophemistic expression, and shithouse is a dysphemistic way to convey the same meaning.
However, we also need to bear in mind that whether a word or phrase is considered a
euphemism, orthophemism or dysphemism will also depend on the context in which the
expression is uttered and, in this case, shithouse will cease to be a dysphemism when uttered
by a group of soldiers when they are chatting in a bar (Allan and Burridge 2006: 32).
2.3.1. Studies on taboo words
Numerous studies have been devoted to the topic of taboo words both in English and
Chinese. For example, from an English angle, Jay (2000) studies the reasons behind the
universal behaviour of cursing by resorting to neurological, psychological and sociological
perspectives. Specifically, Jay (ibid.: 243) proposes that from a neurological perspective,
swearing can be considered as an automatic response to surprise or frustration, and it is
usually linked with patients suffering neurological disorders, such as patients who have
Tourette syndrome. At a psychological level, Jay (ibid.) provides a range of reasons that
would justify the use of swearwords that go from child rearing and religiosity to the gender of
the speakers. From a sociological perspective, Jay (ibid.: 244) argues that swearing is a
sociocultural product and practice, and points out that “we use culturally defined cursed
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words to represent our strongest emotions and forbidden thoughts, but we learn to inhibit
forms of cursing that are illegal or censored by employers”. Coates (1986), on the other hand,
approaches taboo words from a feminist point of view as part of her study of language and
disputes the long held belief that women and men are different in relation to the use of taboo
language. Pinker (2007b) focuses especially on sexual swearwords and offers a thorough and
detailed analysis in which he covers various neurological, psychological, sociological and
gender aspects of taboo words, justifies the reason for grouping sexual swearwords under the
taboo category and advocates that sexually taboo words should not be veiled in shame and
should be used judiciously.
With the exception of some very general works, like the one by Gulik (2003) on sexual life
habits in ancient China, Chinese scholars have mainly focused on similarities and
discrepancies between English and Chinese taboo words (Zhang 1998, Shi 2006), the
relationship between taboo words and euphemisms (Liu 1999, Li 2004), and on how
hierarchical relationships are reflected through ancient euphemisms (Wang 1995).
Primarily based on the studies conducted by Allan and Burridge (2006), Pinker (2007a,
2007b), and Jay (2009) concerning taboo and taboo language, the following pages of this
chapter will explore one of the core issues in this research, namely sexually taboo language.
2.4. Sexually taboo words
At the very outset of this core issue, it is essential to stress the several contradictory features
that are embedded in the term sex. Firstly, despite sex being a very natural and common
occurrence in humankind, it is veiled in shame and many people will refrain from mentioning
or discussing it, particularly in public. Secondly, the significance of sexual intercourse as the
main way to procreate and guarantee the survival of humankind seems to be at odds with the
fact that sex is still viewed as a taboo topic by most human beings. Thirdly, the spread
prejudice when it comes to showing sexual preference for the same sex goes against the
declaration of democracy, freedom and human rights advocated by many governments.
Fourthly, any explicit prohibition of talking about sex itself goes against the principle of the
freedom of speech.
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Sex embodies a dual meaning: one which indicates the biological difference between men
and women; and the other one which denotes the physical, sexual intercourse. In fact, the
entry for sex in the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (2010) describes the
substantive in question as follows:
(1) The physical activity that two people do together in order to produce babies, or for
pleasure.
(2) Whether a person, plant, or animal is male or female.
(3) All men, considered as a group, or all women, considered as a group.

Clearly, the first of these definitions denotes the meaning of erotic behaviour, whilst the other
two concentrate on the biological difference between men and women. To gain a better
understanding of the term sex, it seems appropriate to address two other terms to which it
closely relates, namely gender and sexuality.
Gender is a term that bridges the gap between sex and socio-culture, in the sense that one is
turned into a male or female by the social-cultural environment in which she/he happens to
be. This can be corroborated by Beauvoir’s (1989: 267, in Cameron and Kulick 2003: 2)
opinion that “one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman” (in Cameron and Kulick 2003:
2). Gender emphasises the socio-cultural environment which refrains and shapes human
beings; whereas sex only indicates the biological difference between men and women.
Sexuality, on the other hand, is a term which can denote one’s social identity, on the basis of
sexual preference, through the expression of being ‘homosexual’, ‘heterosexual’,
‘transsexual’ and so forth. According to Cameron and Kulick’s (2003: 4), the term ‘sexuality’
has two distinctive features:
It recognises a kind of sexuality (homosexuality) that is not directed to procreation, and
makes a distinction (homo/hetero) that is not about reproductive organs (whether one is
straight or gay/lesbian does not depend on one’s anatomy). On the other hand, the ‘sexual
orientation’ usage of sexuality could be said to reaffirm the connection between the ‘men and
women’ sense of sex on one hand, and the ‘erotic desire and practice’ sense on the other,
because it defines an individual’s sexuality exclusively in terms of which sex their preferred
sexual partners are.
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As for the reasons to classify sexual language as taboo, Pinker (2007a: 347) argues that
although sex itself is supposed to be pleasurable and enjoyable, it conceals high stakes behind
the surface, which are manifested through “exploitation, disease, illegitimacy, incest,
jealousy, spousal abuse, cuckoldry, desertion, feuding, child abuse, and rape”. And as these
dark sides of sex have been around us for such a long time, they have left a scar on our
emotions and etiquette (ibid.). Language derived from or associated with this taboo topic is,
therefore, contaminated by these negative aspects of sex. In Pinker’s (ibid.) viewpoint:
Words for sex can be even touchier, because they not only evoke the charged thoughts but
implicate a sharing of those thoughts between two people. The thoughts, moreover, are shared
“on the record,” each party knowing that the other knows that he or she has been thinking
about the sex under discussion.

The other negative dimension of sex is referred by Pinker (ibid.: 348) as sexual conflicts,
which subsume the conflict between young and old generation’s attitude towards sex as well
as the conflict between men and women. On the whole, old generations tend to think of sex
as a sacred behaviour between a couple, whereas younger ones may consider this idea as old
fashioned or even unrealistic. As for the conflict between men and women, this is partly
reflected upon the fact that “casual sex works to the advantage of men, both genetically and
emotionally” (ibid.), in addition, there is the fact that the percentage of sexual swearing
words uttered by men is much higher than that uttered by women, not to mention that most
sexually taboo terms are commonly demeaning to women.
As mentioned before, despite being essential for the survival or the species, sex is still
deemed as a major source of taboo words. Against this backdrop, Pinker (2007a: 346) argues
that since the sexual revolution in the 1960s, sex has been considered as a source of joy and
should be freed from stigma and shame by many scholars. One of the most prominent
features of this sexual revolution was the appearance of sexual taboo words in publications,
which in turn has provoked many debates and has motivated the emergence of numerous
studies on sexual taboos, among which the works of Jay (2000), McEnery (2006) and Pinker
(2007b) to name but a few.
Sexually taboo words make use of language associated with sex and, therefore, embody
sexual behaviours, sexuality, sexual organs, and effluvia from sexual organs. They are
usually referred to as obscenities which violate the capacity of acceptance in a certain social
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life domain. When discussing the relationship between words’ hygiene and obscenity,
Arango (1989: 9) states that:
We know now that dirty words are “dirty” because they are obscene, and they are obscene
because they name without hypocrisy, euphemism, or modesty what should never be
mentioned in public: the true and lewd sexuality. Furthermore, these words often carry a
hallucinatory force. They arouse the picture of the sexual organ or scene in a most vivid way,
and they also arouse strong licentious feelings.

At this stage, exploring how we learn sexual terms and how sexual terms are developed in a
society, is essential for understanding sexually taboo words. In his book, Jay (2000: 125)
proclaims in the research that child-rearing practice and peer influences are two crucial
elements to affect how a child learns to use or not to use sexual terms. Sexual words are
closely linked to and matched with adolescents’ sexual identity, be it masculine or feminine.
Hence, sexual words can be uttered as a way to offend people who are perceived to be
sexually different from the speaker or to insult the one who is not valued in the dominant
culture (ibid.: 126). Under the parenting practices and peer influences, children learn to talk
about sex and to match the sexual language with their identity. As Jay (ibid.) also points out
that:
Within a group, the use of sexual slang is a means of identification. Sexual slang is developed
and maintained by social groups on the basis of sexual behaviour and attitudes [...] Sexual
slang is used to bond with in-group members and to insult out-group members.

This profound and lucid statement presents us the crucial features of sexual words, and the
symbols of its significant position in the world of language. On the one hand, sexual words
are perceived as dirty, on the other, sexual terms can be seen as a reflection of identities and
the solid boundary of a community.
With the concept of sexually taboo language and some of the relevant terms now in situ, the
subsequent section will explore the different categories into which sexually taboo words can
be grouped.
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2.4.1. Classifications of sexually taboo words
Although several theories and approaches to the study of sexually taboo words have been
developed, the present research will be mainly based on Allan and Burridge’s (2006) study.
Nevertheless, other researchers’ ideas will also be subscribed to support or advocate some
standpoints embedded in this research. Some of the most noteworthy features in Allan and
Burridge’s (ibid.) theory are the several classifications they propose in the field of taboo. In
section 2.2, a classification of the themes that are recurrently considered as taboo is
presented. Now, their proposed typology of sexually taboo words is discussed in these pages.
At this point, it is necessary to stress that due to the limited availability of academic works on
sexually taboo language from a Chinese perspective solely, and the fact that the author of this
research is only fluent in Mandarin Chinese among the numerous dialects that exist in China,
some of the views on sexually taboo language from a Chinese aspect might be limited in
scope and time. Furthermore, the primary focus of this research is not to list every single
sexually taboo expression that may exist in Chinese in the following taboo categories, which
will be a highly time-consuming task but, rather, the main objective is to select some of the
most telling examples of Chinese taboo expressions in order to help readers to further
understand the different categories of sexual taboos that can be found in the Chinese
language.
According to the classification proposed by Allan and Burridge (2006: 144-174), sexually
taboo words can be subdivided into the following seven groups: (1) masturbation; (2) oral
sex; (3) orgasm; (4) homosexuality; (5) rape; (6) incest; and (7) menstruation, each of which
is discussed in detail in the sections that follow.
(1) Masturbation
Masturbation as both a sexual act and a topic of conversation is certainly taboo. It refers to a
kind of sexual act which involves stimulating genitals to achieve one’s sexual pleasure as an
alternative to sexual intercourse or oral sex, and it is an act which is not for procreative
purposes. Surprisingly, this taboo topic is very common in conversation and it starts very
early in a human’s development. As a matter of fact, according to Allan and Burridge (2006:
145), “masturbation begins, for both sexes, not at puberty but in the womb, from when the
foetus is thirty-two weeks”.
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This behaviour is castigated by the church as a mortal sin in which semen is wasted and not
used for procreative purposes. As a negatively viewed activity, there are numerous terms in
circulation to refer to it by usually highlighting its sinful nature. Drawing on Allan and
Burridge’s (ibid.: 146) study, the following are expressions of masturbation:
The horrible act, infamous practice, odious action, the crime, the solitary/secret/destructive
vice, vile sin, beastliness of self-pleasuring, self-defilement, self-abuse, self-pollution,
touching oneself, playing/fiddling/twiddling with oneself.

Allan and Burridge’s (ibid.: 147) study also shows that word play is frequent in the
expressions of masturbation:
Rodwalloping, beat the bishop/beaver, pull the pope, pull one’s pud, crank one’s shank, jerkin
the gherkin, spank the monkey, tweak one’s twinkie, juice the sluice, stump-jump, finger,
diddle, fishfinger, firkytoodle, frig, wank, five finger exercise, finger fucking, make love to
one’s fist, pull one’s pud, jerk/jack off, whack off, get off, beat off, toss off, come off, bring
off.

Indeed, not only are there many ways to circumvent the use of the substantive masturbation,
but also the history of some of these words is deeply rooted in English literature and can be
dated back to the 18th century. Hughes’s (2006: 310) research upon swearing informs us that
‘toss off’ is one of the earliest words in English to convey the same meaning as masturbation,
but it seems to have become obsolete recently. The verb wank, which was recorded around
1950, is a more modern term to express the meaning of masturbation, with its derivative form
‘wanker’ to refer to a stupid man or boy. Interestingly, the noun ‘tosser’ has developed to
acquire the same meaning and is mainly used for males. ‘Jerk off’ and ‘jack off’ are two
frequently used verbs for the act of masturbation, which according to Hughes (ibid.) acquired
this specific meaning around 1888. Some of the terms, such as ‘toss off’, ‘jerk off’, and
‘wank off’, etc, are combined with the proposition ‘off ‘to indicate a sense of relieving the
pent-up desire.
In Chinese, however, there are not as many terms or words to express the same meaning of
masturbation as in English. 自 慰 (zi wei) is the Chinese corresponding word for
masturbation, which contains a sense of self-comfort. Its synonym is 手淫 (shou yin), in
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which 手 means hands, 淫 means sexual desire, a relatively graphic way of implicating the
meaning of using the hands to defile yourself. There are two other Chinese colloquial terms,
albeit not taboo, that can be recalled to express the act of masturbate in a rather creative way,
one is 打手抢 (da shou qiang), which literally means ‘to beat the gun’, and the other is 打飞
机 (da fei ji), whose literal meaning is ‘to beat the plane’.
Before concluding this subsection, the different attitude towards female’s masturbation in
history should be highlighted. According to Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 148) research,
massaging the female genital organs to release retained seeds was considered an appropriate
method to relieve the symptoms of hysteria, and although vibrators were invented for the
purpose of massage, nowadays they are mainly used as a device to masturbate. Incidentally,
the Chinese term for vibrator, 自 慰 器 具 (zi wei qi ju), relates very directly to its
masturbation function and literally means ‘tools for masturbation’.
(2) Oral sex
The topic of oral sex, which refers to both oral-genital sex and oral-anal sex, is a practice that
“60% of respondents of a survey conducted by Sanders and Reinisch in 1999 did not consider
as ‘having sex’” (Cameron and Kulick 2003: ix). Given this social perception, it would seem
that this topic may not provoke as strong emotion from interlocutors as the other sexual taboo
topics do. This can be reinforced by the fact that “there are no true euphemisms for oral sex”
(Allan and Burridge 2006: 150) and, presumably, speakers are more direct when talking
about this issue. Drawing from Allan and Burridge’s (ibid.: 150) research, some of the most
common orthophemistic terms for oral-genital sex are: “Fellatio, cunnilingus, give head, give
French, sit on someone’s face, get/go down on, eat (out), give/do a blow job, soixanteneuf/sixty-nine (wine me, dine me, sixty-nine me), suck off, tongue, etc.”. For oral-anal sex
which is more widespread among gay males, the following orthophemistic words are used:
anilingus, rim job, and rimming.
In Chinese, the orthophemistic term for oral sex is 口交 [(kou jiao) oral intercourse], and the
euphemistic expressions are 吹萧 (chui xiao), which literally means ‘blow flute’, and 品玉
(pin yu), which is commonly used to refer to cunnilingus and literally means ‘taste jade’.
These terms for oral sex are the most common ones in Chinese folk knowledge for standard
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Mandarin, and different Chinese dialects may have their own unique words to express the
meaning of oral sex, a reality that also applies to other categories of sexually taboo language
discussed in this study.
(3) Orgasm
According to Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 151) study, the word ‘orgasm’ itself is an
orthophemism, and it is interpreted as the climax of the sexual act. Other expressions include:
“Are you there?, spend oneself, the big O, coming, seminal discharge, come or cum, a man’s
ejaculate or seminal fluid, his seed or spunk, spoof, spit white, get his rocks off, spend
himself, drop his load, shoot, etc.” (ibid.).
The Chinese corresponding word for orgasm is the orthophemism 性高潮 (xing gao chao),
which literally means the ‘climax of sex’. A close synonym is 射了 (she le) which means ‘to
shoot’ and can also be considered an orthophemism.
(4) Homosexuality
Homosexuality is a term which refers to sexual preference for the same sex, and it has been
an utterly strong taboo topic in many cultures since ancient times, although it is more relaxed
in some of our contemporary societies. Tracing it back to 1533 in England, sodomy was
illegal for many centuries and only applied to men (Allan and Burridge 2006: 153). The wellknown Irish writer and poet, Oscar Wilde was arrested for breaching the law against buggery
in the nineteenth century. Allan and Burridge (ibid.: 154) point out that “the last man to be
hanged for buggery in Britain died in 1835; but until the second half of the twentieth century,
homosexuality was very secretive”.
In China, first documented comments about homosexuality can be traced back to 1550. Based
on Wu’s (2004: 3) study, the late imperial period in China (1550-1911) was a period in which
people enjoyed a high level of sexual freedom, and “in late imperial China male-love became
so fashionable as to cause the overshadowing of female brothels by male homosexual
brothels in the capital city”. However, to be gay is still stigmatised and it is usually
burdensome to be publicly gay in China. Paraphrasing Oscar Wild’s famous sentence, Ho
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(2010: 15) states that “in most cases, same-sex identity in China is concealed. It is the identity
that dare not speak its name; whereas the central strategy of Western gay assertion is to
render it speakable”.
The history of homosexuality in England and China shows the forbidden and taboo nature of
this topic. Hence, the language derived from and associated with this topic is doomed to be
taboo and perceived negatively by some sectors of the society differently. In Cameron and
Kulick’s (2003) study of language and homosexuality, it is pointed out that in the early
discussions about homosexuality, homosexual language, especially when referring to male
behaviour, was documented as exotic lingo. Some linguists believed that the gay community
had a secret code to communicate with each other, and anthropologist Read listed a number
of words which were used exclusively by the gay and lesbian community. However, this
state-of-affairs was rebutted by Conrad and More (in Cameron and Kulick 2003: 85), who
state that “there is no basis to assume that homosexuals constitute a ‘language–defined sub–
culture’”.
This long-running debate about the possession of a specific language by the gay community
is not the purpose of this study, whose primary focus is the analysis of the translation of taboo
words derived from or associated with this topic. Among these taboo words, sodomy and
buggery can be considered orthophemisstic options. Based on Allan and Burridge’s (2006:
156) study, in heterosexual people’s eyes some of the dysphemistic expressions for
homosexuality are: “Gay, queens, nellies, fairies, faggots, fruits, friends of Dorothy, sissy,
butter cup, dinge-queen, nancy boy, homo, puff/poof, poofter, chi-chi man, batty boy, invert,
pervert, degenerate, sod, shirt-lifter, arse- bandit, etc.”.
Language to refer to gay males is replete with word play (Allan and Burridge 2006: 157) and,
for instance, one euphemistic term for a homosexual man is ‘confirmed bachelor’. However,
it seems that there is not a euphemistic term to refer to lesbians, ‘lesbian’ itself being an
orthophemistic expression and terms such as ‘dyke’ and ‘bull dagger’ being dysphemisms.
In the gay community, especially in a sexual intercourse situation, ‘top’ represents someone
who is active, and usually plays the ‘husband’ role in bed, ‘bottom’ refers to the passive
partner, and the word ‘versatile’ connotes someone who likes playing the both roles. In
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Chinese, the numbers 1 and 0 are used with the same function as English word ‘top’ and
‘bottom’ respectively, whereas1/0 usually represents a male who is versatile.
In Chinese, there is less verbal play when it comes to talking about this topic. 同性恋 (tong
xing lian) is the corresponding orthophemistic word for homosexuality, whilst the
dysphemistic term is 鸡奸 [(ji jian) chicken rape], which connotes anal sex. There are two
euphemistic terms to allude to this topic in Chinese, drawing from Baidu (www.baidu.com),
which is one of the most powerful search engines in China, 龙阳之好 [(long yang zhi hao)
relationship between dragon and sun] and 断袖之癖 [(duan xiu zhi pi) story of a broken
sleeve], which are two expressions from two ancient stories regarding the love between two
Chinese men and which can be used to refer to a male homosexual relationship.
When it comes to referring to gay people, 同志 (tong zhi) is a word with dual meaning. On
the one hand, it has the same meaning as the English word ‘comrade’, widely used in the
1950s and 1960s among friends or officers in Chinese government; on the other hand, it
refers to the same group of people as the English word ‘gay’ does.
(5) Rape
Rape is a taboo topic embodied in the greater taboo topic of sex. It is forbidden and
punishable by law, and it is perhaps the illegality that surrounds it that makes it a rather
difficult topic to talk about. In fact, many victims of rape are ashamed to talk about their
incidents and the English vocabulary is rather restricted in this area, as opposed of what
happens in the case of homosexuality. As in the corpus of this research, the taboo topic is not
referred to directly or indirectly, it is unnecessary to go into the details of the sexually
expressions derived from or associated with this taboo topic. In Chinese, 强奸 (qiang jian) is
the corresponding word for rape.
(6) Incest
Incest, itself an orthophemism, means the sex between closely related relatives. As pointed
out by Allan and Burridge (2006: 160), “there is no conventional euphemism for incest
between consenting adults, though the slang metaphor roll your own and the dysphemism in37

bred exist, and there are –IST slurs like hillbillies and Tasmanians”. In Chinese, 乱伦 (luan
lun) is the word to mean incest.
(7) Menstruation
There is a wide variety of taboo words that have their origin in any form of excretion of the
human beings: ‘menstruation’, ‘shit’, ‘faeces’, ‘urine’, ‘fart’, etc. Among them all,
‘menstruation’ is a taboo word and topic only associated with women, which is the reason
why it has been regarded by some feminists as a stigmatised topic that results in the
denigration of womanhood. According to Allan and Burridge’s (2006) study, there are two
rationales that make menstruation a taboo topic. Firstly, the unique link between women’s
ovulatory and lunar cycle is something men simply cannot measure up to; secondly, apart
from the fact that losing blood is generally linked to weakness, menstrual blood is further
stigmatised as being a defiled object containing feared diseases.
Words to talk about this taboo topic are replete with verbal play. One of the most common
ones is the dysphemistic term ‘bloody’, whose dirty connotation of the word bloody has gone
from wild to mild. According to Hughes (2006: 36), it was in 1914 that renowned playwright
George Bernard Shaw used the word ‘bloody’ in such a provocative way that it led to a
scandal in London. However, the word has lost its strength along the years and, nowadays,
reference works such as the Longman Dictionary (2006) do not consider it to be an offensive
term. Drawing from Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 166) research, numerous euphemisms for
menstruation are related to the salient colour red: “the red sea’s in, it’s a red letter day, riding
the red flag, flying the red flag, surfing the red wave, and her cherry is in sherry, etc”.
According to the same authors, other expressions that refer to menstruation are classified
under the references to indisposition, antipathy, and visitation. Indisposition includes terms
such as ‘indisposed’, ‘under the weather’, ‘unwell’, ‘sick’, ‘have stomach ache’, and ‘the
cramps’. Antipathy embodies terms like ‘the pain’, ‘the jinx’, ‘the foe’, ‘the plague’, ‘the
curse’, ‘the drip’, ‘be off the roof’. Periodicity is signalled by expressions like ‘I’ve got/ I’m
having/ it’s my period’, ‘I’ve got my regular’, ‘it’s my time’, ‘it’s the wrong time of the
month’, ‘it looks like a wet weekend’, and ‘it’s blood week’; whereas the last group visitation
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includes expressions and terms like ‘little sister’s here’, ‘the girl friend’, ‘Fred’s here’,
‘George has come’, ‘I’ve got Fred/George/Jack’, and ‘kit has come’.
In Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 168) opinion, another word that can be used to refer to
menstruation is ‘flower’, whose etymological origin is traced to the concept of ‘flow’, a
metaphorical way of referring to menstruation.
In Chinese, there are not many words or terms derived from or associated with this topic. 月
经 (yue jing) is the Chinese corresponding word for ‘menstruation’, where 月 means
‘monthly’ and contributes to representing menstruation vividly by denoting the recurrent
nature of this biological occurrence. The characters 例 假 (li jia), an orthophemistic
alternative, can be translated literally as ‘routine holiday’, a reference perhaps to the losing of
blood and the need for women to rest. A euphemism for menstruation is the expression 大姨
妈 (da yi ma), which literally means ‘big aunty’.
2.4.2. Additional categories of sexually taboo words
To the aforementioned seven categories of sexually taboo words proposed by Allan and
Burridge’s (2006) theory, three other groups can be added, namely genital organs,
prostitution, and copulation. This proposition is due to the predicted characteristics of
sexually taboo language in the corpus of this doctoral research.
Taboo words associated with genital organs can be classified as some of the most strongest
and most provocative. Their symbolic value can be traced to the origins of humankind, to the
episode when, after committing the sin of eating the apple, Adam and Eve were forced to use
leaves to cover their genital organs. Since then, genital organs have become the most private
parts of human beings and it is not surprising that some of the words used to name them are
considered highly taboo.
When it comes to male genitalia, ‘phallus’ is a common orthophemistic term, normally used
in formal contexts. The linguistic strategy of likening male genital organs to weapons, which
is usually perceived as a positive comparison, was established in ancient Anglo-Saxon
(Hughes 2006: 86). According to this author, the continuous currency of the word ‘weapon’
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and the other metaphors such as ‘tool’, ‘chopper’, ‘dagger’ and ‘beef bayonet’ to refer to
male genital organs endows these with a dominant sense. Another word also worthwhile
discussing in this section is the noun ‘cock’, with its double meaning of rooster and male
genital organ. The term was driven underground by its taboo sense and, according to Hughes
(2006: 86), “the subsequent interweaving of the senses of “rooster” and “penis” is
interestingly complex, making it difficult to pinpoint the first clear use of the phallic sense”.
Another word for referring to the male genital organs is ‘penis’, which is less strong in the
tone and does not have the dominant and virility connotation that the taboo word ‘cock’
seems to have. Hughes (2006: 89) points out in his study that “the semantic association
between terms for the penis and stupidity is notably strong” and mentions some of those
vulgar words: ‘prick’, ‘dick’, and ‘pillock’. The later derives from the word ‘pillcock’ or
‘pillicock’, a vulgar term for the penis recorded from medieval times (ibid.).
In Chinese, words with reference to male genital organs are also extremely taboo and
expressions like 阴 茎 (ying jing), an orthophemistic term for ‘male genital organs’, is
usually employed in formal contexts. The expression 阳具 (yang ju) is a euphemistic one that
elicits a ‘tool for male’, in a similar way to the English strategy of establishing a comparison
between male genital organs and tools. 鸡巴 (ji ba) is a dysphemistic alternative, which can
be literally translated into ‘a cock’s tail’. Similarly to the English word ‘cock’, the Chinese
term 鸡巴 is a word charged with strong offensiveness and is normally used in very informal
contexts.
As for sexually taboo words associated with female genital organs, ‘vulva’ and ‘vagina’ are
two of the most orthophemistic forms in English. Despite having the potential of giving birth
to a new life, terms referring to female genitalia tend to have a very strong impact on hearers
and readers, especially the word ‘cunt’, which is seen by many as the worst word in English.
This point is reaffirmed in Hughes’s (2006: 110) study, where he points out that “cunt has
always been a specific term, unlike cock, and has been the most seriously taboo word in
English for centuries, remaining so for the vast majority of users”. The worst vituperative
characteristic of the word cunt comes from the connotation of contempt and the reference to
the female vagina. According to Hughes’s (2006: 112) research, some ancient forms which
are generated by the noun ‘cunt’ include ‘queynete’, ‘quim’, ‘canny’, and ‘coney’. Another
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taboo word for vulva is ‘pussy’, less strong than the previous ones and mostly used to
demean men. It is a common scene in contemporary movies that coward men are often
degraded by the epithet ‘pussy’. Expressions associated with the word ‘pussy’ include
‘pussy-whipped’, a term used to describe a man who is afraid of his wife, and ‘pussy-power’,
a term that connotes female manipulation.
In Chinese, the orthophemistic phrase normally used to refer to female genital organs is the
descriptive 女 性生殖器官 (nv xing sheng zhi qi guan), which literally means ‘female
reproductive organ’; whereas the euphemistic expression is the more metaphorical 下面 (xia
mian), which translates into English as ‘down there’. On the other hand, 逼 or 比 (bi) in
Chinese could be considered the equivalent word for the English ‘cunt’, which is very
offensive and can be categorised as a dysphemism. The term 阴 道 (yin dao) is the
orthophemistic expression in Chinese that would correspond to the English word ‘vagina’.
Due to the sensitivity of this subject and the scarce number of academic works dealing with
this taboo topic, the present research can only discuss these sexually taboo words associated
with female genital organs in Chinese.
The last group of sexually taboo words for genital organs is the one related to buttocks, which
can be considered as a sexual organ in view of the common occurrence of anal sex between
male homosexuals and some heterosexual couples. The word ‘buttocks’ itself is an
orthophemistic term and words such as ‘behind’ and ‘bottom’ are used interchangeably to
refer to buttocks in a euphemistic way. The dysphemistic term ‘arse’ and its derived forms
are commonly used with the aim to vituperate. According to Hughes’ (2006: 12) study, ‘arse’
derives from the late Anglo-Saxon term ‘ears’, and “in subsequent demotic use it generated
many compounds like arse-crawl, arse-hole, arse-versy, and the insulting phrase “kiss my
arse!” meaning “get lost!” [...] also compounded to ass-kisser”. Of the many derivatives and
compound expressions, ‘arse-hole’ and ‘arse-licker’ are considered to be some of the most
offensive. The phrase ‘a piece of ass’ can connote that a woman is considered as a sexual
object, and ‘you stupid arse’ is a common and relatively mild derogative insult.
On the other hand, in Chinese, the characters 屁股 (pi gu) are an orthophemistic term for
‘buttocks’ and imply a slight connotation to the gas which is excreted from the human body.
Its compound 舔屁股 (tian pi gu), which literally means ‘lick arse’, is a dysphemistic term
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and can be used to refer to someone who is an ‘arse licker’. 臀部 (tun bu) is another
orthophemistic term for ‘arse’ that emphasises the flesh component of this human anatomical
part and tends to be preferred by speakers when in formal contexts. The term 屁眼 (pi yan)
can be considered the Chinese corresponding equivalent of ‘arse-hole’ in a word for word
translation, yet this Chinese word does not have the same offensive connotation that its
English counterpart has and can therefore be understood as an orthophemistic alternative. The
Chinese 后面 (hou mian) is a euphemistic phrase to refer to the buttocks and rather similar to
the English word ‘behind’. Another euphemistic expression in Chinese, 菊花 (ju hua), which
literally means ‘chrysanthemums’, could be used to refer to ‘anus’ in an indirect manner.
Finally, the colloquial expression 腚 (ding) can be seen as an orthophemistic and vernacular
phrase which literally means ‘buttocks’.
The next category of the sexually taboo words to be discussed in this subsection is that of
prostitution, which is often referred to as ‘the oldest profession’ in a euphemistic way. I tend
to agree with Hughes (2006: 364), in that “terms for prostitutes form perhaps the most
powerful and extensive word-field for abuse and swearing in the language, emerging
consistently throughout its history”. The word prostitute itself is an orthophemism, whereas
synonyms such as ‘whore’, ‘slut’, ‘hussy’, ‘trollop’ and ‘broad’ among many others are
dysphemistic expressions with a long history. According to Hughes’s (2006: 367) study, there
are also many euphemisms in this field, for instance, ‘lady of the night’, ‘sex-worker’,
‘escort’, and ‘call girl’.
Male prostitution has been acknowledged for centuries, both in English and Chinese cultures,
and the taboo word ‘whore’ is no longer exclusively degrading for women as it can also refer
to male sex prostitutes. As highlighted by Hughes (2006: 368), the term can also take a more
metaphorical twist: “whore is increasingly used in a generalized way of males who prostitute
their principles in business or politics”. Euphemistic phrases for male prostitutes are ‘rent
boy’ and ‘call boy’, whilst they can also be referred to in a dysphemistic way with terms such
as ‘ass peddler’, ‘cocksman’, ‘commercial queer’ and ‘fag boy’ (ibid.).
In Chinese, ‘妓女’ (ji nv) is the corresponding word for a female prostitute, where the
character 女 means ‘female’. By changing the word 女 into 男 (nan), which denotes a male,
the compound 妓男 (ji nan) can be used to refer to male prostitutes exclusively. On the other
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hand, the dysphemistic expression 婊子 (biao zi) has almost the same pejorative connotation
as the English words ‘whore’ and ‘slut’. Interestingly, the euphemistic expression 卖 (mai),
which literally means ‘to sell’, is frequently used to connote this old profession.
The last part of this section concentrates on sexually taboo words for copulation. Copulation,
when considered as a procreative activity with the aim of perpetuating the human race, is
sacred, whereas for pure pleasure, it is considered as taboo by many religions. The most
important word in this field, with a heavy presence in the English language in general, is the
dysphemistic verb ‘to fuck’, which is gaining much currency and visibility due to its constant
presence in the exchanges of actors in contemporary movies (Pujol 2006). Hughes (2006:
188) deems this word to be “the most powerful taboo term for copulation over several
centuries”. Much of this power comes from the easiness with which compounds and
derivatives can be generated. In this sense, perhaps the most common taboo term is the
imperative ‘fuck you’, which in Pinker’s (2007a: 327) opinion shows its incendiary sexuality.
Playing on the paradoxical misuse of this expression Bruce (1965/1991) in Pinker (2007a:
346) also discusses how powerful this term is: “what’s the worst thing you can say to
anybody? “Fuck you, Mister.” It’s really weird, because if I really wanted to hurt you I
should say “unfuck you, Mister”. Because “fuck you” is really nice!”.
The earliest recorded word to denote copulation was the verb ‘sard’ which has become
obsolete, and ‘swive’ is another ancient word which was recorded between medieval times
and the Renaissance (Hughes 2006: 101). Contemporary dysphemisms are ‘screw’, ‘shag’,
‘bump’ and ‘bonk’, whilst there are also a number of euphemisms such as ‘occupy’, ‘cover’,
‘to sleep with’, and even the word ‘conversation’.
As for Chinese, 草 (cao) and 操 (cao) are two words that share the same pronunciation and
both are used as dysphemistic phrases with a very similar strength to the English verb ‘to
fuck’. The former Chinese character 草 literally means ‘grass’, but because of its
pronunciation being the same as the other dysphemistic word 操, which connotes ‘to fuck’, it
has gradually become a synonym and a replacement of the taboo word. The orthophemistic
term 性交 (xing jiao) can be considered the equivalent word for ‘copulation’, and some
euphemistic phrases include expressions like 做爱 (zuo ai), which literally means ‘to make
love’, 上床 (shang chuang), which means ‘to go to bed’, and the more metaphorical 鱼水之
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欢 (yu shui zhi huan), which can be literally translated as ‘the pleasure between fish and
water’.
After this detailed revision and study of sexually taboo words, their main characteristics can
be summed up as follows: (1) sexually taboo language can express some of the strongest
emotions among human beings; (2) sexually taboo words evolve with the development of
societies, which means that some sexually taboo words may disappear from use, whereas
others may gain a sexual connotation that they did not possess before, and new sexually taboo
words will be coined; (3) in certain contexts, sexually taboo words can become non-taboo
words; for example, the verb ‘to fuck’ may not be considered as a sexually taboo word
among a group of male soldiers in a pub, while it may be a strong sexually taboo word when
uttered among a mixed group of business people gathered together in a formal meeting. Of
course, it is very important to be aware of all these characteristics of sexually taboo words as
they usually pose great difficulty for translators working into other languages and other
cultural settings.
2.5. Summary
In this chapter, the specific concept of sexually taboo words has been defined and explored
by referring to related notions, namely taboo and taboo language in general. Taboo is steeped
in history and replete with sociocultural elements. Since Captain Cook first referred to the
word and concept of taboo, many anthropologists have conducted thorough and in-depth
research on this area and have concluded that the term taboo has two prominent features:
prohibition and sacredness.
Taboo is present in many dimensions of social life such as, food, death, sex, religion and so
forth. Among all these, sex is a profound and universal taboo topic, with some intriguing
features. Sex, on the one hand, refers to the biological difference between men and women,
whereas, on the other hand, it denotes the erotic behaviours. Two concepts closely related are
gender and sexuality. The former is a term coined by scholars to express the idea that a
person’s identity is shaped by society, which explains why sometimes men can be feminine
and women can masculine. The latter is a term which indicates a person’s identity in terms of
their sexual attraction, whether they like people of the same sex or opposite sex.
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Taboo words are a precious part of language and represent a unique cultural element. To have
a correct understanding of taboo language and its social implications is imperative as a step in
the right direction to achieve a good translation and, in this sense, the social importance of
this topic has been amply demonstrated in the numerous in-depth studies carried out in
English. In an attempt to get a rounded overview of this area, the origins of taboo and its
classifications according to topics have been explored in this chapter. Religion is not only the
origin of taboo words, but also an area replete with taboo language, which is considered to be
dirty and in breach of the conventions of a certain society, at a certain time, and in a certain
context. Besides religion, sex and death can also be used as parameters for the classification
of taboo language.
Some of the most common epithets that function as synonyms of taboo words are: expletives,
filthy language, dirty words, vulgarities, obscenities, blasphemies, and swear words among
others. As the main topic of this research, sexually taboo words are defined as taboo words
derived from and associated with the taboo topic sex, which encompasses sexual behaviours,
sexuality, sexual organs and effluvia from sexual organs. The classification proposed by
Allan and Burridge’s (2006) is presented and sexually taboo words are grouped under the
following main categories: (1) masturbation; (2) oral sex; (3) orgasm; (4) homosexuality; (5)
rape; (6) incest; and (7) menstruation. However, three other significant subjects where
sexually taboo words abound and which are not contemplated in Allan and Burridge’s study
(ibid.), are incorporated to the previous list, namely sexual organs, copulation and
prostitution. Given the nature of the audiovisual corpus that will be analysed in chapter 6, it is
expected that taboo words for female genital organs as well as the verb fuck and its
derivatives will be prevalent in this doctoral research.
If research on the topic of taboo has been rather prolific in English, the same cannot be said
about Chinese, as very few works on the topic have been published in this language and
virtually none on the more specific area of sexually taboo words. The few studies available
tend to focus on comparing and contrasting English and Chinese taboo words in general.
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Chapter 3
Sexually Taboo Language and Its Translation

3.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, various categories of sexually taboo words and expressions have
been explored. However, under the lexicon’s surface, there are two important cultural aspects
of sexually taboo language that call for discussion in the following pages, namely its innate,
(im)polite nature and its contribution to the construction of gender identity. Hence, this
theoretical background underlines the two most important features of this research’s corpus –
swearing and identity – which will be born in mind when analysing the subtitles in later
chapters.
The first part of this chapter is set out to illustrate part of the theoretical framework for this
doctoral research based on studies focusing on sexually taboo language; whereas the second
part is devoted to exploring theories of gender and translation, beginning with an important
period in Translation Studies (henceforth referred to as TS) during which the term ‘cultural
turn’ was coined and developed, subsequently propelling a proliferation of research and
academic interest in gender and translation. To gain a better understanding, this chapter
examines prominent works and approaches which are considered to be the foundations of the
‘cultural turn’ in TS, paying special attention to the work of Snell-Hornby (2006), who has
incisively debated this matter in her study on the turns of TS. In particular, the following
approaches to translation will be under scrutiny in the next sections: the nature of TS as
outlined by Holmes (1972); the skopos theory articulated by Vermeer (1978/2000), the
polysystem theory proposed by Even-Zohar (1978), and the manipulation school suggested
by Hermans (1985).
Coined in the 1980s (Snell-Hornby 2006: 47), the term ‘cultural turn’ was brought to TS as a
way to expand the field beyond the linguistic dimension, thus opening up unprecedented
possibilities of combining TS with many other adjacent fields of study, such as literature,
culture, gender, politics, power and manipulation, and so forth. Within this new paradigm,
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research that explores the connections between Gender Studies (henceforth GS) and TS has
proven to be very productive. The present doctoral research intends to further this dimension
of research through examining the subtitling of sexual taboos from English to Chinese,
paying particular attention to the role played by culture in this transfer. More specifically, it
endeavours to examine the translation of sex-related language from a feminine perspective
considering the relationship that can be between women and sexually taboo words. For this
reason, the third part of this chapter starts by drawing upon the studies conducted by Simon
(1996) and von Flotow (1997) on translation and gender, explored from a feminist
perspective. On a similar note, the studies carried out by Santaemilia (2005a, 2005b, 2008) on
the translation of sex-related language and self-censorship are also instrumental for this
research as they bring to the fore the tensions caused to the translator when having to deal
with the transfer of sex-related language. From this perspective, it seems legitimate to assume
that the translation of sex-related language may bring the translator’s own ethical values to
the fore.
In order to consider the translation of sexually-charged language between Chinese and
English, the pioneering works conducted by Han (2008) and by Lee and Ngai (2012) will be
discussed. The former examines the complexities of translating sexual taboos in the field of
literary translation in China and focuses on two Chinese versions of the USA novel The
Color Purple (Alice Walker, 1983), whereas the latter concentrates on the translation of
eroticism in three English versions of the traditional Chinese drama 牡丹亭 [The Peony
Pavilion], written by Tang Xianzu in the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644).
This literature review is not intended to cover exhaustively every single piece of writing on
translation and gender or on the translation of sexually-related language; rather, it aims to
make a contribution to the debate on translation and gender studies by exploring the
translation of sexual taboos from English into Chinese from a feminist and cultural
perspective. Cameron and Kulick (2003: 12) assert that “the language we have access to in a
particular time and place for representing sex and sexuality exerts a significant influence on
what we take to be possible, what we take to be ‘normal’ and what we take to be desirable”.
Hence, it is hoped that a detailed analysis of the nature of sexually taboo language and its
translation will help reveal how Western sexual taboos have travelled to China and,
particularly, how translators have coped with their complexities when transferring them to the
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Chinese language and culture. In so doing, it ultimately opens up a window through which to
observe the ideology that may be at the base of this manipulation of language. Given the
delicate nature of this topic and the different ways in which it is treated by diverse linguistic
communities, it is hoped that an analysis of its calibre will expose some of the cultural
differences that separate Western and Chinese cultures when it comes to dealing with the
expressions of sexual taboos. Ultimately, the questions that remain to be answered are:
should Chinese audiences be exposed to the genuine sexual culture of the Western world or
should differences be adapted to suit Chinese cultural values as regards sex and gender? And
if so, how?
3.2. Gender identity and the (im)politeness of sexually taboo language
This section is an attempt to illustrate the main theoretical parameters for this doctoral
research set by two studies on sexually taboo language. Attention will be allocated to the
research carried out by Santaemilia (2005a) on the relationship between (im)politeness and
the language of sex, and the studies conducted by Cameron and Kulick (2003) on sexual
language and the construction of sexuality and identity. Santaemilia (2005a: 3) actively
advocates that the language of sex is a subject worthy of academic attention despite the fact
that it has been judged wrongly since time immemorial by the tradition of censorship,
political correctness and prejudice. He argues that, first and foremost, sex-related language is
considered as a means through which people’s sexual ideology is constructed and
constrained. This can be illustrated from a historical point of view, as each period has an
episode in which laymen are forced to take on the sexual morality and/or ideological concepts
and constrains conveyed through the language of sex. For instance, based on Santaemilia’s
(ibid.: 4) study, the terms ‘homosexuality’ and ‘lesbianism’, coined in the nineteenth-century
by psychiatry, were intended to refer to people suffering from a mental illness or even
charged by criminal offences only because of their different sexual preference. Hence, for
most people at that time these two terms tended to be associated with abnormal individuals
and, involuntarily, their sexual ideology was constrained in an area in which homosexuality
and lesbianism were considered as mental illness. The other reason to study the language of
sex, according to Santaemilia (ibid.), is because of its omnipresence in our daily life in the
form of erotic novels, pornographic videos, medical descriptions, and film dialogues.
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Having outlined the significances of sex-related language, Santaemilia (ibid.) explores a
rarely touched area, namely the relationship between sexual language and (im)politeness.
Based on Santaemilia’s (ibid.: 9) interpretation,
Politeness is basically an expression of concern for the feelings of others, manifested
linguistically and non-linguistically. It refers to any sort of behaviour (verbal or non-verbal
tokens, gestures, icons, etc.) through which deference and solidarity for interlocutors is made
explicit.

Sexual language, on the other hand, is stereotypically considered as impolite and regularly
materialised through swearing. The fact that sex-related language is one of the most
frequently used swearing devices has been highlighted in research conducted by Hughes
(2006) and Jay (2009), to name but a few scholars. In Santaemilia’s (ibid.: 13) study, the
(im)politeness of sexual language is explored from a gender perspective and he points out
that the use of sex-related language as a means to swear is closely linked to gender and has
traditionally been seen as men’s privilege. This convention has also been recorded in other
academic studies carried out by authors such as Malts and Borker (1982), Tannen (1990), and
Holmes (1995). Coates (2004: 13) also reaffirms this convention by claiming that “the belief
that women’s language is more polite, more refined – in a word, more ladylike – is very
widespread and has been current for many centuries”. She goes on to argue that this has been
held up as the ideal for female speakers to aim at in a clear attempt to constrain and prescribe
how women should talk (ibid.: 15).
However, the convention regarding women’s language as being more polite than men’s is
clearly rebutted by feminism, which, in the words of Santaemilia (2005a: 13) “brought about
a more liberal attitude towards women’s swearing. In fact, women’s talking dirty has been
reclaimed as one of women’s (linguistic) rights”. Feminist thinkers consider sex-related
language as a means for women to transgress gender boundaries and occupy the traditional
territories of masculinity, which can be demonstrated by “speaking about sexuality in public,
using strong expletives, telling dirty jokes, eschewing overpolite and euphemistic language,
etc” (ibid.: 13). Furthermore, he (ibid.) also points out that “contemporary film or TV
heroines are also testimony to the fact that women are swearing to a greater extent than they
were in the past and that they are doing it in a conscious and provocative way”. In this
respect, the TV series analysed in this study, Sex and the City, is one of the cases in point that
testifies to this trend and that lends itself to a productive analysis of its subtitles into Chinese,
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with particular emphasis on the sexually taboo words used by the four female protagonists. In
the first instance, the analysis will focus on and unravel how the gender boundaries and the
traditional territory of masculinity are transgressed and occupied by women in the original
English-speaking culture. It will then look at how this has been subtitled into Chinese and
discuss what kind of impact it may have on Chinese audiences, particularly on Chinese
females, who have traditionally been brought up to respect the conventional female gender
roles imposed on them by society.
According to Santaemilia (ibid.: 11), the impoliteness embedded in sexual language is
bounded closely with euphemisms and dysphemisms. The concepts of euphemism and
dysphemism have been discussed in detail in the previous chapter (see section 2.2), but the
point that needs to be stressed here is that “both euphemisms and dysphemisms may have
social consequences: the former safeguarding social values; the latter, provoking strong moral
rejection” (ibid.). This dichotomy will be instrumental when analysing the subtitling of the
corpus under research, and it will be revealing to determine whether or not the Chinese
translation deploys euphemisms to ‘safeguard’ the conventional sex mores in China and, if
so, to ascertain how this is conducted in the real practice of subtitling.
Another argument underlined in Santaemilia’s (ibid.: 12) study revolves around the idea that
sexual terms may be regarded as a token of close friendship, as previously discussed by
Dundes et al. (1972), who discovered in their study that Turkish boys use sexualised and
gendered terms “to repudiate the female world with its passive sexual role and to affirm the
male world with its active sexual role”. Hence, “sexual language (mainly in the form of
insults) function for these male groups as a reinforcement of solidarity” (Santaemilia ibid.).
In the context of the dialogue found in the TV series Sex and the City, it will be informative
to investigate how women deploy sexually taboo words to reinforce the solidarity among
them as a group of friends. And, more importantly, to ascertain whether, and if so, how, this
is subtitled into Chinese.
Talking about sex was not as easy as it seems to be at present. Indeed, as stated by Cameron
and Kulick (2003: 18), “there is a widespread belief that, until very recently, the subject was
so veiled in shame and ignorance that it could hardly be broached in discourse at all, and that
we are still in the process of breaking that silence”. In this sense, Cameron and Kulick’s
(2003) study on language and sexuality can be considered as a milestone in the process of
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breaking that silence. They assert that our sexual desires, identities and practice are
constructed through the categories produced by sexual language, not vice versa (ibid.: 19),
and these sexual categories were labelled by religious and legal authorities in the first
instance. Later in history, regulating sex became a concern of the medical and scientific
authorities, giving rise to the emergence of connecting identities with sexual desire and
practice. As the church and the courts focused on actions rather than actors, what was ‘sinful’
or ‘unlawful’ sex was judged by what individuals did rather than by being what they were.
From a scientific and medical perspective, sex was regulated on the basis of being
natural/unnatural or normal/abnormal and people who indulged in prohibited sexual
behaviour were not considered as a natural class or type. The shift from action to actor is
highlighted in Cameron and Kulick’s (ibid.: 20) study by stating that “[i]t gave rise to the
novel idea that a person could be defined by their erotic desires – that those desires might
constitute the core of their being and bestow on them a specific identity that linked them to
others with similar desires”.
This is a prerequisite background that helps us to gain a better understanding on the
connection between the language of sex and the sexual identity of the speakers. In the
previous chapter, a detailed categorisation has been provided on the various types of sexually
taboo words on use. Cameron and Kulick (ibid.: 25) propose that labelling the sexual
categories does not merely hang linguistic labels on the various groups, but it also brings to
the fore a perspective that had not been part of the understanding of sexual behaviour
previously, such as ‘sexual orientation’ or ‘sexual preference’. The linguistic label used to
refer to a given sexual category can certainly change over time as “in addition to challenging
others’ prejudices, one goal of proposing new identity labels is to satisfy the desire of group
members themselves for names and self-descriptions they can readily identify with” (ibid.). It
is apparent from these studies that sexual language does have a strong link with gender and
identity. This is an indispensable background against which a better understanding of the
interrelationship between identity and sex-related language can unfold.
From a grammatical point of view, “[t]he feminist Catherine MacKinnon once wrote: ‘man
fucks woman. Subject, verb, object’” (ibid.: 29); a simple remark which aptly mirrors the
conventional view on gender and sexuality: only men are able to be the active sexual
subjects, while women have to be the passive objects of men’s desire. This is further
exemplified by the research conducted by Manning (1997) in which the grammar of verbs
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that can denote sexual, romantic or intimate acts is scrutinised. Specifically, the verbs
analysed in this research are those normally used to denote two people engaged in sexual
activity on the basis of mutual desire, such as kiss, hug, fondle and so forth. Grammatically,
Manning (1997, in Cameron and Kulick 2003: 30) points out that these verbs can be used in
‘reciprocal’ constructions with plural subjects and no object (e.g. ‘we kissed’). However,
other verbs like ‘fuck’, ‘screw’ and ‘make love’, when used in the context of heterosexual
intercourse, are far more likely to denote that men are the subjects of the action. This
grammatical usage cannot find its solid ground in the English grammar per se, since there is
no rule preventing speakers from representing sex as something women do to men. Under
this prism, it will be most interesting to study the sexual role voiced by women in the context
of Sex and the City and establish how this grammatical usage has been rendered in the
Chinese subtitles.
As for some of the specific sexual words that emphasise the imbalance of gender roles and
demean women, ‘slut’ or ‘slapper’ are prime examples worth of analysis. Cameron and
Kulick’s (ibid.: 31) point out that girls are differentiated along the good/bad lines by chastity
and sexual activity, whereas this is not the case for boys, who will not normally be judged by
how many people they have had sexual intercourse with. ‘Slut’ or ‘slapper’, in their
contemporary usage, indicate a woman who sleeps around, and, if a woman has a reputation
as an active sexual subject, she will also tend to be associated with prostitution, which bears
an enormous burden of socio-historical contempt. However, the picture is not as simple as it
seems to be, since ‘slut’ or ‘slapper’ can also be used to display approval of a ‘bad girl’ who
is proud of her rebellious public image, which goes against the conventional assumptions of a
good woman. Nonetheless, it is very challenging to reclaim these substantives from a
feminist perspective, as their negative connotations are rooted deeply in our society as has
been illustrated by the research carried out by Lees (1986) and Epstein and Johnson (1998). It
is expected that the translation of these and similar terms in the Chinese subtitles of Sex and
the City would yield interesting results.
In conclusion, the (im)politeness of sex-related language prepares the ground for analysing
translation in terms of how the gender boundaries are transgressed and how the traditional
masculine territories are occupied by women through using sex-related language. The close
relationship of euphemisms/dysphemisms with the (im)politeness of sexual language allows
for the examination of how euphemisms can be utilised in the original/translation to
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safeguard some patriarchal values rooted deeply in culture. The use of impolite sexuallycharged language can also be seen as a token of reinforcement of solidarity among a group of
friends. In this regard, it will be revealing to investigate how women deploy this device to
reinforce their friendship through the use of sexually taboo language, both in the original
dialogue and in the subtitles.
The theory regarding gender identity and the use of sex-related language sheds light upon the
bias found in the English grammar – and presumably also in other languages – to express
women’s active sexual role, which seems at odds with the traditional expectations and
descriptions of the passive role taken by women. Another important point raised by scholars
is the use made of certain sexually taboo words to construct a ‘promiscuous’ identity of
women. The exploration of how these expressions have been dealt with in the Chinese
subtitles, and the analysis of how the women’s identity portrayed in the original episodes
have been promoted or ignored, are two of the objectives of this thesis. Having considered
these perspectives, and in order to get a rounded picture of the theoretical framework for this
doctoral research, it is also necessary and important to look into some of the most seminal
debates about the nature of translation and, specifically, the transfer of sex-related language.
3.3. The name and nature of Translation Studies
Although translation has existed since time immemorial, it was not considered as an
independent and serious subject of study until the late 1970s, when it was “no longer seen as
an unscientific field of enquiry of secondary importance” (Bassnett 1980/2002: 1). As regards
the term Translation Studies (TS), it was coined by Holmes (1972/2000) in his seminal paper
‘The name and nature of translation studies’, in which he consolidated the scope of TS and
somewhat managed to conclude the debate on the name of this discipline.
Holmes (1972/2000: 176) places translation firmly in the field of science and argues that the
generic term TS represents a discipline with two main objectives: “(1) to describe the
phenomena of translating and translation(s) as they manifest themselves in the world of our
experience, and (2) to establish general principles by means of which these phenomena can
be explained and predicted”. Guided by this statement, Holmes divided TS into three major
branches as shown in Figure 1: Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS), Theoretical
Translation Studies (ThTS) and Applied Translation Studies (ATS). Each branch can also be
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divided into several subgroups: DTS comprises product-oriented, function-oriented and
process-oriented; ThTS entails medium-restricted, area-restricted, rank restricted, text-type
restricted, time-restricted and problem-restricted theories; and ATS incorporates the teaching
of translation, translator training, translation aids, translation policy and translation criticism:

Figure 1: Holmes’s map of the Translation Studies discipline

The branches and approaches illustrated in this visionary blueprint of TS have been further
elaborated in one way or another by scholars such as Hermans (1985), Lefevere (1992),
Toury (1995), Bassnett (1980/2002) and, more recently, Munday (2012). Holmes’s visionary
proposal has contributed enormously to securing the independence of TS, thus preparing the
ground for the happening of the ‘cultural turn’.
3.4. Skopos theory
Around the same time as Holmes laid the foundations of TS as a discipline, Vermeer (1978)
developed another ground-breaking approach to translation theory that is seen by many
scholars to have contributed greatly to the ‘cultural turn’ paradigm. This stream of translation
theory is known as the skopos theory, whereby “the skopos of a translation is […] the goal or
purpose, defined by the commission and if necessary adjusted by the translator” (Vermeer
1978/2000: 230). In Vermeer’s view, translation is an action and every action should have a
purpose. Specifically, translating is an action that aims at a potentially “optimal” transmission
of a message to heterocultural recipients. To make oneself understood is more important than
to “faithfully imitate another text written for other recipients” (Vermeer 1998: 43). In the
light of this theory, the concept of ‘faithful’ translation towards a given ST, a somewhat
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popular choice among certain translators, faces challenge and denial. Vermeer (ibid.: 44)
further illustrates that: “a “faithful” translation of a source text can lead to an “unfaithful”
target text, that is, one which “misses the point”; it does not render the source-text meaning
(in the translator’s interpretation) “faithfully”, nor is it adequate to the target-text skopos.
For a translation to be adequate to the skopos of the TT, Vermeer (1998: 43) argues that
different cultures should be taken into account carefully as their understanding of the ST will
always be different. The significance of culture in translation is particularly highlighted in
this theory, and Vermeer (ibid.: 45) even acknowledges that translations should be conducted
on the ‘cultural’ level of a text, rather than on the equivalence of the surface structures
between two languages:
If different cultures have different behavioural conventions, including linguistic ones, it
would be advisable to take them into consideration “holistically” (and not limit oneself to
linguistic surface structures) in translating literary texts too (provided the translator does not
intend an altogether different skopos from her/his source text or does intend its very imitation
as her/his skopos, as is often the case in language-learning explanations, for example).

By foregrounding cultural differences and the importance of the actual skopos of any given
translation, this theory resolves “the millennia-old dichotomy whether one should translate
“faithful” to a source-text surface structure” (ibid.: 49). Furthermore, this theory can be said
to dethrone the idea that a translation should have the same or nearly the same effect on
target-culture recipients as the ST has or had on source-culture recipients (ibid.: 52).
Undoubtedly, the skopos theory has played a most significant role in the development of the
‘cultural turn’ in TS.
3.5. Polysystem theory
Even-Zohar (1978) is considered to be the main representative of the polysystem theory,
which defends that research into translation should be conducted with a target and descriptive
orientation and thus rejects traditional source-oriented and prescriptive approaches to the
study of translation. In this theory, ‘system’ is defined as “the network of relations that can be
hypothesised for a certain set of assumed observables (“occurrences” / “phenomena”)”,
whereas literary system is understood as “the network of relations that is hypothesised to
obtain between a number of activities called “literary” and consequently these activities
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themselves observed via that network” (Even-Zohar 1990: 27). The central theme of this
theory, i.e. the concept of ‘polysystem’, is expounded by Even-Zohar (1979: 290) as “a
multiple system, a system of various systems which intersect with each other and partly
overlap, using concurrently different options, yet functioning as one structured whole, whose
members are interdependent”. The author focuses on the position of literary translation within
the wider literary polysystem and highlights the significance that translated works have in
this setting, thus paving the way for target-oriented research in TS. The rationale behind this
argument is based on the realisation of a definitive correlation among translated works, as
Even-Zohar (1990: 46) points out that there are at least two ways to demonstrate the
correlation of translated literatures, namely:
(a) in the way their source texts are selected by the target literature, the principles of selection
never being uncorrelatable with the home co-systems of the target literature (to put it in the
most cautious way); and (b) in the way they adopt specific norms, behaviours, and policies- in
short, in their use of the literary repertoire-which results from their relations with the other
home co-systems.

According to the author, “these points make it not only justifiable to talk about translated
literature, but rather imperative to do so” (ibid.). This central and active role of translated
literature within a literary polysystem is highly influential not only in the way in which
translational norms and policies operate within a given society at a given time but also in the
professional behaviour of the translators. According to Even-Zohar (ibid.: 50), when
translations take a central position in the polysystem, the translator is in principle ready to
breach the target-literary conventions, and under such circumstances a translational work will
be closer to the original ST than otherwise or, in Toury’s (1995) terminology, it will be
adequate. There are two possible outcomes in this context: if the new trend is defeated, the
translation based on such guidelines and tastes will not gain ground or favour among the new
audience; however, if the new trend is successfully accepted and popular within the target
literary polysystem, the repertoire “of translated literature may be enriched and become more
flexible” (ibid.).
On the other hand, when translated literature takes a peripheral position within a literary
polysystem, the translator’s main concern will be shifted to finding “best ready-made
secondary models for the foreign text” (ibid.: 51) that have more chances of pleasing the new
target readers. In this case, the translation can be said to be non-adequate or acceptable.
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Needless to say, in such theoretical framework translation is not an isolated subject anymore
and indeed it interacts with the rest of the systems that shape the final translation products.
Translation, in Even-Zohar’s (ibid.: 51) words, “is no longer a phenomenon whose nature and
borders are given once and for all, but an activity dependent on the relations within a certain
cultural system”.
3.6. The Manipulation School and the ‘cultural turn’
Almost a decade after the development of the previously-mentioned theoretical approaches to
translation, Hermans edited a book in 1985 in an attempt to bring together some widely
scattered papers that had appeared in Belgium, the Netherlands and Israel. These collected
papers were instrumental at the time and helped initiate a new descriptive and systemic
approach to the study of literary translation. The volume did not only make these papers
available to the English-speaking world, but it also reiterated and enhanced the significance
of this new paradigm in TS. In the introduction, Hermans (1985: 12) acknowledges the
suitability of the polysystem theory to the study of literary translation in the following terms:
As a theoretical model the polysystem theory appears to provide an adequate framework for
the systematic study of translated literature. It is simple and bold enough to be attractive as a
cognitive tool, and yet flexible and inclusive enough to adapt itself to different cases and
situations.

On account of the name of this book – The Manipulation of Literature – and the core
principles which support the arguments put forward by the various contributors, its editor and
authors have come to be known as representatives of the “Manipulation School” (SnellHornby 2006: 48). This collective volume represents another significant milestone in the
progressive development of TS due to the viewpoints and theories embodied in the various
chapters, which are considered to be antithetical to traditional translation theories in which
translation was supposed to operate at linguistic level rather than at cultural level. These
antiquated translation theories overemphasised concepts such as ‘accuracy’, ‘faithfulness’
and ‘equivalence’, whose importance was relativised in these new approaches to translation.
These above-mentioned theories can be seen as the catalyst for the subsequent ‘cultural turn’
in TS, an expression whose origin can be traced to a colloquium held in Warwick in 1988
which had the ‘cultural turn’ as its central theme. A few years later, in 1992, Lefevere edited
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a volume entitled Translation, History and Culture, a compilation of some of the papers
presented at the symposium. As stated by Bassnett and Lefevere (1998: 4), this volume
witnesses a fundamental transition in translation, i.e. the shift of the unit of translation from
words to texts and then to cultures. This significant move brought about by the ‘cultural turn’
means that there cannot be any guidelines that can guarantee a fool proof translation or the
training of professionals who will be able to carry out infallible translations. Likewise,
judgmental approaches as to what should be labelled ‘better’ translations should also be
avoided by scholars.
The aforementioned paradigms and theoretical approaches have contributed to the firm
establishment of the ‘cultural turn’ in theoretical and practical studies of translation. One of
their virtues is the fact that they challenge the old-fashioned approaches to translation which
relied excessively on concepts such as ‘equivalence’ or ‘faithfulness’ to the ST at word or
text level.
3.7. The translation of sex-related language
Having emphasised the suitability of the cultural paradigm to undertake research into
translation from a wider and more comprehensive perspective, it is also essential to highlight
the academic benefits of undertaking an interdisciplinary approach. In this respect, the
interstices and synergies between gender studies and translation studies have already been
productively explored by several scholars, opening up new avenues for research.
3.7.1. Translation and gender
When it comes to discussing translation and gender, first and foremost, it is necessary to
point out a seminal paper in the field written by Chamberlain (1988/2000: 314-329), who
proposes to “examine what is at stake for gender in the representation of translation: the
struggle for authority and the politics of originality informing this struggle”. She lucidly
discusses the symbology assigned to the product and the act of translating and questions and
challenges the conventional view upon which the translator is doomed to play a feminine,
inferior role to that of the author, who is invested with the traits of masculinity. In
Chamberlain’s opinion (ibid.: 315), translations have been historically sexualised as women,
and conventional views have held translation as a feminine and derivative activity and like
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women they can be either beautiful or faithful but hardly ever both. This adage underlines the
concept of fidelity, which has been so pivotal in translation. In traditional terms, the TT is
required to be faithful to the ST in detriment of its beauty, and a translation that is beautiful
can only be so if it is unfaithful to the ST.
The relationship between translation and women can be traced back to as early as the Middle
Ages in Europe (Simon 1996:2). During that time, translation was the means through which
women could access the exclusive world of letters. As Simon (ibid.) points out, translation
seems to have been a unique mode of expression for women and was deployed by them to be
involved in a significant part of social movements, for instance, in the fight against slavery
which is closely associated with First-wave feminism.
Simon (ibid.) argues that feminist principles are invoked in the choice of texts to be translated
and that translators are actively involved in the process of translation. At the same time, this
is also an indicator of the dynamic role played by feminist translators and a symbol of the
power endowed upon translators with a feminist agenda. The examples provided by Simon
(ibid.) illustrate that translation is not a passive act, but rather that translators can actively
choose the text they would like to work on, and make sure their own interpretations and
thoughts are heard.
In the final chapter of her book, Simon (ibid.) discusses the interplay between culture and TS,
arguing that they strikingly nourish each other. She asserts that it is only a matter of time for
cultural studies to encounter translation, as the globalisation of the world means that most
inhabitants have already been exposed to a ‘translated’ environment, in which the knowledge
we inhabit, transnational communications and migrations all demonstrate significant traces of
translation in one way or another. Simon (ibid.: 135) also proposes that more attention should
be turned to translation and that it is high time to start considering translation as a pivotal
means through which cultural values are transmitted and created. Consequently, it is also
pertinent to realise and reconsider the enrichment brought by translation to different fields of
studies in other cultures. Cultural studies offer translation studies a new perspective to
understand the convolutions of gender and culture and, for Simon (ibid.: 137), there is a clear
need to resort to the “cultural turn” in order to examine the relationship between translation
and culture. However, she points out a drawback in this approach as she considers that a clear
definition of the term ‘culture’ is still missing.
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Simon (ibid.: 140) also discusses the translation of blasphemies from Quebec French into
English, which is particularly relevant to this research. Her findings show that translators of
Quebec literature frequently decided to omit the expletives in their translations and she
argues that translators “convey through this gesture an ethical posture: their conviction that
an essential part of the meaning of this literature is its anchoring in a specific socio-historical
context” (ibid.). The intimate relationship between translation and women’s identity is
illustrated in the examples collected by Simon (1996), whereby the author foregrounds the
active role that translators play and the way in which their activity may be realised in
different cultural landscapes. The encounter between culture and translation is also reaffirmed
and emphasised in this research, as the permeating backdrop against which the translator’s
active role and the reinterpretation of translation take place.
It is crucial to define the concept of gender at this stage. Gender, as stated by von Flotow
(1997: 5), is the term developed and deployed by feminists to foreground and understand the
sociocultural difference between women and men, particularly the state of powerlessness in
which women find themselves in political situations. Based on von Flotow’s (ibid.) study,
gender awareness can be traced back to 1949 when Simon de Beauvoir wrote that “one is not
born, but rather becomes a woman”. This statement shows an attempt to disclose unfair social
policies towards women. Gender also represents an analytical category which stimulates
research in other fields, and which has developed into a significant area which, combined
with other disciplines, helps to create a deep understanding of the society we live in.
According to von Flotow (ibid.: 8), gender “is recognised as a basic structure of society that
must be examined, understood and analysed in its many forms and functions”.
As far as the term ‘sex’ is concerned, it should not be ignored that it is the foundation on
which the term gender is constructed as far as it is used to understand and unravel the
differences between the two sexes. Sex also represents the basis of sexual taboos, deeply
rooted in cultures, by referring to sexual behaviour, sexuality, sexual organs, etc. Gender bias
is also omnipresent in the use of sexual taboos and although there are words demeaning to
both women and men, terms degrading men are vastly outnumbered by those debasing
women. If we bring culture into the equation, it should be noted that this bias will be realised
differently in different cultures. The study of the differences in the use of sexual taboos in
Chinese and western cultures will therefore deepen our understanding of translational issues,
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gender prejudices and cultural differences. Such a study will reveal if translation helps to
maintain, reinforce, downplay or adapt the gender bias hinted in the original by the use of
certain English sexually taboo words.
Since feminism is one of the perspectives that this research intends to explore, it is necessary
to be aware of how this concept is understood in this discussion since, as highlighted by
Beasley (1999: ix, in Yu 2015: 3), “feminism has been a ‘troublesome’ term due to its
complexity and diversity”. Borrowing the definition proposed by Goodman (1999: x, in Yu
ibid.), feminism could be simply put forward as “a recognition of the historical and cultural
subordination of women (the only worldwide majority to be treated as a minority), and a
resolve to do something about it”. The history of feminism could be divided into three
different waves (Rampton 2015), which are summarised in Yu’s (2015: 3) words as follows:
The first covers the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and its agenda appeared to be
largely political in nature, either from a liberal or socialist point of view. The activities and
writings of the suffragette movement are typical of this wave. The second is said to emerge
during the 1960s to the 1980s, often referred to as radical, in particular, concerned with the
rights of oppressed minorities such as lesbians, women of colour, women of the developing
countries, etc., under the general slogan ‘The personal is political’. The third wave, emerging
from the mid-1990s, is more oriented to diversity, multiplicity and even ambiguity in
women’s lives.

These crucial concepts could facilitate the understanding of the ensuing study on gender and
translation. The discussion of gender and translation can be stretched back to the epoch when
conventional language was viewed as containing nuances that were detrimental to women
and even as the cause of women’s subordinate place in the world (von Flotow 1997: 10).
According to von Flotow’s (ibid.) study, throughout the 1970s feminist scholars “attacked”
the patriarchal language in two different approaches which can be broadly considered as
reformist and radical. The reformist approach considered conventional language to be
somewhat reformable, and this led to a series of remedies intended to promote non-sexist
language, organise language education workshops, and develop gender-free job designations.
“The idea was to clearly represent women in language, rather than subsume them under the
category ‘man’” (ibid.: 9). On the other hand, the radical approach took conventional
patriarchal language as detrimental for women’s creativity, confidence, self-esteem and other
positive developments (ibid.). In this view, language should be completely revamped to
account for women’s realities and specificity. In the light of this, some feminist scholars tried
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to find an alternative language and new literary forms for women. Others focused on the
etymology of old or obsolete words degrading women in patriarchal usage. In doing so, they
intended to revitalise language and, at the same time, reveal the true intention behind these
degrading words towards women, that is, for men to be more powerful than women. This
view of language held by supporters of the radical approach stimulated far-reaching debates
and research; for instance, sociolinguists studied women’s silence in public situations,
psychologists explored the connections between women’s psychoses and language usage, and
so forth (ibid.). However, the new language and new literary forms reinvented for women
were too convoluted to be understood by others, and, as highlighted by von Flotow (ibid.:
12), the situation became even more complex when language transfer became part of the
equation: “This is the point at which translation enters and complicates the picture”.
Von Flotow (ibid.: 17) has studied the translation of the language that refers to the female
body, which has been traditionally considered by feminists as especially denigrating to
women. According to this study, the preferred domain in feminist writing in the 1970s was
the depiction of women’s sexuality and eroticism from a woman’s standpoint. Hence, writers
tried to find or coin new vocabulary for censored parts of the female body and create erotic
writings that appealed to women. In this regard, French writers seem to have been
particularly innovative and daring. This caused vivid difficulties and problems in choosing
equivalent words in English, and “opened translators’ eyes to the limitations of their own
languages” (ibid.: 18). Furthermore, translating the name of some female body parts also
raised issues of self-censorship and the debate on whether this was a means of making
political progress. To illustrate this issue, von Flotow (ibid.) refers to the translation of the
French word cyprine by de Lotbiniere-Harwood. In French, cyprine means female sexual
secretion though there is no entry of this word in any dictionaries according to the translator,
who argues that this is because male dominant institutions or organisations such as
lexicographers do not have the intention to let women have access to this word. In addition,
there is no corresponding equivalent to this word in English, except for the term ‘wet’, which
cannot express the full meaning of the French cyprine. Hence, de Lotbiniere-Harwood
created the term ‘cyprin’ in English based on the Greek etymology of cyprine. This solution
further draws attention to the impact that gender cautiousness can produce in translation
practice and the hygienic aspect of English (ibid.).
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In another case, de Lotbiniere-Harwood stresses the necessity of recuperating the French term
con. When having to translate ‘smell of cunt’ from English into French, the translator
considered necessary to specify d’une femme as otherwise the word con would refer to the
smell of a cretinous male. “In the translator’s view, the need to specify this indicates the
extent to which the terms for women’s sexual body have been thoroughly colonised by male
use and abuse” (ibid.: 19). This aggressive approach is taken based on the provocative tone of
the English sentence and the firm believe hold by the translator that “translation in the
feminine is a political act, and an act of women’s solidarity” (ibid.).
The challenges of translating words related to the female body have been discussed by other
authors too. For instance, Godard (1984) argues that the French phrase la perte Blanche
translated into ‘white loss’ drops the subtle connotation of discharge and bodily secretions.
Perhaps, the most famous debate on this issue is the one regarding the translation of the
sentence Ce soir j’entre dans l’histoire sans relever ma jupe. According to von Flotow’s
(1997: 19) study, Brossard wrote this sentence to indicate a woman’s engagement in public
life as an author rather than as an available sexual object in the stereotypical view. The
translation of this sentence for the stage performance read ‘tonight I shall step into history
without opening my legs’. In spite of the fact that this translation overstates the original
sentence, it has been acclaimed to be effective and dramatic, and to strike and draw
audiences’ attention.
The translation of more general words such as jouissance can also cause considerable debate.
According to von Flotow (ibid.: 20), this word is consistently translated as ‘sexual pleasure’
although the French term also means many kinds of enjoyment. When it is exclusively
translated as ‘sexual pleasure’, the attention is drawn to the sexual tone of this word. While,
on the other hand, if it is left out or annotated instead in translation, the stress is placed on its
exotic and non-English qualities. This could be viewed as negatively avoiding the polysemic
sexual component of the term or positively allowing the English work to retain a certain
French flavour (ibid.).
These examples illustrate how to use gender biased language to challenge the conventional
view upon women and the challenges of translating such language. In conclusion, von Flotow
(ibid.) points out that the focal point of the discussion between French and English feminist
writings and their translations is the issue of eroticism and its terminology. This is reflected
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on the problem of women’s empowerment on the one hand and locating the references to
women’s bodies on the other. Indeed, “the translation of feminist writing of the gendered
body is one area where the limits of language and the constraints imposed by culture have led
to a certain disruption of feminist ideas about women’s solidarity and their shared fate in
patriarchy” (ibid.).
In addition to the translation of expressions referring to the female body, von Flotow (ibid.)
also analyses the translation of puns on cultural references and of experiments with language
adopting a gender perspective. Her findings suggest that the issues of gender in language
have been foregrounded by many authors and have caused translators to respond to texts full
of wordplay and fragmented syntax with creative methods similar to those enacted by the
source-texts authors. More importantly, “in the translation of work that ‘writes the body’,
they have dealt with the fact that in many languages words need to be created or recuperated
to name and describe culturally taboo aspects of the female body” (ibid.: 24).
The other relevant aspect of gender and translation studied by von Flotow (ibid.) is
interventionism in translation. Overt intervention in translation is justified by Newmark
(1991) when he argues that the translator should ‘correct’ source material in the name of the
truth. Following this approach, it could be argued that feminist translators should correct the
texts which they translate in the name of the feminist truth. According to von Flotow (1997),
a number of female translators have deployed this right to make their feminist voice heard
and have made changes when texts departed from their feminist perspective. The intervention
of a feminist translator can demonstrate how easily misogynist aspects of patriarchal
language can be ‘dissected’ and illustrate the decision-making power of the translator (ibid.).
To some extent, this could also be applied to the translation of sexual taboo: as some
expressions are demeaning to women, their ‘feminist’ translation may demonstrate how to
dismantle the subtle connotations of male chauvinism embodied in the source language.
Another important point embodied in von Flotow’s theory is the list of translation strategies
that make female translator’s intervention and creation of meaning more active. According to
von Flotow (ibid.: 74-80), these strategies are prefacing, footnoting, supplementing and
hijacking. It is necessary to point out here that these translation strategies and other studies on
translation strategies will be explored in detail in chapter 5 since the study of the translation
strategies employed in the corpus of this thesis is a significant part of this research.
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3.7.2. Translation of sex and self-censorship
According to Simon (1996: 1), “[f]eminist translation theory aims to identify and critique the
tangle of concepts which relegates both women and translation to the bottom of the social and
literary ladder”. Under the umbrella term ‘feminist translation’, Santaemilia (2005b: 117)
proposes to study the translation of sexual language with the objective of testing “whether
translating sexual language and imagery suggests different strategies for either male or
female translators, [and] whether there is any gender-associated struggle for rewriting the
erotic into a different language”. The importance of analysing the translation of sexual
language is amply discussed by Santaemilia (ibid.: 118), who considers sex not only as a
profound personal experience, but also as an indication of our identity. On the other hand, the
author argues that sex is also one of the most important components of culture, which can be
manifested in the form of erotic literature, pornographic videos, its related cultural taboos,
etc. In addition to other means to express sex, such as paintings, sculptures, and cinematic
images, language is the most intimate way through which sex can be expressed. As
Santaemilia (ibid.) shows, transferring sex from one language to another one is a sensitive
and challenging task, as it will disclose prejudices, taboos, and ideological assumptions.
Following this line of thought, the author suggests a number of factors that come into play
when dealing with the translation of sexual language:
The historical period, the presence/absence of a certain concept of ‘morality’, the author’s
own morality, the translating fashion, the publishing house’s policy, the ideological
conditions of the recipient culture, personal options, the presence/absence of censorship, etc.
(ibid.: 121)

After analysing a number of translations of John Cleland’s Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure
(1748-9) from English into Spanish, and carried out by four different translators, among
which one of them is female, Santaemilia (ibid.: 126) concludes that the female translator of
this novel tends to soften and desexualize sexual references at times, as well as to use
dysphemisms and moral censure “when women’s status is at stake”. Santaemilia (ibid.: 135)
claims that this is the first study to “try to suggest a discursive and ideological connection
between the translation of sex and the construction of gender identities”. The present doctoral
research also attempts to further this dimension by examining the discursive and ideological
connection between the translation of sexual taboos and the construction of gender identities.
However, instead of focusing on the gender of the translators, the research will centre on how
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the ideologically and linguistically constructed women’s identity in the Western world has
been transferred to the Chinese culture through subtitling. Santaemilia (ibid.: 136) also asserts
that venturing into the field of the translation of sex will also bring along issues of power and
authority, of version and subversion, of legitimation and intervention, of identity construction
and resistance to it. Indeed, these are aspects that need to be borne in mind when the
translation of sex is under operation or discussion. It is safe to assume that the same principle
could also apply to the translation of sexual taboos since they are part of the umbrella term
sex.
Based on the idea that translation is a manipulative activity, as stated by the aforementioned
‘manipulation school’, Santaemilia (2005b) compiled a volume in which twelve articles
illustrate the diverse aspects of the manipulation of identities through the translation of
expressions related to sex or gender. Among these, Smith (2005) analyses how translations
from English into Japanese were used as a powerful cross-cultural instrument to naturalise
sexual conventions in the Japanese culture. In this paper, various examples illustrate how
Japanese romance fiction is transformed by translation (in this case from English) and how
the translated romantic discourse clashes with traditional ideas of romance in Japan. In line
with this, this doctoral research will examine the image of women promoted by the breach of
the sexual taboos conventionally held upon women, and more particularly, will investigate
how the translation of sexually taboo language could familiarise Chinese audiences with this
kind of women image. In Santaemilia’s (2005b: 6) words, “the translation of gender or sex is
not an innocent affair, and it involves not only a cross-cultural transfer but a cross-ideological
one” and rediscovering female words, texts, and their images is not a passing fashion, but a
fashion with a cultural and ideological necessity.
In a more recent paper, Santaemilia (2008) examines the relationship between the translation
of sex-related language and self-censorship. Borrowing from Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 13,
in Santaemilia 2008: 222), censorship is defined as “the suppression or prohibition of speech
or writing that is condemned as subversive of the common good”. The author also
distinguishes between official censorship and self-censorship. The former is imposed by
specific political or religious powers/institutions that often enforce external constraints over
all forms of mass communication. Self-censorship, on the other hand, “is an individual ethical
struggle between self and context” (ibid.). The exercise of self-censorship depends on
ideological, aesthetic or cultural circumstances rather than on external institutions and, as
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Santaemilia (ibid.) highlights, throughout history translators have tended “to censor
themselves – either voluntarily or involuntarily – in order to produce rewritings which are
‘acceptable’ from both social and personal perspectives”. Indeed, either under official
censorship or self-censorship, translations have been traditionally subjected to different forms
of distortion. Santaemilia (ibid.: 224) discusses the manipulation of American films dubbed
into Spanish under Franco’s dictatorship as an example of official censorship. As for selfcensorship, the author refers to the first English translation of Simone de Beauvoir’s essay Le
Deuxième sexe (1949), carried out by Howard Parshley and published in 1953, where the
delicate vocabulary of philosophical concepts is frequently mistranslated and great swaths of
the text have been excised, including the names of seventy-eight women, in an attempt to
minimise women’s significance in history.
Santaemilia (ibid.: 228) asserts that “translating sex-related language may constitute a fertile
ground for the articulation of both official ‘censorships’ and the multiplicity of ‘selfcensorships’”. In addition, analysing the translation of sexual language also unearths, to a
certain extent, the translator’s sexual morality and offers insights of a given community’s
moral conventions at a specific moment. Considering this, Santaemilia (ibid.: 229) explores
the translation of the sexually-loaded term ‘fuck’ from English into Spanish and Catalan in
the two novels Bridget Jones’s Diary (1996) and Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason (1999)
by Helen Fielding. After a thorough scrutiny, Santaemilia (ibid.: 244) concludes that the
Spanish translations of the term ‘fuck’ and its morphological variants carry a somewhat
mechanical overtone, as if the use of these forms was a mere routine. On the contrary, the
translations into Catalan recapture the emotional and idiomatic overtones loaded in the
original texts. To conclude, Santaemilia (ibid.: 246) reiterates the importance of studying the
translation of sex-related language, because it is a privileged and also a sensitive area where
scholars can encounter cultural differences and moral/ethical limits. As emphasised by
Santaemilia (ibid.), “translating is always a struggle to reach a compromise between one’s
ethics and society’s multiple constraints – and nowhere can we see this more clearly than in
the rewriting(s) of sex-related language”.
3.7.3 Translating sex-related language in China
As to the translation of sex-related language in China, Han (2008) has carried out a
meticulous study on two versions of the translation into Chinese of the novel The Color
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Purple (1982) by Alice Walker. At the outset of his paper, Han (ibid.: 69) warns the readers
that Chinese translators tend to be very cautious when translating sex-related language from
foreign novels. This is strongly supported by the fact that very few novels with erotic
descriptions from Western countries, including English-speaking countries, have been
translated and published in China since 1949. Acclaimed novels such as D. H. Lawrence’s
Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) and Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita (1955) were not available in
Chinese until late 1990s (Han ibid.).
The above-mentioned attitude of Chinese translators towards the translation of sex-related
language in foreign novels is also backed up by several translation scholars in China. Sun
zhili (2001: 22) maintains that Chinese translators “should be constantly wary of sexual
descriptions in foreign novels and never turn them verbatim into Chinese because Chinese
people are very reserved on matters of sex”. Although this kind of statements may have
served as guidelines for some translators, Han (2008) is sceptical about this standpoint and
questions Chinese tolerance towards sex, arguing that open attitudes can be seen in the
writings of some highly recognised Chinese writers, from ancient classical novels to current
avant-garde novels and plays, which are renowned for their explicit sexual descriptions.
Among others, Han (ibid.: 78) refers to novels such as The Story of The Western Wing written
by Wang Shifu in Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), Red Sorghum by Mo Yan in 1986, Love in a
Small Town by Wang Anyi in 1988 or the play I Love XXX by Meng Jinghui in 1994. This
assertion, along with the fact that current attitudes towards sex are changing in China,
overturns the justification for deleting or downplaying sex-related language when translating
foreign novels. This matter does not seem to be related to ethical differences between
Chinese and Western cultures, but to sexual taboos and self-censorship – also pointed out by
Santaemilia (2008) – that constrain such scholars when dealing with the translation of sexrelated terms. Given this state of affairs, it is hardly surprising that sex-related language is
either deleted, belittled or replaced with suspension dots in translations, the latter being a
convention in traditional Chinese literature when dealing with the translation of sexual
descriptions.
A methodological approach to the translation of sexual language in the novel The Color
Purple can be found in Robinson’s (1996) theory regarding translation and taboo. According
to Han (2008: 82), Robinson asserts that many restrictions on western translation theories
could be traced back to taboos shared by translators of theological texts. In this sense, five
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taboos have affected the translation of religious texts, quoted in Han (ibid.) as follows: “(a)
don’t translate; (b) don’t make translation easy to understand; (c) neither add nor delete; (d)
don’t take translation as translation; (e) don’t talk about translation” (Robinson 1996: 79).
Han (ibid.: 83) proposes that at least three of them are at work in the Chinese translation of
The Color Purple: (a) don’t translate (deletion); (b) don’t make translation easy to understand
(cleansing so that few or no traces of sexual descriptions will be found by the readers); and
(e) don’t talk about translation (no specific studies on the translation of sex-related language).
This kind of interpretation also proves Santaemilia’s (2005: 121) opinion on the translation of
sex:
There is, we believe, a more or less general axiom at work that prescribes that translation of
sex, more than any other aspect, is likely to be ‘defensive’ or conservative, tends to soften or
downplay sexual references, and also tends to make translations more ‘formal’ than their
originals, in a sort of ‘hypercorrection’ strategy.

There are fewer studies focused on the translation of sex-related language in the reverse
language direction, that is, from Chinese into English. Han (2008: 82) briefly mentions the
three English translations of the Chinese classical novel The Story of The Stone. With a
particular interest in examining the translation of sexually charged content in this novel, three
different versions written by three different translators (two Chinese and one English) are
compared. It is worthy of note that the sanitising of sexual descriptions is made by the two
Chinese translators while the English translator, David Hawks, retains most of the sexual
content (ibid.). In a similar vein, the study conducted by Lee and Ngai (2012) also compares
and contrasts three different versions of the translation of The Peony Pavilion from Chinese
into English, among which one is translated by the British-American translator Cyril Birch,
whereas the other two are produced by two scholars from mainland China, Zhang Guangqian
and Wang Rongpei.
The Peony Pavilion is a highly renowned Chinese classical novel where sexually sensitive
descriptions are poeticised but without attenuating their intensity. According to Lee and
Ngai’s (2012: 89) close examination, the three different translators exhibit different
dispositions towards how to render this poetic and sexually charged language. For instance,
the translation of Zhang Guangqian shows signs of manipulation in the mitigation of the
explicitness and intensity of the erotic descriptions. On the contrary, poetic sexual references
are rendered into a more direct and vernacular register for English readers by Wang Rongpei.
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In his translation, it is also apparent that there is also a tendency to achieve a rhyming effect.
Employing the aforementioned Skopos theory (see section 2.4.), Lee and Ngai (ibid.: 90)
argue that Wang’s aim to target a more general readership justifies a more direct and
colloquial way of translating sexual words for the target culture. In contrast, what
distinguishes Cyril Birch’s translation from the other two is the attempt to retain the poetic
flavour of the sexual descriptions for English readers. This can be seen in the fact that some
of the metaphorical and poetic sexual references from the Chinese original are translated
literally and within inverted commas in the TT. Hence, the translation may come across as
not easy to be comprehended by general English readers. The divergence with Wang’s
approach could lie in the target readership, since this version might be targeted at a more
scholastic community. The most relevant aspect is that the findings of this research seem to
contradict previous research results on the translation of sexually charged content into
Chinese. As has been discussed previously, there seems to be a strong tendency to mitigate or
obliterate sexual language as far as the translation from English into Chinese is concerned.
However, when it comes to the opposite direction (Chinese into English), a trend to retain
explicit sexual descriptions in the original text seems to emerge (ibid.: 91).
In conclusion, Lee and Ngai (ibid.) hypothesise that the assumed acceptability of sexually
sensitive material by the target readership plays a central role in determining how such
language will be translated or whether it is suppressed. Specifically, it seems from these
studies that Chinese translators assume that the ethical tolerance towards sexual taboos is
more reserved in the Chinese-speaking community than in the original culture (usually in
English-speaking countries). Nevertheless, this is rebutted by Han (2008: 70), who argues
that evidence shows that, at least in Chinese literature, this assumption is not totally true.
Indeed, Lee and Ngai (ibid.: 92) admit that their hypothesis has to be tested through further
studies on the translation of sexual words, of which this thesis is one of them.
3.8. Summary
The studies by Santaemilia (2005a) and Cameron and Kulick (2003) on sex-related language
are important for this research inasmuch as the (im)politeness of sexual language and the
gender identity constructed by this kind of language are two fertile grounds on which the
analysis of sex-related language and its translation can be fruitful. In this chapter, it has also
been shown that the role of culture and cultural differences is of paramount importance when
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analysing the translation of sex-related language, especially in the case of cultures so
different as the USA and the Chinese. For this purpose, the ‘cultural turn’ and its impact on
Translation Studies have been discussed. It has been necessary to look back and consider
theoretical approaches which have preceded and influenced this paradigm, such as the skopos
theory, the polysystem theory or the postulates of the manipulation school. Interdisciplinarity
has also proven to be essential in TS, and in our case, considering the nature of the corpus
under study, the links between gender studies and translation studies have been investigated,
paying particular attention to translation and gender from a feminist perspective. Such an
approach will facilitate the interpretation of women’s use of sexually taboo and gender biased
language in the original TV series Sex and the City, and will be instrumental when analysing
how these have been translated into Chinese.
As shown in previous pages, gender and translation have been approached in various ways by
different translation scholars. Chamberlain (1988/2000) has conducted a meticulous study on
the metaphoric models of translation, which demonstrates the power struggles between the
translator and the author, as both of them fight for the recognition of creativity and authority.
Simon (1996) approaches translation and gender from a feminist perspective, examining not
only the relationship between women and translation, but also studying feminist writings and
their translation. She emphasises the translator’s active role and the importance of cultural
values and differences, an approach which is also adopted in this doctoral research. Equally
from a feminist viewpoint, von Flotow (1997) examines the relationship between patriarchal
language and women, focusing on the translation of the female body in feminist writings. The
adoption of a feminist approach in this study will help investigate whether or how power is
acclaimed by women through the use of sexually taboo language in their conversations.
When analysing the translation of these conversations into Chinese, the similarities or
discrepancies between Chinese and Western sexual taboos will be ascertained through a
rigorous comparison of the use of sexually taboo words in the English dialogue and in the
Chinese subtitles. It is hoped that the findings will shed light on how translation can be used
to reinforce, downplay or perpetuate prescribed gender prejudices in the Chinese culture.
Santaemilia (2005b) has carried out research in the translation of sex and, more specifically,
has investigated whether the gender of the translator will trigger different strategies to deal
with sexual language, and if the gender-associated struggles could be detected in the
translation. In tune with this study’s findings, as illustrated in section 3.7.2, this research also
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takes a look at how the ideologically constructed gender identity in the Western world has
(not) been rendered into Chinese culture. Santaemilia (2008: 245) has also conducted
research on the interrelationship between self-censorship and the translation of sex-related
language, concluding that “the translation of sex-related language is prone to being censored
by several pressure groups; also translators themselves are likely to transform sexuallyloaded terms into merely mechanical readings”. All in all, based on Simon’s (1996) and von
Flotow’s (1997) feminist translation theory, this doctoral research will explore an area in TS
– i.e. the translation of sexual taboos from English dialogue into Chinese subtitles – which
has not been looked into from the perspectives mentioned in section 3.2, in an attempt to
unravel interactions among women, sexual language, culture, identity, and power.
In China, sexually taboo language has not attracted much attention in the academic
community and the studies on this topic are very scarce. Nonetheless, the research carried out
by Han (2008) is most interesting as he concludes that Chinese translators tend to downplay
sexually charged language when translating foreign novels, which could be attributed to the
sexual taboos that Chinese translators imposed on themselves, in other words, to selfcensorship. Having outlined part of the theoretical framework for this research, the next
chapter will focus on Audiovisual Translation, and subtitling in particular, with the purpose
of further contextualising this research. Special attention will be paid to the translation of
sexual taboos in audiovisual products, in order to refine the methodological approach taken
for this research.
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Chapter 4
The Subtitling of Sexual Taboos

4.1. Introduction
In the previous two chapters, sexual taboos have been studied in close relationship to its
linguistic configuration and the literature that is available on its translation. This chapter, as a
step closer to the primary objectives of this research, is hoped to provide a literature review
on the subtitling of sexual taboos to refine the theoretical background against which the
analysis of the subtitles of sexual taboos from English to Chinese could be unfolded.
In chapter 3, the ‘cultural turn’ in TS has been studied and this significant conceptualisation
of translation has pushed TS forward in an unprecedented speed and scale. One step further,
in addition to the analysis of general cultural issues, the potential correlations between
language, ideology and power are becoming a new research focus among translation scholars,
whether they are implicitly or explicitly stated. This trend also applies to the field of AVT,
and inspired by this line of thought, this doctoral research is set out to unveil how female
identity and the power struggle at play which are closely associated with the use and the
translation of sexually taboo language. More importantly, the translation of sexually taboo
words will help further expose women’s identity and social status through the deviations that
can be found in the Chinese subtitles.
This chapter will start with a short history of Audiovisual Translation in general in an attempt
to elucidate the main characteristics of this translation mode. Subsequently, the focus will be
placed on subtitling solely, which will be explored from a technical as well as an ideological
perspective. In this research, the ideological dimension that surrounds the activity of
subtitling is the significant part that provides the theoretical foundations and framework for
analysing the subtitling of sexual taboos from English to Chinese in the case study chosen for
this research, i.e. Sex and the City. However, this does not mean that the technical aspect of
subtitling is not important; on the contrary, it helps understand the semiotic conglomerate that
is subtitling. Hence, the all-important technical dimension of subtitling will be explored,
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closely following the study carried out by Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007). At the end of this
section, a subsection has been incorporated aimed to provide some general knowledge
regarding the development of Audiovisual Translation in China, and particularly subtitling.
Studies carried out by scholars such as Qian (2004), Dong (2007) and Liu (2011) are
instrumental in the articulation of knowledge from this perspective.
The ideological perspective of subtitling is unfolded in this research with the study conducted
by Díaz Cintas (2004), in which he establishes a productive theoretical framework for the
scrutiny of AVT by borrowing and reworking crucial concepts from DTS, namely
polysystem, norms and patronage. Furthermore, the recent work by Díaz Cintas (2012), in
which he explores the concepts of manipulation and ideology in the realm of AVT, is also
pivotal to this research. Along a similar line, but more specifically focused on the issues
raised by gender in Audiovisual Translation, De Marco (2012) explores whether and how
Audiovisual Translation can contribute to transferring and perpetuating gender stereotypes
from North American and British cultures to Spanish and Italian cultures. Another study
conducted by Díaz Cintas (2001) on the subtitling of sexual terms from Spanish into English
is an important piece of research that could help boost the theoretical framework of this
doctoral study. At the end of this section on ideological issues, this research will look into the
study conducted by Feral (2011), in which the French feminine voices of Sex and the City are
explored. These theoretical studies have been selected because they provide relevant
theoretical framework for this research, and it is hoped that they will help yield fruitful results
when applied to the analysis of the Chinese subtitles of the English-spoken series Sex and the
City.
The last part of this chapter is devoted to exploring the subtitling of sexual taboos in China.
So far, there have been only a few Chinese scholars who have conducted research on this
subject. Interestingly, two researchers – Lung (1998) and Chen (2004) – focus on the undertranslation of sexually loaded words in Hong Kong, although their research is conducted from
two different perspectives as will be explained later. This research also looks into another
study conducted by Cheung and Gilson (1993) which centres on the representation and
problematisation of gender in Hong Kong cinema. In spite of the fact that this latter study
does not directly deal with subtitling, it sheds light on various ideological aspects that
surround the conceptualisation of gender stereotypes in China.
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All in all, the studies and research works selected and discussed in this chapter are hoped to
provide the foundations for an appropriate theoretical framework that will later help analyse
the subtitling of sexually taboo words when translating from English to Chinese. Intended to
offer an in-depth understanding of Audiovisual Translation and subtitling, this research will
begin with a brief history of this professional practice.
4.2. A brief history of Audiovisual Translation
Audiovisual Translation is a relatively novel area in TS, as only at the end of the twentieth
century did this field start to experience an unprecedented surge of academic interest and
attention. Inevitably, the hierarchical order placed on literary and bible translation by our
society acted as a brake for many translation scholars and researchers in adjacent fields to
venture into the study of this then unknown area. Delabastita (1989: 193) points out this
cultural disposition which, in his opinion, can be explained by the fact that in social sciences
the objects of study are often chosen on the basis of their high prestige and the acumen that
they represent in the culture to which they belong. Specifically, this is one of the underlying
grounds which explains why TS has so long been seen as a minor branch under the field of
linguistics or comparative literature, and accordingly, it is also one of the reasons that AVT
has been ignored for such a long period in academic debates on translation.
Apart from this status quo, and particularly in the case of AVT, spatial and temporal
constraints imposed by the audiovisual medium itself are another main reason that could help
explain why AVT has been ignored by academics until very recently, as some of them may
have lacked the appropriate technical knowledge (Díaz Cintas and Remael 2007: 9). This
apparent lack of interest, together with poor and erratic publishing conditions in the old days,
makes it difficult to compile a proper historiography of AVT today. According to Díaz
Cintas’s (2009: 2) rigorous study, Laks’s Le Sous-titrage de films, written in 1957, could be
considered as the first work of academic worth on subtitling, albeit from a mostly
professional perspective. During the 1960s and 1970s, AVT witnessed the publication of a
range of contributions focusing “on the figure of the audiovisual translator, on the different
translational stages, as well as on the differences between dubbing and subtitling, and the way
in which audiences were seen to experience subtitling” (Díaz Cintas 2009: 2). In 1987, the
first ever symposium on dubbing and subtitling was held in Stockholm, acting as a catalyst to
stimulate the intellectual interest on AVT which later materialised in the publication of
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various new books and articles, such as Pommier’s (1988) and Luyken et al.’s (1991). In the
1990s, the cultural turn in TS (see Chapter 3) not only shifted the focus of academia from a
solely linguistic perspective to a broader concern which places significant emphasis on
social-cultural values, both similarities and discrepancies, but it also encouraged expanding
the scope of TS by encompassing some of the then considered marginal translation forms
such as AVT and by developing TS through interdisciplinary research. Helped with the
advent of digital technology, AVT has entered its epic era in which audiovisual programmes
have become a prominent cultural vehicle to transfer not only factual information but also
assumptions, moral values, stereotypes, and taboo conceptions among different societies.
Hence, it is of great importance to carry out extensive research on AVT with a focus on how
cultural information transfer takes place through the use of language. The ultimate aim is not
only to examine how factual information is rendered in a different language but, more
importantly, to provide a deep understanding of how audiovisual products as a whole
negotiate the cultural differences among different societies when it comes to subtitling. Along
this line, this doctoral research erects itself as an attempt to examine the subtitling of a
significant social-cultural concept, namely that of sexual taboos, from English to Chinese in
the TV series Sex and the City.
4.3. Subtitling from a technical perspective
Having outlined a brief history of AVT, a proper introduction to the subject, with special
emphasis on subtitling, will start from a technical perspective. Generally speaking, AVT is
utilised to refer to the translation of multisemiotic programmes that are transmitted aurally
and visually, including films, TV series, documentaries, computer games and so forth
(Gambier 2003: 171). Based on Díaz Cintas’s (2009: 4) study, some ten different translation
modes of AVT can be distinguished, among which, dubbing, voiceover and subtitling are the
three most common ones. Since the focus of this research is on the subtitling of sexual
taboos, in the subsequent section subtitling will be discussed in detail rather than the other
modes of AVT.
According to Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007: 8), subtitling could be defined as:
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A translation practice that consists of presenting a written text, generally on the lower part of
the screen, that endeavours to recount the original dialogue of the speakers, as well as the
discursive elements that appear in the image (letters, inserts, graffiti, inscriptions, placards,
and the like), and the information that is contained on the soundtrack (songs, voices off).

Three key components constitute all subtitled programmes, namely the spoken word, the
image and the subtitle, which come together in order to create meaning. An important
technical characteristic is that subtitles must be synchronised with the image and original
dialogue and they should be presented on the screen long enough for audiences to be able to
read them (ibid.: 9).
As for the typology of subtitles, this research will borrow the classification proposed in Díaz
Cintas and Remael’s (ibid.: 13) study. In an attempt to offer a comprehensive overview of the
different types of subtitles in existence, the two authors suggest that subtitles can be grouped
based on five different criteria, namely (1) linguistic, (2) time available for preparation, (3)
technical, (4) methods of projection, and (5) distribution format. More specifically, from a
linguistic perspective, subtitles can be divided into three groups:


intralingual subtitles;



interlingual subtitles; and



bilingual subtitles.

Intralingual subtitles are the ones that keep the message in the same language transforming it
from the oral format into the written form. Intralingual subtitles have been traditionally used
for the deaf and the hard-of-hearing audiences, and to a lesser extent for language learning
purposes, for karaoke effect, for the transcription in the same language of dialogue exchanges
pronounced with a thick accent and for the presentation of notices and announcements when
the original soundtrack is kept low or even mute, as is the case of screens on tube and train
stations. As opposed to intralingual subtitles, interlingual subtitles imply the translation from
a source to a target language. This category is utilised mainly for hearing audiences though in
some sporadic cases it is also being used to produce subtitles for the deaf and the hard-ofhearing (SDH). As for bilingual subtitles, they are normally produced in regions where two
languages are spoken, such as Belgium and Finland, and they tend to be a recurrent feature in
most film festivals.
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When considering the time available for preparation, subtitles can be grouped into preprepared subtitles (also known as offline subtitling) and live or real-time subtitles (known as
online subtitles). The main difference between them is the time available for their
preparation. Pre-prepared subtitles allocate ample time for translators to carry out their work
as they are done after the programme has been shot and before it is broadcast or released. On
the other hand, live or real-time subtitling takes place when there is not enough time to
prepare the subtitles as the programmes are being broadcast live or semi-live, e.g. live
interviews, sports programmes and the news.
From a technical perspective, subtitles can be divided into open subtitles and closed subtitles.
Open subtitles are burned or projected onto the image and cannot be removed or turned off,
hence, viewers do not have a choice to turn them off or on when watching the programme.
On the contrary, closed subtitles are optional and can be added to the programmes at viewers’
will, as is the case with most DVDs. Depending on the various methods of projecting
subtitles, five different categories of subtitles can be distinguished, namely (1) mechanical
and thermal subtitling, (2) photochemical subtitling, (3) optical subtitling, (4) laser subtitling
and (5) electronic subtitling. As this research is focused on a cultural and linguistic
perspective of subtitling, it is unnecessary to offer a detailed account of these technical
processes.1 The last taxonomy of subtitles is based on the distribution format, hence, subtitles
can be utilised for cinema, television, video, DVD, Blu-ray and Internet. As far as this
research is concerned, the main focus is on interlingual (from English to Chinese), closed,
and electronic subtitles made for their DVD distribution.
Before proceeding further into the technical aspects of subtitling, there are some key terms
that need to be clarified. Firstly, the term ‘spotting’ – also known as timing, cueing or
originating – refers to the process in which the decision is taken of when a given subtitle
should appear on or leave the screen. Secondly, the term ‘film’ and its derivatives are to be
considered throughout this research as a generic term embodying all audiovisual material. It
is a well-known fact that with the development of modern technology, computers and films
go hand in hand in order to create better entertainment, communication and life opportunities.
When it comes to subtitling, the link with technology is even stronger. The first piece of
1

Those interested in this topic can refer to Ivarsson and Carroll (1998: 12-19) and Díaz Cintas and Remael
(2007: 22-23).
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equipment that subtitlers need is a computer, together with a subtitling program and the
actual audiovisual programme to be subtitled. When subtitlers start to conduct their spotting,
they have to pay careful attention to the timing of the text that will appear on the film on
which they are working. Another crucial aspect of subtitling from a technical point of view
that needs to be addressed here is the code of good subtitling practice. For some scholars,
such as Ivarsson and Carroll (1998), this code is intended to offer some general guidelines in
an attempt to improve the quality of subtitles. In Díaz Cintas and Remael’s (ibid.: 80) opinion,
which is also adopted by this research, “these guidelines should not be understood as an
invasion on any country’s or company’s subtitling tradition, but rather a declaration of good
intentions aspiring to set some minimum standards in the profession and to safeguard
subtitlers’ rights”. Of course, these guidelines are open to debate and modifications. Díaz
Cintas and Remael (ibid.: 81) propose to look into the guidelines from the following three
aspects, namely (1) spatial dimension, (2) temporal dimension, and (3) punctuation and other
conventions. Díaz Cintas and Remael (ibid.: 82) recommend that interlingual subtitling
should be limited to two lines whilst bilingual subtitles may resort to four-line subtitles. In
regard to the position of the subtitles, they are usually placed at the bottom of the screen in
order to limit the obstruction of the image as much as possible. However, each individual
situation requires an ad hoc solution and, in some particular instances, subtitles can appear on
the top of the screen or even in the middle if their appearance at the bottom is problematic.
Another important aspect of subtitling that needs to be pointed out from a spatial perspective
is the colour of the subtitles. Often, white is preferred, and characters are shadowed or black
contoured. As for the maximum number of Roman alphabet characters per line, different
types of media and companies have their own preferred guidelines. For TV subtitles, it is
usually 37 including blank spaces and typographical signs. For cinema and DVD, the
maximum usually accepted is 40 characters per line. On the other hand, regarding the
minimum number of characters contained in a subtitle, Díaz Cintas and Remael (ibid.: 85)
point out that there is no fixed rules. As to the Chinese subtitling practice, the maximum
duration is usually six seconds which could accommodate 30 Chinese characters.
From a temporal perspective, spotting is an essential technical procedure of subtitling and,
according to Díaz Cintas and Remael (ibid.: 88), “the spotting of the dialogue has to mirror
the rhythm of the film and the performance of the actor, and be mindful of pauses,
interruptions, and other prosodic features that characterize the original speech”. For good
quality spotting, temporal synchronization between subtitle and soundtrack is absolutely
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essential, that is, the subtitle should appear on screen when the actor starts speaking and leave
the screen when the actor finishes the utterance. Studies show that the ideal minimum and
maximum exposure time for a subtitle is one second and six seconds respectively.
As this research focuses on Chinese subtitles, the following part of this chapter outlines the
development of the practice of subtitling in China. From a theoretical and scholarly
perspective, rigorous research on AVT may be said to have started in earnest in Western
countries, especially in Europe, during the 1990s (Díaz Cintas 2001). AVT studies in China
do not have much history behind them and the country is still lagging behind when it comes
to this area of knowledge. Dong (2007: 12-17) is one of the scholars who aims to stimulate
and improve research on AVT in China and to this end she has carried out a study outlining
the evolution and the current situation of AVT research in Western countries. In her opinion,
only with frequent communication and collaboration between scholars from China and those
from Western countries, can research on AVT be pushed forward in China (ibid. 16). Along a
similar line, Liu et al. (2011) conducted research extracting data from the China National
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) and concluded that from 1995 to 2008 a total of 54,771
articles about translation were published in Chinese, among which, only 442 papers are fully
centred on AVT. To a large extent, these figures show that interest in this field in China is
still very incipient. The irony lies in the fact that audiovisual products are becoming the
prominent vehicle for intercultural communication in China, as is the case in many other
countries, and this imbalance between practice and theory should be taken more seriously.
This lack of interest in China in researching AVT from a theoretical perspective opens up the
next section of this doctoral research which will explore some theoretical aspects of AVT,
with a particular interest in studies of subtitling that have focused on aspects such as gender,
feminism and sexual taboos. This approach will not only help refine the theoretical backbone
of this research, but it also endeavours to make a significant contribution to the theoretical
study of Chinese subtitling.
4.4. Subtitling from an ideological perspective
When searching for a theoretical framework that could be operative and functional for the
field of AVT, Díaz Cintas (2004) explores the application of some crucial concepts
articulated within the wider Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS). In particular, he reworks
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the concepts of polysystem, norms, and patronage. In so doing, Díaz Cintas (ibid.) puts
forward a theoretical framework which allows for AVT to be approached from an
intercultural perspective rather than from a mere linguistic point of view. More importantly,
his contribution helps researchers in AVT to avoid the pitfall of being prescriptive by calling
for more scholarly attention to be paid to the audiences and the role that the actual target text
plays in the hosting culture. Specifically, when applying the polysystem theory to AVT, Díaz
Cintas (ibid.: 23) points out that:
the concept is sufficiently flexible to allow us to also talk of a film polysystem in Spain or in
any other country. The film polysystem is made up of the national products and the translated
ones- dubbed or subtitled- and deals with the relationships that are established among all of
them.

Adopting the polysystem theory, originally developed by Even-Zohar (1978, 1979) to
account for translation activity in the literary world, into the AVT world brings several
advantages to this field. Firstly, it allows the academic potential of hitherto marginalised
areas such as AVT to be recognised, by blurring to some extent the conventional and
hierarchical lines between AVT and literary translation. Secondly, this approach encourages
interdisciplinary research and studies that broaden the AVT research horizon beyond
linguistics or even translation by considering AVT as an object of study that can be placed
within the wider field of cinematography. This can be evidenced by the fact that film
conferences have started to accept papers on film translation recently and that subtitling and
dubbing are being developed as modules in degrees such as Media Studies. This research also
believes that these developments are also an incentive for Chinese scholars and researchers to
explore AVT from this angle too. In this sense, this doctoral research seeks to explore the
interconnectedness between AVT and Gender Studies in an attempt to stimulate the debate
and promote AVT in the Chinese scholarly community.
Another concept discussed in Díaz Cintas’s (2004: 25) study is that of norms, which he
borrows from Toury (1978/2000, 1995), and understands “as a central element in the
translation process and […] account for the relationships that exist between the rules of the
abstract and modelling society and the idiosyncrasies of each translator”. More specifically,
in Toury’s (1978/2000: 202) study, norms are divided into the following two primary groups,
namely preliminary norms and operational norms. Preliminary norms refer to considerations
on translation policy and the directness of translation. According to the author, “translation
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policy refers to those factors that govern the choice of text types; or even of individual texts,
to be imported through translation into a particular culture/language at a particular point in
time” (ibid.). As to the considerations on the directness of translation, it involves “the
threshold of tolerance for translating from languages other than the ultimate source language”
(ibid.). In accordance with this, specific questions are raised, such as “is indirect translation
permitted at all? In translating from what source languages/text-types/periods (etc.) is it
permitted/prohibited/tolerated/preferred? […], and so on”. Operational norms are conceived
of as guidance based on which the decisions are made during the practice of translation itself.
More importantly, according to Díaz Cintas (2004), studying norms could allow researchers
to discover the main characteristics that regulate the commercial distribution of dubbed or
subtitled programmes at a macro-structural level, whereas at a micro-structural level, such
approach will help us understand the translator’s behaviour from a linguistic and textual
perspective. However, it is important to bear in mind that norms are constantly changing and
they are not the same throughout the history. And it is because of this dynamic nature of
norms, that scholars have realised that the absolute equivalence between source text and
target text is not achievable. As Díaz Cintas (ibid.: 28) points out, norms are instrumental
when it comes to discovering and revealing the extent to which the original text and message
may have been manipulated during the translation process. Indeed, it is also this doctoral
research’s intention to unearth how the translation of sexual taboos may have been
manipulated when transferring a message from English into Chinese. The ultimate goal is to
reveal some of the norms that may have guided the translator’s behaviour during the transfer
process, bearing in mind that the end product is not solely determined by the translator’s
behaviour as there are many other important factors, besides the time and space limitations
imposed by the medium, that come into play, such as the requirements from clients, the
different guidelines used by different subtitling companies, and the potential censorship
limitations imposed by certain governments that may constrain the circulation of imported
films and other audiovisual productions.
Having outlined the application of two important terms, namely polysystem and norms, in the
field of Audiovisual Translation, another significant term discussed in Díaz Cintas’ (ibid.)
study is patronage, which was coined in Translation Studies by Lefevere in 1985. According
to Díaz Cintas (ibid.), “this concept helps to consolidate the study of extra-linguistic factors
relating to the socio-economic and ideological imperatives that exist in all social interactions”.
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Particularly in the case of AVT, this conception “opens the doors to the study of the state’s
interference through film censorship or cinema legislation (screen quotas, dubbing and
subtitling licences, financial subsidies)” (ibid.). Concepts such as censorship, ideology, power
and manipulation have become more topical in AVT studies in recent years, where until not
so long ago rather little had been written from these perspectives (Díaz Cintas 2012).
In a recent special issue of the translation journal Meta, edited by Díaz Cintas (2012) and
entitled The Manipulation of Audiovisual Translation, ideology and manipulation are the two
key themes on which many articles in this compilation focus. Díaz Cintas (ibid.: 276)
believes that “translation is not, and never has been, an innocent activity and the manipulation
of (audiovisual) texts has taken place over time and continues to be rife, irrespective of the
political regimes that happen to be in power”, highlighting the idea that AVT is an important
and fruitful field to be investigated from a perspective related to ideology, power,
intervention, identity, dominance, ethics and manipulation. The latter is a more generic term
that is closely linked with concepts such as ideology and censorship. According to the
electronic version of the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2014), ‘to manipulate’ is a
verb that means: “1. (disapproving) to control or influence sb/sth, often in a dishonest way so
that they do not realize; 2. (formal) to control or use sth in a skillful way”. The first meaning
of this definition is the one that is considered in this doctoral research, which runs closely
with the concept of ideology.
When delving into such a study, the role of the translation scholar, as advocated by Díaz
Cintas (2012: 285) is:
to unmask the ideology that motivates and justifies those precise deviations and, in so doing,
to expose the power struggle at play between the different social agents participating in the
translation process. Although faithful translation can also help propagate and perpetuate
certain ideas and behaviours akin to certain regimes and dominant structures, especially when
the programmes to be translated epitomise the core values propagated by those in power, it is
the deviational translation that becomes the really interesting object of study.

In the case of this research, guided by the theoretical framework elaborated on in the previous
chapter (see section 3.2), it is hoped that the analysis of the subtitling of sexual taboos from
English into Chinese from a feminist point of view can help reveal traces of sexual ideology
and gender identity that are latent underneath the language surface. Furthermore, as also
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pointed by Díaz Cintas (ibid.) in the aforementioned quotation, it is the deviations from a
matter-of-fact translation that are worth investigating and they will become the focus of this
research in order to expose the sexual ideology and gender identity that lies beneath some of
the translation solutions reached in the corpus under analysis.
4.4.1. Subtitling and Gender Studies
Along this line of thought, De Marco (2012: 17) carried out a study on AVT through a gender
lens inspired by her curiosity to get some critical insights into the results of raising
boundaries to ethic, cultural and sexual identities. In her study, she proposes to examine how
gender is depicted in Hollywood and British cinema and to ascertain whether or how
Audiovisual Translation may contribute to transferring gender stereotypes from North
American and British cultures to the Spanish and Italian cultures. Specifically, she pays
attention to the deviations that can be observed in the dubbed versions of the films as these
are prime examples that can help illustrate how different countries deal with gender issues.
Furthermore, these translations also have the potential of throwing light into how the
audiences’ understanding of these issues can be shaped by the nature of the translation
solutions reached.
De Marco’s (ibid.) study unfolds with an overview of the general developments that have
taken place in GS and TS, and then provides the reader with a detailed account of some of the
best known studies on gender and Audiovisual Translation. In this respect, De Marco (ibid.:
66) focuses first on several seminal works by scholars such as von Flotow (1997), Simon
(1996) and Santaemilia (2000, 2005), who have discussed the translation process from a
gender perspective and moves later to evaluate the contributions by Danan (1991) and Díaz
Cintas (1997, 2004, 2005), who, in her opinion, have made a great contribution to apply the
‘cultural turn’ theoretical parameters to the specific field of AVT. Subsequently, her study
proceeds to investigate the articulation of sexism in language and how it is reflected in
patterns of (linguistic) behaviour which engender the transmission of stereotypes and
strengthen the everlasting social imbalance between men and women. Based on these
theoretical premises, she explores how a corpus of Hollywood and British films may affect
audiences’ perception on gender issues in terms of the visual and acoustic representation of
gender in those films, and looks into the various ways that could be utilised for audiences
from different cultures to deal with these issues.
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With regard to the portrayal of gender stereotypes, De Marco (ibid.: 92) believes that it is
rooted deeply in our minds, constantly perpetuated by the educational system operating in our
society and evidenced, and even strengthened, by the way in which women images and roles
are represented in the media. In her opinion, one of the most powerful traits of gender
stereotypes is that they help to maintain male dominance in the society and keep the
boundaries alive between male and female. In this respect, the cinematographic industry is
part and parcel of the social system which manipulates and instils androcentric expectations
in audiences to continue perpetuating the same clichés and stereotypes that they may have
become accustomed to in their daily lives. Specifically, women are more often than not
allocated to the following roles in cinema: “mother, daughter and wife (as representatives of
the domestic sphere) and secretary and prostitute (as representatives of the ‘public’ sphere)”
(ibid.). The translation process in these cases, whether dubbing or subtitling, tends to fulfil
the same aims contained in the original programmes when it comes to reiterating certain
gender stereotypes and, on occasions, they seem to be even enhanced in the target programme
rather than questioned.
De Marco (ibid.: 218) asserts that “language is the medium through which information,
points of view, values and opinions are interchanged and imposed, and through which
prejudices and social inequalities easily transmitted”, and emphasises the fact that women’s
image and identity are also constructed and construed through language. Having thoroughly
analysed the corpus and its translation, De Marco (ibid.: 221) concludes and highlights that
Audiovisual Translation plays an extremely important role in shaping audiences’
interpretation of another different culture which may result in perpetuating stereotypes and
prejudices. This is delineated in the instance that if vulgar expressions are translated not
simply by resorting to vulgar counterparts in the target language, but also sexist or racist, the
audiences may have the impression that these forms of address are universal and, hence, they
are more acceptable. The danger behind this attitude is that it may promote these patterns of
behaviour as standard and as part of an interculturally shared background. This line of
thought, together with the aforementioned postulates proposed by Díaz Cintas (2012), help
this research to refine its theoretical backbone and to concentrate on the analysis of the main
deviations found in the Chinese subtitles, as these may create and reinforce new images and
identities of women in Chinese culture.
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In this research’s corpus – the TV series Sex and the City (season 1) – the protagonists are
four single independent and aspiring women with successful professional careers: Carrie
Bradshaw is a writer, Samantha Jones has her own PR company, Charlotte York works in an
art gallery, and Miranda Hobbes is a lawyer. To some extent, these images and backgrounds
are contradictory to the conventional view of women portrayed in classical films. More
importantly for this analysis is the fact that the language particularly created in this context
and uttered by the female protagonists is substantially more ‘shocking’ than the images alone
as it is rich in sexual innuendos, expletives and other rhetorical devices such as double
entendres. Hence, it is expected that analysing the value and importance of sexually taboo
words as used in the original English conversations alongside their subtitled translation in
Chinese will yield interesting and crucial findings for AVT.
In comparison with De Marco’s (2012) study, the focus of this doctoral research is primarily
aimed to investigate how women’s identity is portrayed through the use of sexually taboo
language and how the conventional gender boundaries may be transgressed by women’s use
of sexually taboo words. More importantly, the ultimate objectives are to explore how the
subtitles of these programmes have dealt with these issues when problematic terms and
expressions need to be transferred from the English to the Chinese culture; to examine
whether or how the deviations found in the translation reveal different attitudes toward sexual
taboos and women to those portrayed in the original; and finally to categorise the various
translation strategies that have been applied in order to deal with this kind of language. This
approach is obviously based on the underlying assumption that cinematographic language
and its translations – in this concrete case subtitling – play an important role in exporting and
perpetuating sexual taboos as well as in promoting certain aspects of women’s identity. In
this sense, subtitles have the potential of bringing ‘new’ ways of interpreting sexual taboos
and women’s identity to audiences in other cultures.
Needless to say, language is a vital part of the whole film system and, as underlined by Díaz
Cintas (2001: 47) when discussing the subtitles of the Spanish film La flor de mi secreto (The
Flower of My Secret, Pedro Almodóvar 1995) into English, in many audiovisual productions
“it is not a question of sex, but words, and this is why the film is in fact a deftly edited
conversation piece rather than a compendium of graphically explicit sexual fantasies”. In this
article, the discussion begins with the translation of the title of a French film containing the
adjective pornographique. Its renditions into Spanish, American English and British English
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are scrutinised, however, they all fail to keep the original title despite the fact that the
languages of these countries have the same Greek root for the French word, namely
pornográfica in Spanish and pornographic in English. The decision to avoid using this taboo
word indicates the disturbing power that this term has been endowed with by culture,
morality, and economy. This sheds light on the current research in terms of the translation
into Chinese of the title of the series under scrutiny in these pages, i.e. Sex and the City, as it
may help us disclose any power struggles or disturbance that this title could bring into the
Chinese culture because of the explicit use of the substantive ‘sex’ (see Chapter 6).
Subsequently, Díaz Cintas (ibid.: 51-54) discusses some important premises that will also
help this research to refine its theoretical background. Firstly, the context where reading takes
place is a crucial factor that must be taken into consideration when dealing with the
translation of sensitive terms and expressions. Specifically, it feels different to read a book on
your own if compared with the group activity of going to the cinema. Also, going to the
cinema is a different experience from watching a programme broadcast on television as the
former indicates an active choice, whereby the viewer takes the decision of which film to see,
while the latter does not seem to allocate such power to audiences who are perceived as being
more passive. Hence, to go to the cinema or to buy or rent a video or DVD are decisions that
suggest that customers take a more dynamic approach towards their viewing habits. Based on
this assumption, Díaz Cintas (ibid.: 52) advances a hypothesis claiming that the cinema and
video (or DVD) versions of films tend to make use of more daring solutions when it comes to
subtitling sexually taboo language than the TV version. Extrapolating this into the current
research, in which the corpus is made up of the DVD versions of the first season of the TV
series Sex and the City, it could be interesting to investigate if there are more daring
translation strategies, namely more source-text oriented, have been adopted in the Chinese
subtitles. Meanwhile, we have to bear in mind that the sexual matrix in which the DVD
version of the TV sitcom is distributed to is commonly interpreted as more reserved on the
matters of sex compared with its English-speaking counterparts (see previous discussion in
section 3.7.3).
Díaz Cintas (ibid.) also states that when dealing with the transfer of these expressions, the
translators and researchers must take into account “the degree of social acceptance or
rejection that the usage of expletives and imprecations has depending on the society”. In this
sense, it seems legitimate to assume that the openness of the target society will act as a
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catalyst when decisions need to be taken as to which swear words to keep or delete, which
ones to translate and how to translate them. By examining how sexually taboo words are
rendered on screen could help gauge the attitude of the target society towards the
employment of sexual taboos.
Another hypothesis advanced by Díaz Cintas (ibid.: 53) is that subtitlers working from
Spanish into English, “might opt to replace strong bad language in the original for weaker
terms in the target language, although in some instances they might feel less inhibited and
resort to the most frequent “fuck” or derivative forms”. It will be interesting to testify this
presupposition in this research’s corpus where the language combination is English into
Chinese, and look into it further by exploring whether sexually taboo words are indeed
weakened or rather strengthened in the subtitles and, in so doing, analyse whether or not the
women’s identity promoted by the original has been compromised in the Chinese culture.
More importantly, he also argues that one obvious way to liberate women from social
conventions is “through the use and abuse of swear words, traditionally masculine, and the
explicit references to their sexual activities, their likes and dislikes” (ibid.: 54), which is
exactly what the TV sitcom Sex and the City tries to convey to the mass audiences. Indeed,
the new female images and identities promoted by the TV series are carefully crafted through
the language used by the four protagonists. It is hoped that the thorough analysis of the
sexually taboo words used in their English conversations and in their Chinese subtitles
counterparts can yield interesting and important results as to how language and behaviours
can be manipulated on screen through translation.
After having analysed the English subtitles of the Spanish film La flor de mi secreto [The
Flower of My Secret], directed by Pedro Almodóvar in 1995, Díaz Cintas (ibid.: 63) goes
back to one of his previous assumptions in order to test it, i.e. that the cinema and video/DVD
versions of films tend to make use of more daring solutions when it comes to subtitling
sexually taboo language than the TV version. To his surprise, the findings clearly indicate
that the TV version of the film adheres in fact more literally to the original when it comes to
translating the sexually taboo language, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Furthermore,
his analysis also uncovers the fact that subtitlers seem to opt for a more literal translation
when the sexually taboo words are supported by the information conveyed by the images and
the sound, thus conforming to the audiences’ expectations.
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As regards audiences’ expectations, another article, written by Feral (2011: 391-407) and
entitled “Gender in audiovisual translation: naturalising feminine voices in the French sex
and the city”, is of interest as it aims to explore “how certain feminine voices are adapted or
‘naturalised’ in audiovisual translation in order to conform to the intended audience’s
assumed gender beliefs and values”. In particular, Audiovisual Translation in this paper is
examined and compared in the forms of subtitling and dubbing. 2 The nature of subtitling
allows audiences access to the original dialogue whereas dubbing hides the original
exchanges and therefore acts as a filter that permits the selection of the information that will
reach viewers and that can be regulated by the political, economic and ideological interests of
some of the stakeholders operating in the target (and occasionally in the source) culture.
More importantly, based on Luyken et al.’s study (1991, in Feral 2011: 392), in a
predominantly dubbing country such as France, subtitles are intended for people who are
better educated. Hence, Feral (ibid.) proposes to examine first which elements engaging with
American feminism and found in the first season of Sex and the City are naturalised in the
French dubbing but maintained in the subtitles, and secondly how these differences can
inform the gap between general audiences’ knowledge and assumptions about gender and
those of people who are presumably better educated and watched the subtitled version.
Based on the strong feminist component that permeates the series, this comparative study is
divided into the following three parts: (1) feminist culture, (2) gender equality and the public
sphere, and (3) feminist rhetoric. Through the analysis of three examples in the section that
she entitles feminist culture, Feral (ibid.: 395) believes that high profile women and feminist
images are only made available to the people who are better educated in France as their
names are only kept in the subtitles. Whereas in the dubbing, based on her study, very often
they are substituted or omitted in French. For instance, in the following scene where the four
heroines are discussing if it is appropriate to accept money from male sexual partners,
Miranda mentions Camille Paglia in her utterance, who is a well-known female academic and
social critic. Feral (2011: 393) points out in her study that the substitution of the name
Camille Paglia in the dubbed version suggests that “the average French viewer is assumed to
be unacquainted with the ‘féministe énnemie des féministes’ (Guilbert 2002: 243) and by

In the field of AVT, subtitling and dubbing, more often than not, have been compared and contrasted in studies
carried out by scholars such as Goris (1993), Baker and Hochel (2001) and Gottlieb (2004) among others.
2
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extension, with her controversial dismissal of the idea of sexuality as a site of oppression for
women (Phillips 1998: 6)”.
When it comes to her section two – i.e. gender equality and the public sphere –, Feral (ibid.:
399) points out that there is a marked tendency in dubbing to tone down females’ education,
skills, ambitions and successes. This tendency also implies that general French viewers are
expected to prefer the filtered female language corresponding to the conventional female
image. On the other hand, according to Feral, people who are better educated are expected to
prefer the new female image promoted by feminism in French culture. Feral (ibid.) further
explores the reasons that lie behind these expectations from ordinary French people, and
adopting a historical perspective she claims that French women have been traditionally
encouraged to stay at home and fulfil domestic roles as wives and mothers. When compared
to Anglo-American culture, less powerful and influential images about women seem to have
been promoted within French society. According to Feral’s (ibid.: 400) study, even in the
current modern French society, women are still underrepresented in high level occupations
and the widespread belief which puts women’s natural place at home still can be found.
In the opinion of the author, this historical backdrop and heritage seems to be at the root of
the toning down of the feminine tone found in the dubbing, which also explains to a certain
degree why ordinary French people are expected to prefer the conventional female image.
However, this is not a solid ground for promoting educated and powerful women image in
subtitles, since not every better educated people supports the female images promoted by
feminism, in fact, some of them may prefer the conventional gender roles. In the final part
with regard to feminist rhetoric, it is not surprising that this kind of language is attenuated in
the dubbing whereas subtitles clearly follow the original. In conclusion, Feral (ibid.: 405)
points out that “unspoken gender values become visible only when confronted by a different
model of femininity - a model informed by a feminist emphasis on women’s equal rights and
power”. Indeed, this research also hopes to shed light on gender issues and values in Chinese
culture through the analyses of the translation of sexually taboo words from English to
Chinese.
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4.5. Subtitling sexual taboos in China
From the angle particularly focused on the language pair English and Chinese, there are not
many studies carried out on the subtitling of sexually taboo words so far. However, the few
studies analysed in this subsection, which is devoted to explore this rarely touched area in
AVT, have helped provide in-depth knowledge regarding the subtitling of sexually taboo
words in the language pair English and Chinese. Lung (1998) is one of the pioneering
scholars to conduct a study on the mistranslation of sexually suggestive elements in EnglishChinese subtitling. Mistranslating, according to Lung (ibid.: 97), is “defined broadly as
referring to any distortion of meaning as a result of misunderstanding the text, or a conscious
decision to skip translating at all”, whilst sexually suggestive elements “refer to the context,
which gives indirect reference to the image of sex for various purposes”. More importantly,
she argues that recreating some of the source text sexually suggestive elements in the target
text is crucial in order to maintain the original text function. Intended to illustrate the
importance of this premise, Lung’s study starts by categorising the various sexually
suggestive elements according to their textual function. In this respect, she proposes to
analyse them in four different contexts, namely (1) when they are embedded in humorous
situations, (2) when they form an intrinsic part of idiomatic expressions, (3) when they
belong to the specific language of youth, and (4) as indicators of strong language.
According to her findings, when sexually suggestive elements are embedded in humour, more
often than not, they tend to be mistranslated. Hence, the subtitles fail to elicit the target
audiences’ laughter when the original text successfully created humour among original
audiences. Lung (ibid.: 100) suggests that translators should take the responsibility to decide
whether or not to activate in their subtitles the implicit information that is transmitted in the
original dialogue in order to trigger the equivalent response from the target audiences.
Secondly, focusing on expressions containing the terms ‘straight’ or ‘gay’, as a way of
discussing one’s sexual preference, it is apparent, in her corpus, that sexually suggestive
elements are completely lost. Thirdly, sexually suggestive expressions are analysed in the
context of the conversations maintained among a group of American high school teenagers.
Lung’s study informs us that their conversations are closely related to baseball games
whereby the first, second, and third base as well as the home plate they all refer to the various
stages of intimacy with a girl. Without knowledge of this cultural background, Lung argues
that it is extremely difficult for viewers to understand what is going on. Since baseball games
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are not well known in China, the terms used in the game could cause serious confusion
among Chinese audiences if used with sexual innuendos. The analysis carried out by Lung is
important because it does show that literal translations risk creating unnecessary
misunderstandings and confusion among the Chinese audiences and the ultimate piece of
advice is that it is better to express the connotative meaning of the source text in the subtitles
rather than the denotative meaning. Finally, when sexually suggestive elements are used as an
integral part of swear words, they take on an emotional load that contributes to expressing
anger, surprise, and so forth. The function and impact of these words are crucial, however,
the examples analysed by Lung (ibid.: 103) show that the impact carried by the sexually
suggestive elements of the original text is considerably toned down in the Chinese subtitles.
In Lung’s (ibid.) study, the reasons for mistranslation and/or undertranslation are attributed to
the translators’ ignorance of the foreign language and, more specifically, to their
unfamiliarity with the idiomatic expressions used in the foreign language. Whilst talking
about sex can be said to be reasonably common in daily conversation in North American
culture, talking about the same or similar sexual topics is still veiled in shame among Chinese
speakers, which compounds the translation situation and poses great challenges for the
subtitlers. More importantly, Lung (ibid.: 105) points out that in a cross-cultural experience
such as when translating from English into Chinese, the occurrence of mistranslations at
important points has the negative potential of disturbing the cohesion of the plot and leaving
the audiences in confusion. The author then calls for the systematic training on subtitling in
Hong Kong which, in her opinion, should lead to the improvement of the subtitling quality.
With regard to the figure of the subtitler, although her statement is arguably equally valid for
other types of translations, she points out that “subtitle translators should bear in mind that
the task of translation is to strive for a correspondence between ST and the TT, with close
reference to the author’s intentions and the target readers’ expectations” (ibid.). All in all,
subtitlers should be very careful when it comes to translating sexually taboo language,
especially when it is used to perform a very specific task, such as swearing or joking.
A later paper, written by Chen (2004), also focuses on how American English swearwords
are dealt with in Hong Kong cinemas and concludes that one of the main issues in this field is
that these terms tend to be under-translated. The reasons behind inadequate translations are
explained by the author in terms of patronage, illocutionary strategies, and socio-linguistics.
According to Chen (ibid.: 135), films are an important field of business in Hong Kong, and
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subtitling them for the wider audience has a long history in this region. From an educational
perspective, subtitling is part of the curriculum in the translation programmes offered by
some Chinese universities of Hong Kong both at BA and MA levels. However, against this
advantageous background, many American English swearwords are still under-translated in
Hong Kong Chinese subtitles. After looking into a corpus of various subtitled films, Chen
(ibid.: 136) foregrounds four ways in which English swearwords in VCDs produced in Hong
Kong have been under-translated – namely (1) un-translation, (2) over-formal translation, (3)
rendition into Putonghua, and (4) use of euphemisms – and proceeds to point out the various
reasons for toning down the swearwords in the subtitles. Firstly, Chen (ibid.) considers that
the active role played by governmental censorship in Hong Kong together with the
commercial drive to engross maximum profits from the distribution of a film are responsible
for the edulcorated way in which most swearwords are rendered. Secondly, subtitling implies
the transformation of spoken words into written form and, based on the discussion by
Ivarsson and Carroll (1998: 83), it seems that swearwords are less acceptable when they are
written on screen than when they are orally verbalised as their offensive impact is considered
greater as written text.
Another argument put forward by Chen (2004: 138) relates to the use and social value of
Cantonese as opposed to Mandarin. The author argues that only Cantonese subtitles can bring
closer Hong Kong viewers with the spirit of American films, as the majority of Hong Kong
audiences are Cantonese native speakers and, hence, Cantonese could be the most effective
language to arouse the greatest reaction among viewers, particularly when it comes to the use
of emotionally-charged terms and expressions. However, despite the fact that Cantonese is
making big strides socially and becoming more popular in written form in Hong Kong, there
is still a significant number of people who prefer to read standard Chinese on screen and this
is why many films are distributed in Mandarin, which tends to euphemise the translation of
sexual taboos.
At the end of the paper, Chen (ibid.) strongly advocates that subtitlers should always bear in
mind the three main differences between English and Chinese languages and cultures, namely
linguistic, psychosexual, and religious differences. His specific advice, from the linguistic
perspective, is that subtitlers should pay attention to the sequential order between adjectives
and the noun that they are intended to modify. When American English swearwords like
‘fucking’ are used as adjectives in the original dialogue, i.e. they are placed before the noun,
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its Cantonese equivalent works better if it is placed immediately after the verb intended to be
modified by ‘fucking’, rather than the noun. However, this research believes that in standard
Chinese used in Mainland China, the English word ‘fucking’ used as an adjective could have
various meanings in various contexts, and it is usually placed before the noun.
It is interesting to note the psychosexual differences between American and Chinese cultures
as discussed in Chen’s (ibid.) study. First of all, based on Sigmund Freud’s ideas on the
psychosexual development of children, which consists of three phases, namely oral, anal and
phallic, Chen (ibid.) agrees with the premise put forward by historian Lunggei (1992: 184-85)
that “Chinese people seem to be fixed at the oral and anal stages”. In Lunggei’s (ibid.: 185)
words:
In the oral stage, the infant’s main interest is sucking at the maternal breast. In the anal stage,
anal, urethral and muscular sadisms predominate and the child likes playing with its own
feces as it is its own creation. In the phallic stage, roughly between the ages of two and five,
the pre-eminence of the phallus is set up such that boys desire their mother as a sexual object
and hate their father as a rival.

Based on this hypothesis, and borrowing from Lunggei’s (1992, 1995) studies on the oral and
anal stage of the Chinese, Chen proceeds to explain some of the main differences between the
English and Cantonese use of sexual taboos. Lunggei (1992: 184-85) believes that Chinese
mothers spoil their infants by breastfeeding them whenever they cry, which in turn leads to
the situation that Chinese babies develop a very strong attachment to their mothers’ breasts.
In Chen’s (2004: 139) words, “Syun calls the Chinese people an unweaned race”. On the
other hand, Lunggei (1995) opines that in Western culture belief, sons must go away from
their mother in order to become a real man as, otherwise, if the attachment with the mother is
too strong, he might be either considered as homosexual or psychotic.
As for the previously mentioned anal stage of Chinese people, Chen (2004: 139) argues that
this is reflected upon the fact that “they will spit, fart, pick their nose, and litter in public”,
though, this can of course also happen in many other countries. Along these lines, Chen
(ibid.) also makes reference to the “notoriously filthy” toilets found in Mainland China,
which in his opinion comes a long way to justify the fact that “the Chinese would not
consider words like “si [shit]” and “si-fat-gwai” [ass ghost/asshole] very offensive”.
Although his assumptions may be true to a certain degree, this research believes that the
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reaction to the use of these terms really depends on the context in which they are uttered and
on the relationship between the interlocutors, which means that they can also be extremely
offensive for Chinese people.
When analysing the use of swearwords from a religious perspective, Chen (ibid.: 140) points
out that due to the lack of strong and historical roots of Christianity in China, it is, for
instance, rather difficult to find a Chinese equivalent word for the English swearword
‘Goddamn’ and recommends ‘diunei’ [fuck you] as its counterpart in Cantonese, which
obviously does away with the religious undertones of the original expression. In his article,
another important area discussed by Chen (ibid.) is the translation into Chinese of
homosexual terms such as ‘faggot’, ‘bugger’ and ‘sodomite’. Once again, because of
Christian cultural heritage, homosexuality has been traditionally considered as a serious sin in
Western culture, with only some changes taking place in recent decades. On the other hand,
Chen (ibid.) argues that “there was no prejudice against it in China until Western colonialism
began to instil homophobia in the minds of Chinese people near the end of the Qing
Dynasty”. This pernicious influence has continued until today and swearwords involving
homosexuality in American English are stronger than that of Chinese. In order to convey its
strong effect, the Chinese rendition must be handled carefully.
In the last part of this section, it will be fruitful to discuss another academic work focussed on
the study of gender trouble in Hong Kong cinema. Conducted by Cheung and Gilson (1993),
although this study does not directly deal with subtitling or any other kind of translation
modes in the field of AVT, it sheds light on how female and male characters are depicted and
portrayed in contemporary Hong Kong cinema. Such an approach could act as a window into
a part of the Chinese culture in which women’s identity tends to be stereotyped, and in which,
more often than not, females are portrayed as inferior to men. This study can also shed some
light on how feminism is perceived by the Chinese community, particularly in the region of
Hong Kong. Stereotypes about women’s identity can be strongly guarded by Chinese culture
and, in this respect, translation can be a very telling activity with the potential of bringing to
the fore the differences between the Chinese and Western cultures as far as attitudes toward
feminism and women’s liberation are concerned.
Interestingly, in this study, Cheung and Gilson (ibid.: 182) also believe that the traditional
Chinese value system of Confucianism dominates the consciousness of the inhabitants of
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Hong Kong, despite the fact that they were a colony of the United Kingdom. The essence of
Confucianism is further elaborated in this study as harmony and stability, whereas its
counterpart Western culture stresses the spirit of competition and material progress.
According to Cheung and Gilson (ibid.), in Confucianism society is divided into three parts,
namely individual, family and community. More importantly, each member is placed
hierarchically according to gender and age. According to these traditions and mores, in a
Chinese family, a daughter’s status is lower than a son’s and, in turn, children’s status are
lower than their parents’. Everyone has the obligation to stay in his or her assigned social role
in order to ensure the stability and smooth functioning of the whole community, generation
after generation. Any attempt to cross any of the boundaries, including the gender boundary,
is regarded as a negative disruption to the guarded hierarchy. Hence, the fact that women tend
to hold a lower social status is historically and deeply rooted in Chinese culture, and it is
zealously guarded by the powerful and influential cultural system that is Confucianism.
Even though, nowadays, many women have entered the work force, and their dependency
and traditional responsibilities toward their families have been freed to a certain degree in
Hong Kong and the rest of Mainland China, feminism is still a foreign and elusive concept to
the people in this region (ibid.: 183). The situation seems to be getting worse when it comes
to the depiction of women’s roles on the screen. According to the study by Cheung and
Gilson (ibid.) of more than one hundred Hong Kong films shot between 1989 and early 1993,
the conventional Chinese women’s role and social status of pertaining to the domestic realm
and being subordinate to the male figure is not only promoted, but it is also actually enlarged
in these Hong Kong films. Sadly, “female characters often serve only as wallpaper, victims
awaiting rescue, or objects to be pursued, and actually there are not many women in leading
roles” (ibid.: 184). Based on the analysis of several films, Cheung and Gilson (ibid.: 187)
conclude that strong women in Hong Kong films are doomed to pay a high price for having
more power than men. This is particularly apparent in recent films which provide a glimpse
of modern women’s social status in Hong Kong. In order to exert social power, they have
been forced to learn how to hide their abilities, to make use of their influence in a most
discreet manner, or, if they are bent to hold on to power, they can only attain this goal at the
expense of their love life. This study yields necessary cultural background regarding gender
stereotypes in China, which can be useful when discussing the subtitling of sexually taboo
words in subsequent sections of this research.
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4.6. Summary
The analysis of the technological aspects that regulate the subtitling practice not only offers
an insight into the basic guidelines regarding good subtitling practice, but it also provides
potential ammunition to dispute some claims which use space and time constrains in
subtitling as excuses to not to translate or to tone down certain kind of language, particularly
sexually taboo words, swearwords, and the like. Analysing subtitling from a socio-cultural
perspective has been proposed in the past, as part of the ‘cultural turn’ in AVT (Díaz Cintas
2004) and, more recently, novel topics propose to consider the impact of ideology and
manipulation in subtitling (Díaz Cintas 2012). These approaches are instrumental for this
research inasmuch as its main interest is to focus on the deviations found when subtitling
sexual taboos from English to Chinese. It is hoped that such an analysis will help expose
some of the differences encountered in the way in which sexual ideology and female identity
are transmitted under the surface of sexually taboo language, both in the English dialogue and
in the Chinese subtitles.
Some studies have already been conducted on the topic, both outside and inside of China. As
discussed above, De Marco’s (2012) study points out that the cinematic language
encompassing subtitles plays a significant role in the transmission and perpetuation of gender
stereotypes, sexual taboos and, ultimately, women’s identity. Following in De Marco’s
footsteps, this doctoral research will also look into how women’s identity is portrayed in the
English original and then transmitted to the Chinese subtitles, by focussing on the use made
of sexually taboo words in both versions. Special attention will be paid to gauging whether
gender stereotypes disclosed by sexually taboo language are transferred from English into
Chinese and if so, how. Taking audiences’ expectations into consideration, the study carried
out by Feral (2011) looks at how English sexually taboo words are rendered in French
dubbing and subtitling could differentiate the assumed gender believes and values between
general public and better educated group accordingly in France. This research aims ultimately
at uncovering how the rendition of sexually taboo language in the Chinese subtitles of Sex
and the City could reveal some of the gender stereotypes and values that are ingrained in the
Chinese culture.
The studies carried out on the subtitling of sexually taboo language into Chinese seem to
have their primary focus on the mistranslation and/or under-translation of such language, and
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therefore tend to remain on the linguistic plane. In one of the earliest articles on the topic,
Lung (1998) analyses the translation of sexually suggestive elements embedded in humour,
idiomatic expressions, language of youth and strong language, and concludes by calling on
subtitlers to take on action in order to avoid mistranslating sexually taboo words, particularly
when they play a specific role in a text. For this author, it is imperative to pay close attention
to the precise role that sexually taboo words have been allocated in the source text and to be
fully familiar with and aware of the discrepancies and similitudes between the two cultures at
play when it comes to translating such language. Depending on the context, different
translation solutions may be called for and sometimes it may be better to keep the connotative
meaning of the sexually taboo words in the translation rather than their denotative one.
Chen (2004) categorises four ways in which English swearwords end up being undertranslated in Hong Kong subtitled cinema, namely un-translation, over-formal translation,
rendition into Putonghua, and use of euphemism. Chen (ibid.) also looks into the reasons for
under-translating such language and concludes that the main ones are governmental
censorship in Hong Kong, the transformation of spoken into written words, and the
popularity in Hong Kong of simplified Chinese in the subtitles, which tends to be more
prudish, instead of Cantonese. Although this research disagrees with several of the points
made by Chen in what regards the differences between American and Chinese cultures, his
study is a brave step forward in an attempt to unearthing the sexual culture and preferences in
Chinese and Western culture.
This doctoral research also embodies another study, by Cheung and Gilson (1993), which
although it does not deal directly with the subtitling of sexual taboos. It helps shed light upon
how the societal roles played by women are stereotyped in Hong Kong cinema and upon the
socio-cultural background behind this. It is important to take a look at this cultural
background before carrying out the actual analysis of the subtitling of sexually taboo
language.
Bearing these theoretical frameworks in mind, the next chapter will focus on the translation
strategies that can be applied to the subtitling of sexually taboo language and elaborates
further on the methodological scaffolding of this research.
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Chapter 5
Methodology and Translation Strategies
for Subtitling Sexual Taboos

5.1. Introduction
With the fundamental and instrumental theoretical framework behind this research already
outlined in the previous chapters, the current chapter sets out to elaborate the methodological
scaffolding for this project as well as to explore the various translation strategies that can be
activated when subtitling sexually taboo language from English to Chinese, with particular
reference to the North American TV series Sex and the City. In Williams and Chesterman’s
(2002: 1) study, research could be broadly defined as the “systematic investigation towards
increasing the sum of knowledge”, which they borrow from the entry originally recorded in
the Chambers Concise Dictionary (Davidson et al. 1989: 845). Understandably, research
projects vary in scope, content and purpose, and a doctoral research project in the area of TS,
as in various other fields, requires a coherent and appropriate methodology to carry out the
whole research project from its preliminary plan to its ultimate finalisation. The
methodologies, which have been embraced by this work, will therefore be outlined in the first
part of this chapter with a particular focus on the following crucial points: (1) types of
research; (2) conducting a systematic literature review; and (3) collecting, processing and
interpreting data. It should be stressed, here, that the theoretical principles underlying this
methodological analysis are borrowed from two studies of paramount importance in
translation studies research, namely The Map: A Beginner’s Guide to Doing Research in
Translation Studies by Williams and Chesterman (2002) and Research Methodologies in
Translation Studies by Saldanha and O'Brien (2013).
The potential methods that can be used to deal with the translation of sexually taboo language
in our case study will account for the remaining part of this chapter. Not only are translation
strategies used to tackle problems encountered in intercultural communication, but also more
importantly, they represent forms of explicit textual manipulation that can be observed
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directly by comparing the source text with the translation product (Pedersen 2011: 70). At the
outset of this section, the diverse terms used to denote a variety of possible translation
strategies are briefly differentiated. One of the earliest works on translation strategies
conducted by Vinay and Darbelnet (1958/1995) is particularly important in this respect. The
authors located seven subgroups with regard to various translation strategies subsumed in two
predominant categories, namely ‘word-for-word’ and ‘sense-for-sense’ translation. In the first
category, i.e. ‘word-for-word’ translation, re-labelled as ‘direct’ translation by Vinay and
Darbelnet (1958/2000: 85-88), the authors distinguish three translation strategies: (1)
borrowing, (2) calque, and (3) literal translation. The second category ‘sense-for-sense’
translation, re-named as ‘oblique’ translation in Vinay and Darbelnet’s (ibid.: 88-91) study, is
subdivided into four groups: (4) transposition, (5) modulation, (6) equivalence, and (7)
adaptation, as shown below:
Word-for-word, direct translation

Sense-for-sense, oblique translation

(1) borrowing

(4) transposition

(2) calque

(5) modulation

(3) literal translation

(6) equivalence
(7) adaptation

A comprehensive account of these translation strategies will be presented to help to formulate
appropriate ways in which sexually taboo language might be subtitled. In order to further the
understanding of these translation strategies, the thirteen translation methods and eighteen
translation procedures proposed by Newmark (1988) are also taken into account (see section
5.3).
One of the primary objects of this chapter is to look into the potential translation methods that
exist for subtitling sexually taboo language, with the TV series Sex and the City (season 1) as
the case study. In this respect, this research could benefit particularly from the findings from
both literary and Audiovisual Translation furnished by studies conducted on the strategies
used for the transfer of cultural references in general. The fact that sexually taboo words are,
in essence, linguistic items used to express and exemplify the sexual habits and culture within
a specific community justifies a research approach that builds on a general evaluation of that
particular culture. The present PhD project will also examine the seminal studies carried out
by scholars like Nedergaard-Larsen (1993), Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007), Leppihalme
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(2011), and Pedersen (2011). Indeed, these studies on the translation strategies used for the
transfer of cultural references − especially the works by Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007) and
Pedersen (2011) − have been instrumental in terms, not only of shedding light on the
knowledge of appropriate translation strategies for dealing with culture-bound terms, but also
in terms of steering current research in the right direction by putting forward methods that
might be applied to the interpretation of sexually loaded words. It is also necessary to take
studies on feminist translation strategies into consideration here. With this in mind, this
research will take a brief look at the study carried out by von Flotow (1991), in which the
following three translation strategies are put forward: (1) supplementing, (2) prefacing and
footnoting, and (3) hijacking.
After close examination of the various academic works noted above on the nature of
translation strategies, an appropriate taxonomy of translation strategies will be devised with a
particular focus on the subtitling of sexually taboo words. This chapter will therefore
commence with an introduction to the methodological scaffolding necessary for this research
project.
5.2. Research methodology
As TS has grown over the last decades from a branch of applied linguistics, becoming an
independent and interactive academic discipline in its own right, the incentive among
translation scholars to develop a robust and coherent research methodology of its own is
growing ever stronger. This has been voiced in two widely quoted publications, namely The
Map: A Beginner’s Guide to Doing Research in Translation Studies by Williams and
Chesterman (2002) and Research Methodologies in Translation Studies by Saldanha and
O'Brien (2013). The Map has been acclaimed as a fundamental and instrumental academic
work in the field of translation studies, although, as highlighted by Saldanha and O’Brien
(2013: 1), numerous changes have taken place in more recent years:
Since the publication of The Map, there have been some methodological developments in the
field with, for example, the application of methods such as keystroke logging, eye tracking,
internet-mediated research, as well as an increased focus on sociological and ethnographic
approaches to research and on research ethics.
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Building on this foundation, Research Methodologies in Translation Studies sets out to
analyse specific methodologies with real examples extracted from research related to
translation studies. Methodological approaches borrowed from akin disciplines have
undoubtedly helped the evolution of TS but, according to the authors, such approaches are
still unable to embrace the translation phenomenon in its entirety. It is for this reason that the
scholars believe that the study of methodology within the context of translation studies is
imperative, as is the provision of illustrations of current best translation practice. For the
authors, this way of researching “has a value above and beyond standard, generic textbooks”
(Saldanha and O’Brien ibid.).
When looking into potential research methodologies for a particular translation study, an
initial question should generally be raised concerning the genre of research entailed by such a
study. In order to answer this question, Saldanha and O’Brien (ibid.) argue that the logical
systems pertaining to a particular type of research are usually questioned in advance, namely
whether the research in question is conducted from an inductive or deductive stance.
Generally speaking, “induction involves the development of theories and hypotheses from the
data collected […], whereas deduction involves the testing of existing theories or hypotheses
through data” (ibid.: 14). The authors state, furthermore, that a third position, which has come
to be known as abduction, is also to be found in some areas of research and “it proposes to
isolate the most convincing reasons (hypotheses) from a research result and to research these
hypotheses further” (ibid.). The present research is mainly carried out from a deductive
position, since it sets out to deploy a case study in order to draw conclusions from the data as
to how the subtitling of sexually taboo language may expose certain perceptions of gender
identity and sexual ideology in a different culture and, ultimately, it aims to unravel the most
frequent translation solutions that have been utilised to deal with these particular concerns.
Saldanha and O’Brien (ibid.: 15) note that there are usually two types of research frequently
discussed among translation scholars, namely empirical and conceptual research, an
observation that had already been picked up by Williams and Chesterman (2002: 58), who
define these two concepts as follows:
Conceptual research aims to define and clarify concepts, to interpret or reinterpret ideas, to
relate concepts into larger systems, to introduce new concepts or metaphors or frameworks
that allow a better understanding of the object of research.
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Empirical research, on the other hand, seeks new data, new information derived from the
observation of data and from experimental work; it seeks evidence which supports or
disconfirms hypotheses, or generates new ones.

The fundamental distinction between conceptual and empirical research can thus be
summarised in the fact that the former focuses more on ideas whereas the later places more
emphasis on data. However, the authors of both works believe that the distinction between
these two types of research is neither clear-cut nor mutually exclusive. Indeed, Williams and
Chesterman (ibid.) further elaborate on these blurred borders in the context of real research
and eloquently state that if it is true that “any hypothesis must be formulated in terms of
concepts of some kind”, it is also true that “concepts that have no link to empirical data are
not much use to science (however interesting they might appear)”. Given that its main focus
rests on the analysis of a given corpus of subtitles, and that its foundations are built on
conceptual premises related to AVT, this current study can thus be seen as a hybrid made up
of both conceptual and empirical research. This, then, establishes the methodological
framework that the present study intends to follow.
With the logical position and genre of this research now in situ, we should turn our attention
to an appraisal of previous literature written on the subject. As far as a definition is
concerned, and citing the work of Fink (2005), Saldanha and O’Brien (2013: 19) consider the
literature review as “a systematic, explicit, and reproducible method for identifying,
evaluating, and synthesising the existing body of completed and recorded work produced by
researchers, scholars, and practitioners”. With this in mind, the author of the current research
project has attempted to conduct the literature review as systematically as possible; in other
words, important published research on the topic under study has been both identified and
evaluated, the outcome of which is a clear and accurate documentation of previous related
material (see Chapters 2, 3, and 4). It also involves a synthesis of the core concepts derived
from findings from other fields, including literature previously written on sexually taboo
language, gender, translation and subtitling. Finally, the significance of undertaking such a
review can be summed up in Saldanha and O’Brien’s (ibid. 20) own words: “the literature
review is an important vehicle through which researchers can identify and describe the most
relevant theoretical framework(s) for their own research”.
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Thus, so as to answer the research questions raised by this thesis, the all-important literature
review forms the foundation for the subsequent analysis of data. To deal with the
interpretation of the actual data, the authors distinguish between the adoption of a qualitative
and/or quantitative approach, with these two approaches being differentiated as follows:
“quantitative approaches will generate structured data which can be represented numerically
and analysed statistically, whereas the qualitative approach will generate semi- or
unstructured data” (ibid.).
In the case of this current PhD project, the primary data consist of subtitles extracted from the
DVD version of the TV series Sex and the City (season 1), with its particular focus being on
sexually taboo language. This topic has been selected for analysis for the following reasons:
firstly, with due consideration given to the formulation and scope of the research questions
and hypotheses, a large number of sexually taboo words and expressions are to be found
mainly in the dialogue exchanges of the four female protagonists in the TV series, thus
providing fertile ground for quantitative analysis; secondly, these sexually loaded words are
an integral part of Sex and the City and can be considered, in turn, representative of the
changing face of feminism in televisual discourse (Kim 2001: 319). The interpretation of the
data from a gender perspective adds an extra dimension to the research, which, potentially,
can yield interesting results from a qualitative point of view. The extraction of the Chinese
and English subtitles from the DVD, for academic purposes, has been performed with the use
of two software packages, namely, SmartRipper and SubRip, which are free and available on
the Internet. It is crucial, at this stage, to clarify how the data of this research has been
quantified, including the various instances of sexually taboo language found in the corpus and
the translation strategies used to subtitle this kind of language. In what concerns sexually
taboo expressions, these have been counted according to the number of actual examples
found in the corpus of this research and they are all listed in the appendix, under ten
categories. Translation strategies, on the other hand, have been counted depending on the
number of times that they have been activated in the corpus, which means that the number of
strategies is slightly higher than the number of examples as, on occasions, more than one
translation strategy has been used to deal with the subtitling of a given sexually taboo term or
expression.
Another central element in research methodology is that of categorisation, which, in Williams
and Chesterman’s (2002: 94) words, “involves two basic cognitive processes: looking for
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differences (variation) and looking for similarities (patterns)”. The importance of categories
in research is further stressed by the two authors, when they point out that “categories are yet
another form of interpretive hypothesis: you propose a category if you think it is useful, if it
allows you to say something interesting, to make a valid generalization, to formulate a precise
hypothesis about some part of the data” (ibid.). In the present PhD research project, a
taxonomy of ten categories is used as a heuristic tool in order to approach the different
actualisations of sexually taboo langue (see also section 2.4), namely:
(1) masturbation;
(2) oral sex;
(3) orgasm;
(4) homosexuality;
(5) rape;
(6) incest;
(7) menstruation;
(8) genital organs;
(9) prostitution; and
(10) copulation.
These are the categories under which the subtitling of sexually taboo language will be
analysed and are, at the same time, pertinent when it comes to elucidating the translation
strategies to which the subtitler has recourse, which will be grouped within each category.
Any rigorous empirical approach to research in TS should involve the collection, processing
and interpretation of data (ibid.: 96). In the case of this current research project, the
interpretation of data, that is the analysis of original English dialogue and Chinese subtitles
involving the use of language with sexual connotations, is unfolded with the ultimate purpose
of unmasking the gender identity and sexual ideology latent beneath the surface of the
language. The analysis will be carried out within a theoretical framework consisting of the
central tenets contained in two studies on sexually taboo language authored by Santaemilia
(2005) and Cameron and Kulick (2003) (see section 3.2), as well as in the pioneering works
written by Simon (1996) and von Flotow (1997) on the relationships between gender,
feminism and translation (see section 3.7). More importantly, the analysis from a subtitling
perspective is honed by the theoretical framework synthesised from the seminal works
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conducted by Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007), Díaz Cintas (2001, 2004, 2012), De Marco
(2012), and Lung (1998) among others (see Chapter 4). Furthermore, a quantitative analysis
has been conducted in order to expose the frequency of the various translation strategies that
have been adopted for the subtitling into Chinese of the sexually taboo language found in the
TV series Sex and the City (season 1). In the final part of this chapter, the translation
strategies used will be examined and their application to the field of Audiovisual Translation
noted.
5.3. Translation strategies
Drawing from Hurtado Albir’s (1996, 1999) premises, Molina and Hurtado Albir (2002: 508)
define translation strategies as “procedures (conscious or unconscious, verbal or non-verbal)
used by the translator to solve problems that emerge when carrying out the translation process
with a particular objective in mind”. In translation studies, a variety of other terms may be,
and have been, used to refer to the same concept. Based on Kearn’s (2009: 282) study, these
include “procedures, techniques of adjustment, transformations, [and] transfer operations”.
Although it may seem that these terms could be considered as alternatives to each other and
be used as synonyms, some scholarly studies have placed a different emphasis on them.
Hence, the importance of the process is stressed in some, while in others the end result of a
particular translation practice is foregrounded. For instance, in Molina and Hurtado Albir’s
(2002: 508) study, in which translation techniques are revisited, the concept of ‘technique’ is
considered as a term that emphasises the end result, particularly with a view to explain how
the actual translation has been affected. For the same authors, ‘strategy’, however, places the
focus on the process itself. As far as the data in this monograph are concerned, such a
distinction is unnecessary inasmuch as the processes are observed indirectly through an
analysis of the end results, i.e. the Chinese subtitles of sexually taboo language in Sex and
The City (season 1), in comparison with the source text, i.e. the English dialogue. Another
division often discussed in the study of translation strategies is that between ‘local’ and
‘global’ strategies. According to Kearns (2009: 283):
‘local strategies’ relate specifically to the translation of particular language structures and
lexical items, while ‘global strategies’ operate at a more general level and pertain to broad
questions of textual style and the choice between suppressing or emphasizing specific aspects
of the source text.
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In general, translation scholars have devoted much more attention to local strategies, as
illustrated, for example, in the works of authors such as Vinay and Darbelnet (1958/1995),
Nida (1964) and Chesterman (1997), among others.
Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1958/1995) study can be considered as one of the earliest studies on
translation strategies, with their work first being published in 1958. According to their study,
the seemingly countless translation strategies can be divided into seven main groups. These
seven groups can, moreover, be grouped as subcategories of another two fundamental and
primary translation strategies that can be traced as far back as Roman times, to Horace and
Cicero. The distinction between these two main strategies, namely word-for-word translation
and sense-for-sense translation, has represented a central point of debate in TS until the
present time (Bassnett 1980/2002). Throughout translation history, this binary debate has
been maintained, albeit referred to in different ways by different scholars. Thus, Nida (1964)
writes about ‘formal’ versus ‘dynamic’ equivalence and Newmark (1988) prefers to talk
about ‘semantic’ versus ‘communicative’ translation, whilst Venuti (1995) coins the terms
‘foreignisation’ and ‘domestication’ and Nord’s (1997) distinction is established between
‘documentary’ and ‘instrumental’ translation.
The seven strategies postulated in Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1958/1995) study can be subsumed
into two broad, general categories: ‘direct’ and ‘oblique’ translation. Direct translation
embodies the three following strategies: (1) borrowing, (2) calque, and (3) literal translation,
while oblique translation encompasses (4) transposition, (5) modulation, (6) equivalence, and
(7) adaptation. In the first category of direct translation, borrowing is considered as a strategy
through which the flavour of the source language culture is transposed into a target text
thanks to the retention of foreign terms in a translation. Some older borrowings are so
omnipresent in our daily language that they are no longer considered as such and have
entered the target language lexicon: ‘menu’ and ‘chic’ in English, for example, or DVD in
Chinese. Calque is considered as a special kind of borrowing in Vinay and Darbelnet’s
(1958/2000: 85) study as it denotes the translation of a borrowed expression from another
language with each lexical element being translated literally. The authors point out that, after
activating such strategy in translation practice, there are two possible outcomes, namely a
lexical calque that “respects the syntactic structure of the TL, whilst introducing a new mode
of expression” or, indeed, a structural calque that “introduces a new construction into the
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language” (ibid.). A case in point is the Chinese expression 拜拜 (bai bai), which is a calque
of the English expression ‘bye-bye’. Literal translation does not share any common ground
with these two aforementioned translation strategies. According to the authors (ibid.: 86),
“literal, or word for word, translation is the direct transfer of a SL text into a grammatically
and idiomatically appropriate TL text in which the translators’ task is limited to observing the
adherence to the linguistic servitudes of the TL”. Examples of this strategy are expressions
like ‘I love you’ which could be literally translated into 我爱你 (wo ai ni) in Chinese. Literal
translation tends to occur more frequently between two languages that share the same
linguistic roots and a similar culture. More importantly, the authors also conclude that, when
the outcome of a literal translation corresponds to one of the situations noted below:
1. gives another meaning;
2. has no meaning;
3. is structurally impossible;
4. does not have a corresponding expression within the metalinguistic experience of
the TL, or
5. has a corresponding expression, but not within the same register;
which are the situations that are in fact regarded as unacceptable, translators should turn to
oblique translation strategies.
There are four further subcategories under the umbrella term ‘oblique’ translation, as
mentioned above. Of these, the authors define transposition as a strategy that consists in
“replacing one word class with another without changing the meaning of the message” (ibid.:
88), as it happens when the English ‘lesbian’ is translated as 女 同 性 恋 [female
homosexuality]. Usually, when transposition is carried out in translation practice, it implies
that translators consider that their solution suits the target text better from a semantic
perspective or that a certain stylistic nuance needs to be retained. In translation practice, there
are times in which modulation is adopted in order to convey the message and culture from the
source to the target text. According to Vinay and Darbelnet (ibid.: 89), “modulation is a
variation of the form of the message, obtained by a change in the point of view”. An example
of this way of translating can be illustrated by the Chinese translation of the English sentence
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‘the train arrives at 10 am’, which will be 火车早上 10 点钟到达 [the train morning 10
arrives].
It is, more often than not, essential for the translator to render one and the same situation in
the target text by adopting different stylistic and structural methods. This is what Vinay and
Darbelnet (ibid.: 90) call ‘equivalence’, a translation strategy used to create an equivalent
text. A simple and classic example to illustrate this strategy, pointed out by the authors,
would be the way in which the various animal sounds are interpreted in different languages:
the ‘miaow’ becomes 喵 (miao) in Chinese. The last strategy discussed in their study is what
they coin as ‘adaptation’. According to Vinay and Darbelnet (ibid.: 91), adaptation is
normally used when the word or phrase in the source text is unknown in the target language
culture. Adaptation is, thus, a translation strategy that endeavours to equalise two situations in
two different cultures and is used to recreate a new situation in the target text that can be
perceived as equivalent to the situation reflected in the source text.
Vinay and Darbelnet’s (ibid.) study has been taken by a myriad of scholars as a point of
reference and, although their taxonomy of seven translation strategies concerns neither
sexually taboo words nor cultural references, it has been deemed appropriate for this research
too as a starting point. Nonetheless, to further the understanding of translation strategies,
Newmark’s (1988) proposal of thirteen translation methods operating at text level and
eighteen translation procedures focusing on sentence level and smaller units of language
needs to be discussed. The thirteen translation methods proposed by Newmark (ibid.: 45) are
as follows:
1. Word-for word translation: SL word-order is preserved and the words translated
singly by their most common TL equivalents, out of context.
2. Literal translation: SL grammatical constructions are converted to their nearest TL
equivalents but lexical words are again translated singly and out of context.
3. Faithful translation: a faithful translation attempts to reproduce the precise
contextual meaning of the original within the constraints of TL grammatical
structures.
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4. Semantic translation: compared with faithful translation, semantic translation
focuses more on the aesthetic value of the ST, giving the translator an opportunity
for creativity.
5. Adaptation: this is the ‘freest’ form of translation, used mainly for plays (comedies)
and poetry. The themes, characters and plots are usually preserved, the SL culture
converted to suit the TL culture and the text rewritten.
6. Free translation: this is usually a paraphrase that is much longer than the original, a
so-called ‘intralingual translation’, often prolix and pretentious, and not really
translation in the true sense of the word.
7. Idiomatic translation: idiomatic translation conveys the ‘message’ of the original, but
tends to distort nuances of meaning by preferring colloquialisms and idioms where
these do not exist in the original.
8. Communicative translation: communicative translation attempts to render the exact
contextual meaning of the original in such a way that both content and language are
readily acceptable and comprehensible to the readership.
9. Service translation: translation from one’s habitual language into another.
10. Plain prose translation: here, stanzas usually become paragraphs, prose punctuation
is introduced and original metaphors and SL culture retained, whilst none of the
aural effects are reproduced.
11. Information translation: this conveys all the information in a non-literary text,
sometimes rearranged in a more logical form, sometimes partially summarised, but
not in the form of a paraphrase.
12. Cognitive translation: this reproduces the information present in a SL text,
converting the SL grammar to its normal TL equivalent and normally reducing any
figurative to literal language.
13. Academic translation: practised in some British universities, this reduces an original
SL text to an‘elegant’, idiomatic and educated TL version that follows a (nonexistent) literary register.
In Newmark’s (ibid.: 81) study, the other eighteen translation procedures that operate at
sentence level are as follows:
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1. Transference: the process of transferring a SL word to a TL text as a translation
procedure.
2. Naturalisation: the SL word is first adapted to suit the normal pronunciation, then the
normal morphology of the TL.
3. Cultural equivalent: a SL cultural word is translated by a TL cultural word.
4. Functional equivalent: this approach is applied to culture-bound words and are
neutralised or generalised by culture-free words.
5. Descriptive equivalent: this procedure must sometimes be weighed against function.
6. Synonymy: this is used for a SL word without a clear one-to-one equivalence in the
TL; this word is not important in the text.
7. Through-translation: this is the transparent term for calque or loan translation.
8. Shifts or transpositions: this procedure involves a grammatical change from the SL to
the TL.
9. Modulation: this is defined as in Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1958/1995) study.
10. Recognised translation: official or generally accepted translation of any institutional
term.
11. Translational label: a provisional translation, usually for a new institutional term.
12. Compensation: the message lost in one part of a sentence is compensated for in
another part of the sentence.
13. Componential analysis: this is the splitting up of a lexical unit into its sense
components.
14. Reduction and expansion: these are imprecise translation procedures practised
intuitively or ad hoc.
15. Paraphrase: this is an amplification or explanation of the meaning of a segment of the
text.
16. Other procedures: Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1958/1995) equivalence and adaptation are
included here, but Newmark does not consider them useful.
17. Couplets: couplets, triplets, quadruplets combine two, three or four of the procedures
for dealing with cultural words outlined above.
18. Notes, additions, glosses: additional information in a translation.
It is worth of mentioning that, in this detailed and to some extent eclectic taxonomy of
eighteen translation procedures proposed by Newmark (ibid.), numbers 3, 4, 5, and 17 are
particularly suitable for the translation of cultural references. As far as the present analysis is
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concerned, the translation strategies that can be used to deal with the transfer of sexually
taboo words may be approached bearing the following three aspects in mind. Firstly, since
sexually taboo words are part of a given sexual culture and represent it from a linguistic point
of view, it is, therefore, convenient to resort to previous studies written on the translation
strategies used for the transfer of cultural references (see section 5.3.1). Secondly, to refine
further the theoretical background on the nature of translation strategies, so that it is more
appropriate for this research, it is absolutely crucial to examine also some of the studies that
have been conducted on the translation strategies of cultural references in an audiovisual
context or, more specifically, in the case of subtitling (see section 5.3.2). Thirdly, it is
assumed in this research that sexually taboo words can also contribute to the articulation of
gender identity, as they have the potential of reinforcing or downplaying linguistically certain
feminist nuances in the dialogues. An analysis of some of the seminal studies undertaken on
feminist translation strategies is, therefore, essential (see also section 5.3.2). After all these
aspects have been discussed, a set of translation strategies that can be activated when dealing
with the subtitling of sexually taboo words will be considered in the context of the corpus of
this research.
5.3.1. Translation strategies for cultural references
Cultural references, also referred to by various other scholars as culture-bound terms
(Schäffner and Wiesemann 2001, Díaz Cintas and Remael 2007), realia (Vlahov and Florin
1969, Robinson 1997), and ECRs or extralinguistic culture-bound references (Pedersen 2005,
2007, 2011) are defined by Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007: 200) as “extralinguistic references
to items that are tied up with a country’s culture, history or geography, and tend therefore to
pose serious translation challenges”. Their concept of ‘extralinguistic’ can be taken to be
referring to “the surrounding physical and sociocultural reality ‘outside’ language, as opposed
to intralinguistic translation problems, which arise from differences between source and
target language systems and language usage” (Leppihalme 2011: 126). Broadly speaking,
“references to realia may include not only references to material items (machete, sari, gravid
tax) but also culture-bound notions and phenomena, such as religious or educational
concepts, taboos, values, institutions, etc.” (ibid.). This further supports the view held in this
research that sexual taboos are cultural references and that the translation strategies used to
deal with this type of language can be broached through studies on the translation of cultural
references in general.
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Leppihalme’s (ibid.: 126-130) study provides other academics with a detailed and systematic
account of the various translation strategies that can be used for the transfer of cultural
references in general. Her proposal is very fruitful because, first of all, her typology of realia
can, broadly speaking, be found in the textual material under analysis, with some minor
differences in terms of detail. Secondly, Leppihalme (ibid.) contends that the challenges of
translating realia are mainly due to the lexical gaps that exist between the source and target
languages and also, to a certain extent, to flaws or gaps in the translator’s cultural and
encyclopaedic knowledge. Although these issues can seem at times unsurmountable, ways of
conveying the information and filling up lexical gaps in the target language do exist, and this
is mainly achieved thanks to the activation of appropriate translation strategies where realia
are concerned. A detailed study of this subject has the potential of uncovering not only the
cultural, literary and linguistic profile of the source and target texts and the translation
situation, but also of unravelling the translator’s, and by extension the target culture’s,
attitudes and ideology towards certain issues like sexual taboos in the case of this research.
As far as this analysis is concerned, trying to unravel the ideology of the target culture – i.e.
Chinese culture – in what concerns women’s identity and feminism is of great importance. It
is hoped, therefore, that the analysis of the subtitling of sexually taboo language will help
expose, to a certain degree, the ideological similarities and/or differences that may exist
between the English and the Chinese cultures.
A number of scholars have shed light on the potential translation strategies that can be used
for the transfer of realia, among which Florin (1993), Nedergaard-Larsen (1993), Leppihalme
(2001) and Pedersen (2011), for example. Having reviewed a number of quantitative case
studies, Leppihalme (2011: 128) concludes that certain strategies tend to be used more often
than others and that the genre of the original text is an influential and decisive factor in the
choice of a given translation strategy. After her general analysis, Leppihalme (ibid.: 129) then
puts forward seven strategies for the translation of realia, namely:
1.

The direct transfer of a source-text word except possibly for some minor changes such as
slightly altered spelling, italics or the like.

2.

Calque, or a word-for-word translation resulting in a target-language neologism.

3.

Cultural adaptation, where a cultural analogue is substituted for the original realia term.

4.

Superordinate term.
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5.

Explicitation.

6.

Addition of a text-external explanation, as in a footnote or glossary.

7.

Omission of the realia item altogether.

Given the nature of the corpus under analysis, i.e. audiovisual material, strategy number six
does not seem to be fruitful for this research, as, unlike written texts, the impending time and
space constraints in commercial subtitling do not normally permit the subtitler to add a
footnote or explanatory glossary.3 It is worth noting at this stage that the strategies are not
necessarily independent from each other and that the combination of a certain number of
strategies may also occur in translation practice.
As Leppihalme’s (ibid.) work is based on written text-based products, as opposed to
audiovisual materials, several points need, therefore, to be borne in mind when subtitling is
being carried out. For example, firstly, because many Hollywood films are distributed
worldwide, the potential impact of the translation of cultural references can be deemed to be
more prominent since these films may reach increasingly large and extremely diverse
audiences within a shorter period of time compared with that of a book. Secondly, due to the
development of digital and other relevant technologies, audiovisual programmes continue to
circulate across different platforms after their first release. More often than not, they tend to
be re-subtitled, which means the existence of diachronic time gaps between the release of the
old and the new set of subtitles, which in turn may lead to the activation of different
translation solutions. Thirdly, audiovisual programmes are a unique semiotic, multimodal text
as opposed to books. This is due to the fact that, unlike in the case of books, its
communicative systems rely essentially in aural and visual cues with an attendant emphasis
on the audience’s ability to understand some of the original cultural references. Finally, the
media constraints, in terms of space and time, involved in subtitling are bound to have a
greater impact upon the final solution adopted when subtitling the various cultural references
embedded in the programmes.
However, it has to be born in mind that most studies so far have been carried out between
European languages but given the linguistic nature of the Chinese language, which allows for

3

The use of what is known as ‘topnotes’ or ‘headnotes’ has been discussed by Díaz Cintas (2010) in the specific
cases of fansubbing and some occasional Japanese films distributed on DVD. Nonetheless, the practice is still
rather marginal and has never been encountered in the present corpus.
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more condensation in its formulations, it seems reasonable to expect that the application of
some of the strategies in the corpus under analysis will be vary in frequency to what it may be
expected, particularly when it comes to adding information to the TT or coming with
solutions that are longer than the actual original.
As pointed out in Díaz Cintas and Remael’s (2007: 201) study, “the most challenging
situation arises when no similar item exists in the target culture and/or if it is unknown to the
majority of the target audience”. This calls for an endeavour on the part of the translator to
fill the culture gap in between the two languages and cultures in as adequate a manner as
possible. Díaz Cintas and Remael (ibid.: 202-7) propose the following nine translation
strategies to that end:
1.

Loan: the direct transfer of the source text word or phrase into the target language
text, because no translation is possible (e.g. names of cities such as New York and
Manchester).

2.

Calque: literal translation.

3.

Explicitation: can take place through specification by using a hyponym (e.g. ‘daisy’
could be used to render ‘flower’) or through generalisation by making use of a
hypernym or superordinate (e.g. ‘cheddar’ might be translated as ‘cheese’). In both
cases, the subtitler strives to make the source text more accessible to the target
audience.

4.

Substitution: a typical subtitling strategy used mainly for the transfer of cultural
references. It is understood as a variant on explicitation and is activated when spatial
and temporal constraints come into play and a shorter term is needed, rather than a
more established, longer translation (e.g. ‘good morning’ could be translated as ‘hi’
in the target text).

5.

Transposition: occurs when a cultural concept belonging to one linguistic
community is replaced by a cultural concept from another (e.g. the supermarket
chain ‘Waitrose’ might be replaced by ‘Carrefour’ in Chinese as it is better known
in Chinese culture).

6.

Lexical recreation: consists in the invention of a neologism in the target language
(e.g. the word 达人(da ren) is on occasions used in Chinese to render the English
phrase ‘talent people’, a concept that was not part of the Chinese vocabulary).
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7.

Compensation: happens when what it is deemed as translational loss in one
exchange is made up for by adding something else in another exchange in a different
part of the programme.

8.

Omission: consists in the deletion of some source language information, mainly due
to spatial and temporal constraints.

9.

Addition: occurs in those cases in which information is added to the translation as a
means of enhancing and/or nuancing the meaning of the original text.

The above translation strategies are specifically tailored for the subtitling of culture-bound
references. By contrast, Nedergaard-Larsen (1993: 219) proposes only six translation
strategies to deal with the various culture-bound challenges that arise in subtitling, namely:
1. Transfer/loan: including identity/exoticism and imitation.
2. Direct translation.
3. Explicitation.
4. Paraphrase.
5. Adaptation to TL culture.
6. Omission.
In her article, Nedergaard-Larsen (ibid.: 220) goes on to consider the different issues that
motivate the choice of any particular translation strategy when confronted with culture-bound
terms. Although this is largely an intuitive activity, rather than an instructed one, a proper
understanding of these considerations helps underline what constitutes good subtitling
practice. According to the author, there should, in fact, be two types of consideration that
need to be taken into account, either intuitively or consciously, by the subtitler when dealing
with the transfer of cultural reference, namely, general and specific considerations. General
considerations include an understanding of the genre of the programme being translated, the
degree of loyalty required towards the original programme and the TL audience’s knowledge
of the topic. Understanding the peculiarities of the genre of the audiovisual product in
question is of paramount importance as it may help the subtitler to prioritise certain strategies
that might be applied to a particular problem in a more successful manner. It is also up to the
subtitler to judge the distance that separates the SL and TL cultures and to decide to what
extent s/he wants to remain loyal to the author’s exact words and intention. According to
Nedergaard-Larsen (ibid.: 222), it is also essential to consider the relevance that a cultural
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reference may have to the plot and to the physical and psychological description of the
characters. It is usually the subtitler’s responsibility to judge whether these culture-related
connotations are crucial to an understanding of the context, the plot structure, the character’s
psychology, and the like. Subtitlers must also make decisions concerning the distance
between the SL and TL cultures; in other words, they must appraise the degree of familiarity
that an audience may have in respect to a given culture-related word. Media-specific aspects,
such as lack of space and/or time, should also be taken into consideration when considering
the best strategy to be implemented.
Having outlined some of the most prominent taxonomies of possible translation strategies in
order to deal with the transfer of culture-bound terms, a general trend in the construction of
this sort of taxonomy should be also considered so that this doctoral research is able to adapt
the various translation strategies for the subtitling of sexually taboo words. To quote Pedersen
(2011: 71), “the general trend when constructing this sort of taxonomy is to arrange the
strategies along an axis of source- to target- orientation”. Pedersen (ibid.) also points out that
translation scholars have grouped the strategies according to different terminology. For
instance, strategies whose end result is close to the source language are referred to either as
“foreignizing” (Venuti 1995), “adequate” (Toury 1995), “semantic” (Newmark 1981) or
“formal equivalence” (Nida 1964), whereas those close to the opposite extreme are referred
to as “domesticating” (Venuti 1995), “acceptable” (Toury 1995), “communicative”
(Newmark 1988) or as “dynamic equivalence” (Nida 1964). More importantly, after
conducting extensive research on translation strategies, Pedersen (ibid.: 73) puts forward
guidelines to assist other researchers to build their own classification of translation strategies
to suit their research corpus and objectives. These guidelines also apply to this current
research as, according to Pedersen (ibid.), a successful taxonomy for translation strategies
should come with a baseline of categories and, from this baseline, further generalisations may
be added. Due to the fact that the remit of the categories is fairly similar, although the labels
and nomenclature vary depending on the author, it is possible to propose some basic
categories for translation strategies. More specifically, Pedersen (ibid.) suggests six baseline
categories, as follows:
1. Retention: in which the foreign linguistic expressions are retained in the TT.
2. Specification: where the TT item is more specific than the ST item.
3. Direct translation: in which the foreign item is translated.
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4. Generalisation: in which the TT item is more general than the ST item.
5. Substitution: where the foreign item is replaced with a TC item or a better-known SC
item.
6. Omission: in which the original reference is deleted.
Based on these general categories, Pedersen (ibid.: 74) also proposes a classification of seven
translation strategies particularly aimed to render extralinguistic culture-bound references
(ECRs) in subtitling, namely:
1. Retention: the ST ECR is retained unchanged in the subtitle, or is slightly adapted to
meet the TL requirements (e.g. the English abbreviation ‘IT’ is generally kept in
Chinese when translating).
2. Specification: more information is usually added to the TT, making the subtitled
ECR more specific than the ST ECR. This is done either through completion or
addition, as when adding someone’s first name or completing an official name.
3. Direct translation: in which it is divided into two subcategories, namely calque and
shifted direct translation. More importantly, the semantic load of the ST ECR is
unchanged since nothing is added, nor subtracted: e.g. ‘Purple Heart’ is directly
translated into Swedish as Purpurhjärtat.
4. Generalisation: this strategy consists in using a term that makes the TT rendering
less specific than the ST ECR. This is typically achieved by resorting to
superordinate terms as when ‘apple’ in English is translated into Chinese with the
term .水果 (shui guo), which means ‘fruit’.
5. Substitution: the ST ECR is replaced by another ECR, either from the source or the
target cultures, which is considered easier to understand by the target audience as in,
for instance, replacing ‘New York University’ with ‘Beijing University’ in the
Chinese subtitles.
6. Omission: the ST ECR is not reproduced in any way in the TT.
7. Official equivalent: either through common usage or by some administrative
decision, a SC ECR may have a ready-made official TL equivalent which is
systematically used in the translation: e.g. the title of the TV series Sex and the City
is translated as 欲望都市 in Chinese, which literally means ‘desire city’.
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It is worth noting here that although the emphasis of this taxonomy is on the rendering of
ECRs in subtitling, the author acknowledges that the same classification can also be adjusted
to fit the analysis of other translational phenomena (Pedersen ibid.). As can be observed, in
addition to the original six baseline categories listed above, another strategy known as
“official equivalent” has been included in the second group of strategies for the case of
subtitling. According to Pedersen (ibid.), the addition of this strategy is the result of an
empirical process that lead to the taxonomy being modified in order to suit the requirements
of the new findings. The final classification is presented from a product-oriented perspective
so that an analysis of existing subtitles is taken into consideration. These detailed insights are
instrumental to the current work as they include fundamental principles that should be
followed in terms of translation strategies for subtitling.
Prior to proposing a final, operative taxonomy of translation strategies for the subtitling of
sexually taboo language in this research, it is deemed necessary to take feminist translation
strategies into consideration as the corpus of this work has been extracted from an
audiovisual programme permeated with feminist ideology. As far as von Flotow (1991: 7374) is concerned, feminist translation refers to the theory of translation practice that derives
from some of feminist writings published since the 1970s. One of their main objectives is to
deconstruct gender-biased patriarchal language in an attempt to make women’s voices heard
and to raise the visibility of their work in our androcentric society. The theory concentrates
on the development of overtly interventionist translation practices, totally subverting the
conventional notion of translation, so that the activity of translating becomes a productive
instead of a reproductive work. It highlights the identity of the translator in the process of
translation, the implications of the potential empathy of the translator with respect to the
author, and foregrounds the authority of the translator and of women in the social and literary
world. It is a theory about political and cultural activity, reflecting how ideology and
manipulation issues can be traced in the process and product of translation. Based on a
comprehensive study of feminist translation, she points out that this approach flaunts the
signature of the translator, targets and questions the omnipresence of patriarchal language
and, most importantly, gives a voice to women’s words and expressions. In her opinion, this
can be achieved thanks to the implementation of the various translation strategies utilised in
feminist translation practice.
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The three main feminist translation strategies discussed in von Flotow’s (ibid.) work will
complement the taxonomy proposed for the subtitling of sexually taboo language. The
translation strategies put forward in her study have come to be known as (1) supplementing,
(2) prefacing and footnoting, and (3) hijacking. Supplementing, in von Flotow’s (ibid.: 75)
words, “compensates for the differences between languages, or constitutes ‘voluntarist
action’ on the text”. In feminist translation in particular, the source text is supplemented by a
translation undertaken by the mediator with the consciousness of her/his political role. An
example is put forward in her study to illustrate this particular translation strategy. It is, in
fact, a sentence found in a text where the politics of abortion are being examined and reads as
follows:
“Le ou la coupable doit être punie.”
The focus is on the vowel ‘e’ contained in the word ‘punie’, clearly indicating that it is the
woman who is punished for the abortion, despite the dual use at the beginning of the sentence
of the determinate article, ‘le’ (masculine) and ‘la’ (feminine). However, in terms of its
translation into English, this subtlety cannot be easily transferred into the target language.
Howard Scott’s (1984, in von Flotow 1991: 75) “’voluntarist’ solution supplements this
particular lack in English” and creates a translation in which the feminist translator has
brought in her/his own agenda and positionality and intervened in the original text by
supplementing another part of the sentence. The favoured solution reads as follows:
“The guilty one must be punished, whether she is a man or a woman.”
Another translation strategy adopted by feminist translators is that of adding additional
information by means of prefacing and footnoting. It is mainly devised by feminist
translators, as von Flotow (ibid.: 76) has put it, to “flaunt their signature” in the target text
and to stress their active participation in the creation of meaning. Due to the media
constraints imposed on subtitling, in terms of time and space, it has been virtually impossible
for a subtitler working in the commercial world to adopt this type of translation strategy in an
audiovisual context (see footnote 1). Hence, this particular solution will not be discussed in
any detail in this research and will not be included in the taxonomy of translation strategies
for subtitling sexually taboo language in the ensuing section of this chapter.
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The third translation strategy mentioned by von Flotow (ibid.: 78) is termed as “hijacking”.
According to her, hijacking refers to a feminist translation strategy devised to make the
feminine visible in the target language, permitting women to be heard as well as seen, and
also to flaunt the translator’s signature and political intentions. Various feminisation tactics
can be activated in order to achieve the aforementioned goal, namely the avoidance of male
generic terms in the translated English although they may appear in the French original text,
and the order subversion in fixed expressions like “men and women”, in which the priority is
given to the reverse use of the female element in first position: “women and men” (von
Flotow ibid.: 79). In this view, feminist translators are active producers in the target text and
their voice no longer needs to be subjugated to the author’s. It will be interesting to
investigate whether or, indeed, how this translation strategy might be used in the corpus of
this research.
In addition to von Flotow’s (ibid.: 74-80) seminal study on feminist translation strategies, it is
necessary to briefly mention some other academics’ works that have also contributed to this
field. Yu’s (2015) study offers a productive overview of the principal approaches, in a
chronological order. Thus, Massardier-Kenny (1997) proposes two main methods that hoover
around author-centred and translator-centred strategies, whilst Maier (1998) is more detailed
and outlines four main feminist translation strategies, namely (1) no deliberate approach; (2)
feminist approach to woman; (3) women-identified approach; and (4) women-interrogated
approach. Finally, Wallmach (2006) puts forward a total of five categories of feminist
translation strategies, namely (1) substitution; (2) repetition; (3) deletion; (4) addition; and (5)
permutation.
5.3.2. Translation strategies for subtitling sexually taboo language
Having examined some of the most important studies and their views on translation
strategies, focusing in particular on literature, subtitling and feminism, a proposal will now be
made concerning a taxonomy of translation strategies that could be operational for the
analysis of the subtitling of sexually taboo language in the context of the TV series under
analysis. This is a heuristic tool for the current research with the intention of analysing the
corpus of this research in the subsequent chapter. With Díaz Cintas and Remael’s (2007) and
Pedersen’s (2011) studies on translation strategies for subtitling as the primary foundation, in
combination with some of the feminist translation strategies highlighted in von Flotow’s
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(1991: 74-79) study, seven translation strategies for the analysis of the subtitling of sexually
taboo language in the TV series Sex and the City (season 1) are proposed here. They are as
follows:
1. Specification
2. Calque
3. Shifted direct translation
4. Generalisation
5. Substitution
6. Omission
7. Supplementing
In contrast with the taxonomies proposed by Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007) and by Pedersen
(2011), the translation strategy referred to as “loan” in Díaz Cintas and Remael’s study or
“retention” in Pedersen’s work is not incorporated in the taxonomy proposed for the current
analysis. This is due to the fact that the linguistic roots of Chinese and English are completely
different, and this translation strategy is not usually implemented in the profession as it will
most likely result in a certain degree of confusion with respect to Chinese audiences. The
translation strategies listed above will be analysed in the following pages.
1. Specification
In contrast with the strategy of generalisation, specification, according to Pedersen (ibid.),
“means retaining the ECR in its untranslated form, but adding information that is not present
in the ST, making the TT ECR more specific than the ST ECR”. The author also points out
that there are two ways of undertaking this translation strategy: completion and addition.
Completion refers to “cases where the added material is latent in the ST ECR, as part of the
expression side of the ECR”. Examples of this are acronyms or abbreviations which are
spelled out or when someone’s first name is added to the translation or their official name
completed (ibid.). By comparison, addition “involves adding information that is latent in the
ECR, not as part of the name, but as part of the sense or connotations of the ECR”. In
Pedersen’s (ibid.: 80) opinion, this strategy can be used to assist the TC audience. This is
illustrated by an example in which the necessary information - the fact that he is a cricket
player - is added before the name Ian Botham in the Swedish subtitles in an attempt to help
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the TC audience identify the individual being referred to, a person familiar to an English
rather than a Swedish audience. Pedersen (ibid.: 82) further adds that specification can be
used to “make a reference more specific, by adding semantic features, rather than surfacestructure linguistic material”. For example, the English word ‘cheese’ might occasionally be
rendered as ‘cheddar’ in the subtitles. This strategy has been adapted for this research so that
specification ultimately makes a sexual reference more specific than in the original, by
adding semantic features to the translation, that are not present in the original dialogue. This
is illustrated in the following example taken from the corpus:
Example 1: Sex and the City, season 1, episode 7
Skipper: I was so happy to hear from you, that we were still doing it... while I was talking to you and I didn't
even realize it.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:16:54,246 -->
We were making love while I was talking to you
跟你讲电话时我门在做爱
00:16:58,410
but I felt nothing
却没有感觉

In this specific case, the sexual innuendo implied in the original expression ‘doing it’ has
been turned into the more specific and direct ‘making love’ in the Chinese subtitle. This
strategy adopted by the Chinese subtitler is affiliated with the picture shown on the TV, as
viewers can clearly see a sex scene at this very moment.
2. Calque
This translation strategy is borrowed from Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007: 202), and is used
to refer to a literal translation in which the resulting term may not be a natural one, as in the
case of the Spanish Secretario de Estado to translate the US term Secretary of State, when a
more transparent solution will be the more common term Ministro de Asuntos Exteriores
[Minister of Foreign Affairs]. Occasionally, calques may require further explanation so as to
make up for lost information crucial for the understanding of the text in question. In the
example above, for instance, some Spanish readers may find the title of Secretario de Estado
somewhat cryptic, if not altogether misleading and ambiguous as it is too close to the term
secretario (small ‘s’) de Estado, which is the expression used to refer to the person who acts
as a deputy minister in Spain, and not as the main minister. According to some scholars, this
strategy proves to be problematic in subtitling, as there is no real possibility for the addition
of lengthy explanations. The problem is sometimes resolved naturally thanks to the added
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information provided by the visual and acoustic channels of the audiovisual product. Thus,
the degree of transparency involved in this strategy will vary depending on the information
transmitted through the other semiotic channels.
3. Shifted direct translation
Shifted direct translation and the above-mentioned calque are two subcategories of a
translation strategy that Pedersen (2011: 83) calls ‘direct translation’. The difference between
them is based on the outcome of the strategy. According to Pedersen (ibid.: 84), shifted direct
translation occurs when the translator opts for some optional shifts on the ST ECR which
dilute the obtrusiveness of the ECR in the target culture. Borrowing this definition, shifted
direct translation refers to a kind of direct translation whereby optional shifts are made to the
original sexually taboo reference so that it becomes less obtrusive in the receiving culture.
This can be illustrated further by the following example from the corpus:
Example 2: Sex and the city, season 1, episode 5
Neville Morgan: I used to paint full nudes... but as I got older I realized... that the truth... was to be found only
in the cunt.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:18:23,302 -->
I used to paint full nudes
以前我画裸体画像
00:18:27,261
but as I got older
但随着年龄增长
00:18:28,440 -->
00:18:32,399

I realise only in the genitals
truth can be found

我发现只有在阴部
才能寻到真里

On this occasion, the subtitler has recourse to the shifted direct translation strategy to render
an extremely obtrusive English word, ‘cunt’, in the Chinese subtitles. The solution gives
priority to the Chinese expression 阴部 [genitals], which is a rather formal and much less
provocative term than its English counterpart to refer to the female genital organ in Chinese
culture.
4. Generalisation
Generalisation in this research is understood as a translation strategy in which a sexually
taboo word is replaced by something more general. This is, to a large extent, based on
Pedersen’s (ibid.: 85) use of the same term. Generalisation can be achieved either through
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replacing the ST sexually loaded words with superordinate terms, or by paraphrasing
obscenities with more or less synonymic expressions, but less specific in nature (Pedersen
ibid.). There is a tendency in these cases to come up with a euphemistic solution that is less
abrupt and direct than the original term. The following example from the case study used for
this research is used to illustrate the strategy:
Example 3: Sex and the City, season 1, episode 8
Miranda: It’s just this guy’s cheap ploy to watch you be a lesbian for a night.
Time
00:02:40,393 -->
00:02:44,420

Chinese subtitles
别理他
他只是想试探你是不是同性恋

English back translation
Ignore him
He is just trying to see if you are homosexual

In this particular instance, the informal sexually taboo word ‘lesbian’ in the ST has been
generalised as ‘homosexual’ in the Chinese subtitle; a term from a higher register that does
not distinguish between female or male, whereas in English the word ‘lesbian’ usually refers
to a homosexual female.
5. Substitution
Primarily based on the conception of a strategy put forward by Pedersen (2011: 89), the term
substitution has been specially adapted for the purposes of this research. Substitution,
according to Pedersen (ibid.), “involves removing the ST ECR and replacing it with
something else, either a different ECR from the SC or the TC (Cultural Substitution), or
something completely different that fits the situation (Situational Substitution)”. Substitution
refers, here, to the removal of the ST sexually taboo word and its replacement with something
from the Chinese culture. The following example has been taken from Sex and the City to
better illustrate this translation strategy, in which the sexually taboo word ‘pussy’ contained
in the ST has been, rather surprisingly, replaced by ‘little sister’ in the Chinese translation:
Example 4: Sex and the City, season 1, episode 1
Skipper: You know, most guys, when they meet a girl for the first time, the first thing they see is… um… you
know…
Carrie: Pussy?
Time

Chinese subtitles

English back translation
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00:14:29,335 -->
00:14:32,395

大部分的男人在认识女人时

Most guys when they meet women

00:14:32,404 -->
00:14:35,498

第一个看到的东西是…

The first thing they see is…

00:14:35,507 -->
00:14:37,372

你知道的

You know
-[Little sister]?

—[小妹妹] 吗？

Given the nature of this solution, this example will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
6. Omission
According to Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007: 206), due to the spatial and temporal constraints
imposed by the subtitling medium itself or because the corresponding terms could not be
located in the host culture, the subtitler must sometimes resort to the omission of certain
information. As mentioned previously, one of the hypothesis underlying this research is that
the nature of Chinese is such that this strategy may not be forced on the subtitler because of
spatial or temporal consideration and, thus, may not be as prominent as it seems to be in the
case of Latin based languages. Indeed, in the following example from the corpus, sexual
references such as a ‘blow job’ or a ‘golden shower’ have been omitted in the subtitles:
Example 5: Sex and the City, season 1, episode 8
A threesome seeker: I’m into museums, blow jobs, theatre… and golden showers.
Time
00:09:03,342 -->
00:09:08,507

Chinese subtitles

English back translation

我什么都愿意做

I’d like to do anything

However, this omission does not seem to obey any spatial or temporal constrains as the
subtitle remains on screen for over 5 seconds and the subtitler could have comfortably used
some 20 to 25 Chinese characters in the translation. As technical limitations are not
impending in this instance, the only plausible reason for such behaviour is ideological
manipulation (Díaz Cintas 2012).
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7. Supplementing
Supplementing, a translation strategy mooted by von Flotow (1991: 74), is used by feminist
translators to compensate for the gender inequality found in the source text and to
deliberately make women’s voice heard in the translation. In this research, supplementing is
not only conceived from this feminist perspective, but also from the point of view of
compensation. As mentioned above, compensation is a translation strategy put forward in
Díaz Cintas and Remael’s (2007: 206) study for the analysis of the subtitling of culturebound terms and “means making up for a translational loss in one exchange by
overtranslating or adding something in another”. Understood as a combination of these two
aspects, in this research supplementing means compensating for a loss of a particular sexual
connotation by overtranslating or adding something to the source text in another scene or part
of the audiovisual programme. In so doing, some traces of compensating for gender
inequality can be detected in the subtitles. This can be elucidated by the following example
from the corpus, in which Carrie is talking to a male model named Derek:
Example 6: Sex and the City, season 1, episode 2
Carrie: Shouldn’t you be spending the night with some girl from the show?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:19:38,449 -->
Aren’t you having a spring night together
你不跟女模特共度春宵吗？
00:19:42,385
with female models?

In this case, the sexual connotation latent beneath the language surface in the source text –
spending the night with a girl – is compensated by overtranslating it into ‘having a spring
night together with female models’ in the Chinese subtitles, which metaphorically means
‘having sex’ in Chinese.
5.4. Summary
To sum up, the more abstract methodological scaffolding for this PhD project is based on the
theoretical presmises proposed by Williams and Chesterman (2002) and Saldanha and
O'Brien (2013). More specifically, the overarching methodology followed in this research
hinges on the following three aspects: (1) the presentation and justification of the type of
research to be carried out, (2) the conducting of a systematic literature review prior to the
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subsequent empirical analysis, and (3) the collection, processing and interpreting of data, in
this case the Chinese subtitles of an English dialogue.
Saldanha and O’Brien (2013: 14) point out that an initial question pertaining to the type of
research being undertaken is imperative before a research project can actually begin. As far
as this research is concerned, it could be seen as a hybrid of conceptual and empirical
research, which deploys a deductive logical system in order to reach conclusions.
Subsequently, a literature review has been undertaken in a systematic manner to identify,
evaluate and synthesise the most relevant works that are considered instrumental to achieving
the goals of this present research project. As has been illustrated in the previous chapters, the
most prominent studies on the socio-cultural value of sexually taboo words, on the challenges
raised by the translation of this kind of language and, more importantly, on the subtitling of
sexually taboo language have been consulted in order to construct a valid, theoretical
framework for the current study.
Having laid the theoretical foundations for the data analysis, this chapter has also discussed
the main characteristics of the data used in this research, which consists of the English
dialogue and the Chinese subtitles involving sexually taboo language and selected from the
USA TV series Sex and the City (season 1). The main ten categories of sexually taboo
language have been grouped as follows: (1) masturbation, (2) oral sex, (3) orgasm, (4)
homosexuality, (5) rape, (6) incest, (7) menstruation, (8) genital organs, (9) prostitution, and
(10) copulation.
The subsequent part of this chapter has discussed the various translation strategies activated
when translating sexually taboo expressions, with a particular focus on their subtitling. The
ultimate goal has been to propose a set of translation strategies, functional and operational,
for the analysis of the data selected for this research. Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1958/1995)
study could be considered as one of the earliest, seminal theoretical approaches to translation
strategies. In their study, these are divided into seven groups, namely (1) borrowing, (2)
calque, (3) literal translation, (4) transposition, (5) modulation, (6) equivalence and (7)
adaptation. Their classification has proved to be very fruitful and has been taken as a point of
reference by many other researchers and scholars. Some decades later, Newmark (1988) takes
another look at this translational field and puts forward a meticulous taxonomy of translation
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strategies in which there are thirteen methods operating at text level and eighteen procedures
focusing on sentence level as well as on smaller units of language.
These are among the best known works that have laid the groundwork for the development of
our knowledge of translation strategies, albeit from a rather general perspective. This is the
reason why it is deemed that a set of translation strategies, which can be applied to the
subtitling of sexually taboo language, should also be developed and include studies with a
particular focus on the translation of cultural references within the subtitling context. In this
sense, studies conducted by Nedergaard-Larsen (1993), Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007),
Leppihalme (2011), and Pedersen (2011) have been consulted to that end, shedding light on
our knowledge of translation strategies suited to the transfer of culture-bound terms. Of
particular note is the taxonomy proposed by Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007), a taxonomy that
encompasses nine methods for dealing with issues encountered in the subtitling of cultural
references. They are as follows: (1) loan, (2) calque, (3) explicitation, (4) substitution, (5)
transposition, (6) lexical recreation, (7) compensation, (8) omission, and (9) addition.
Another seminal work conducted by Pedersen (2011) has put forward seven translation
strategies for rendering ECRs in subtitling, namely: (1) retention, (2) specification, (3) direct
translation, (4) generalisation, (5) substitution, (6) omission, and (7) official equivalent. From
a feminist perspective, von Flotow (1991: 75) has put forward the following strategies:
supplementing, prefacing and footnoting, and hijacking. Taking into consideration the
previous work done in this field, this study, thus, proposes a taxonomy of seven translation
strategies particularly suited for the translation of sexually taboo language encountered in the
dialogue of the TV series Sex and the City (season 1). These are the strategies that will be
used in the empirical analysis and are categorised as follows: (1) specification; (2) calque; (3)
shifted direct translation; (4) generalisation; (5) substitution; (6) omission; and (7)
supplementing.
The next chapter includes a thorough account of the data analysis, based on the knowledge
gleaned from previous chapters.
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Chapter 6
Case Study: Sex and the City, season 1

6.1. Sex and the City
The well-known television series Sex and the City, created by Darren Star, was broadcast on
the American premium cable channel HBO (Home Box Office) between 1998 and 2004. It
was adapted from the book of the same title written by Candace Bushnell in 1996. Sex and
the City managed to capture widespread attention from its initial launching, and its popularity
has been maintained throughout the years thanks to its distribution in various media such as
theatrical release in cinemas and personal home viewing (i.e. DVD, Blu-ray, video-ondemand, and television programmes through broadcast syndication). In addition to its cult
status among the audience, the TV series has achieved great success as an award-winning
production. Not only was it the highest-rated comedy series on the cable (McCabe and Akass
2004: 2), but it also won several prestigious awards such as Emmys and Golden Globes over
the course of its six seasons (ibid.: 5). In terms of content, its explicit depiction of female
sexuality and its candid discussions about sex, mainly held among a group of female friends
living in New York, challenge the conventionally held beliefs regarding appropriate female
sexuality and sexual behaviour. An illustration of this type of behaviour can be found in the
first episode, where one of the female protagonists, Carrie Bradshaw, the narrator in the
series, a writer, and one of glitterati of New York society, asks herself whether a woman can
enjoy sex like a man, that is, whether women can have sex without experimenting any
emotion. What follows to this rhetorical question is a six series-long TV production depicting
the search and exploration of the identities of four single women in their mid-thirties in New
York City. To this end, the series focuses on the women’s various encounters and
relationships with men, primarily of a sexual nature.
The importance of the show in the international arena is highlighted by McCabe and Akass’s
(2004: 2) words, when they state that “few TV series have had such an impact on our
contemporary culture as Sex and the City”. This is borne out by the fact that not only was it
the cover of Time magazine in 2000, a rare occurrence for a TV sitcom, but more
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importantly, “the series has contributed to current cultural discourses related to fashion trends
(Saner 2003), discussions on sex, sexuality and relationships (Siegel 2002) as well as debates
on modern femininity and the single woman (Franklin 1998)” (McCabe and Akass 2004: 2).
In the TV sitcom, Carrie’s quest for a better understanding of modern socio-sexual mores
underpins every episode as well as the newspaper columns that she writes periodically,
providing viewers with a glimpse of various sexual experiences and some trenchant views on
female identity. Encouraged by her own sexual encounters and dating experiences, as well as
those of her three best female friends, her inspiration for writing the columns is never short of
material. As a rather rough summary, topics thrashed out over the six seasons range from
“anal sex and female ejaculation to vibrators, cunnilingus, abortion, infertility and sexually
transmitted diseases” (ibid.: 3). Season one, which is the one subject to analysis in these
pages, consists of twelve episodes, whose individual titles are as follows:
1. Sex and the city
2. Models and mortals
3. Bay of married pigs
4. Valley of the twenty-something guys
5. The power of female sex
6. Secret sex
7. The monogamists
8. There’s a crowd
9. The turtle and the hare
10. The baby shower
11. The drought
12. Oh come all ye faithful
The main plot of season one, in which plentiful dialogue exchanges are peppered and
enriched with sexually taboo words, can be summarised in the following manner: at
Miranda’s birthday party, inspired by her conversations with her friend Samantha, Carrie
decides to explore the question of whether women can have sex like men, that is, of whether
women can have sex without emotional attachment. A journey engendered by this quest soon
makes her realise, in an ironic twist, that this is not the case where a handsome businessman,
suggestively referred to as ‘Mr. Big’, is concerned. They begin to date but he does not seem
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to be willing to want to commit to her exclusively and, eventually, they break up at the end of
this first season. Miranda, one of the other protagonists, dates Carrie’s friend, Skipper, in an
infrequent manner. In a reversal of fortunes, the irony in this relationship lies in the fact that
the final break up is triggered by Miranda’s desire to have just fun, whilst Skipper wants an
exclusive relationship. Charlotte, the third friend, is rather promiscuous and has various dates
without much success. During one of them, she clashes with a guy over different preferences
for China patterns, whilst on another occasion the relation ends because she refuses to have
anal sex. She agrees, however, to pose nude for a well-known painter. In the case of
Samantha, the last of the four friends, her sexual conquests include an artist who likes to
videotape their sexual encounters, Charlotte’s doorman, and many others. She is very
sexually driven and thinks James is the perfect man for her until she discovers that his penis
is too small and decides to abandon him.
Before moving forward to analysing the data in this study, it is necessary to briefly describe
the four female protagonists in Sex and the City. Carrie Bradshaw (Sarah Jessica Parker) is
the narrator of the whole TV series she writes professionally a weekly column called “Sex
and the City” for the fictitious newspaper the New York Star. Her idiosyncratic train of
thought regarding sex antics, and men and women relations is the pivot around which each
episode is constructed. In the first season of Sex and the City, her relationship with Mr. Big
(Chris Noth) is one of the focal points of the sitcom, and he recurrently becomes the chief
reason behind her emotional distress. Samantha Jones (Kim Cattrall) is a confident,
outspoken and smart businesswoman with her own public relations company. Portrayed as
the most sexually active of the foursome, she refers to herself as a ‘tri-sexual’ which means,
in her words, that she is willing to try anything at least once. Charlotte York (Kristin Davis)
has had a privileged upbringing and works in an art gallery. As the antithesis of Samantha,
she is a romantic at heart and prefers enduring emotional love to short-lived lust. Finally,
Miranda Hobbes (Cynthia Nixon) is a graduate from the prestigious Harvard Law School,
who has since then become a successful lawyer and has cynical views concerning men and
relationships, in general.
6.2. Data analysis
In season one of Sex and the City, each of the 12 episodes lasts around 23 minutes,
amounting to a total running time of approximately four hours and thirty-six minutes for the
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whole season. In these episodes there are 196 sexually loaded taboo expressions, a substantial
number of cases that will help illustrate and exemplify the research questions posed by this
study. The percentage within each of the nine categories, which have been discussed in
section 2.4, is depicted in the diagram shown in Figure 2 below:
Figure 2: Categories of sexually taboo language in Sex and the City
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Figure 3 offers a chart with the exact number of the various sexually taboo expressions that
belong to each of the different groups:
Figure 3: Number of sexually taboo expressions in each category
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The figures in these two charts reveal some of the key features of the corpus used in this
research project. Firstly, the highest number of sexually taboo expressions belong to the
group entitled ‘copulation’, where 113 instances have been recorded, making up 58% of all
the data analysed. Secondly, the quantitative results show that, in the first season of Sex and
the City, not many sexually taboo words have been used to express topics such as ‘incest’ and
‘menstruation’ as only one and three relevant items are found for each of the two categories.
Thirdly, the fifth category in the corpus, which is entitled ‘rape’, has not been referred to,
whether denotatively or connotatively, in the conversations held among the four friends.
Prior to a detailed analysis of the data found in each of the categories mentioned above (see
section 2.4), the translation strategies used in this corpus for the subtitling of sexually taboo
language, another crucial part of the present study, are presented in Figure 4. This diagram
offers a detailed account of the frequency, in percentages, in which the various strategies
have been activated by the subtitler of the corpus under scrutiny, highlighting some of the
more general translation trends that characterised this research:
Figure 4: Overall percentages of each translation strategy used in Sex and the City
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The precise number of occasions on which each translation strategy has been implemented in
the whole corpus is graphically shown in Figure 5 below:
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Figure 5: Number of activations of each translation strategy in the whole corpus
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Before proceeding to a detailed analysis of the translation strategies used throughout the
sitcom in order to deal with the transfer of sexually taboo expressions, the way in which the
very title of this production, namely Sex and the City, has been dealt with by the translator in
the Chinese version deserves our attention. As discussed by Díaz Cintas (2001), the title of a
work is, arguably, one of the most prominent devices that can entice an audience to watch a
particular production, or to put them off. As the first point of contact that most viewers will
have with the film, titles play a crucial role in the marketing campaign. The translation of
titles is not usually the sole decision of translators and, in most cases, the final choice rests in
the hands of the production or distribution company. Shochat and Stam (1985: 43) claim that:
the title, as that sequence of signs which circulates in the world in the form of advertisement
or announcement prior even to the film's screening, constitutes an especially privileged locus
in the discursive chain of film. As hermeneutic pointers, titles promise, prefigure, orient.
Titles are generally assumed to bear an indexical relation to the signified of the narrative
events. Even when they are reflexive —A Movie— or perversely non-indexical —Un Chien
Andalou— titles still point to some feature of the text in question.

In the series at hand, the Chinese counterpart of the English Sex and the City becomes a less
boisterous 欲望都市, which literally means ‘desire city’. The explicit use of the substantive
‘sex’ in the original text has been generalised and substituted by the Chinese 欲望, a more
sedate and less controversial term meaning ‘desire’. This decision to avoid a direct reference
to the English term in the target text seems to indicate that this word has been endowed with a
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disturbing power in the Chinese culture, from a moral perspective, though potential financial
and commercial reasons may also be behind this decision. The change from ‘sex’ to ‘desire’
in the target text suggests a lower level of moral tolerance towards sex in the Chinesespeaking community than in the original culture, where it features so prominently. It can be
argued that such an alteration at the macro-level may be symptomatic for the overall
translation strategy, somewhat announcing similar changes at the micro-level. Indeed, as
regards the translation strategies to which the subtitler has recourse, this is a clear example
that shows how sexually taboo words are downplayed and euphemised in the target text,
where a word like ‘sex’ is substituted by a less provocative word in Chinese. If sex is to be
understood as one of the basic, primal human desires, it can then be assumed that the
translation strategy, i.e. generalisation in this case, has been used in this example in an
obvious attempt to soften the provocative nature of the taboo word ‘sex’.
This examination of the translation into Chinese of the title of the TV series might also throw
light onto the manner in which the analysis of specific examples will unfold in the ensuing
pages of this chapter. Generally speaking, the detailed study that follows will focus on these
eight points, in an attempt to address the research questions posed in the previous chapters
and to elucidate the various challenges that come to the fore with having to deal with the
translation of these words and expressions:
1.

how are gender boundaries transcended and traditional masculine territories invaded
by women through the use of sexually taboo language in the original text and in the
translation;

2.

if attempted, has the emphasis been maintained, reinforced or downplayed in the
subtitles into Chinese by using which translation strategies;

3.

how can euphemisms be utilised in the original/translation to safeguard and
perpetuate some of the patriarchal values deeply rooted in cultures;

4.

how is the four female protagonists’ friendship reinforced through the use of sexually
loaded taboo words, both in the original dialogues and in the subtitles;

5.

how is part of women’s identity, i.e. women’s active sexual role, expressed in the
original dialogues through the use of sexually taboo words and how is this rendered
in the Chinese subtitles;

6.

since certain sexually taboo language can be used to construct a ‘promiscuous’
feminine identity, it will be revealing to analyse the manner in which this has been
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dealt with in the Chinese subtitles, and whether this kind of female image has been
softened, maintained or reinforced;
7.

the examination of deviations found in the Chinese subtitles of what were sexually
taboo words in the original may help to gauge the attitude of the target society
towards sexual taboos and women sexual behaviour when compared with those of
the original; and

8.

an analysis of the various translation strategies activated in this series (see section
5.3.2), to ascertain how this modus operandi may have been used to manipulate the
interpretation of sexual taboos and certain images of women promoted by the
original text.

After having taken a cursory look at the data collected for this project, the subsequent parts of
this chapter will examine each of the ten groups of sexually taboo expressions individually,
referring to some examples taken from the case study that will hopefully illustrate the
multifarious relationships that can be established between women/men, sex, taboo language,
gender, identity, translation and subtitling.
6.2.1. Masturbation
In this first category of sexually taboo language, a few expressions can be found related to the
taboo topic of masturbation, both in English and Chinese. In total, eight examples can be
spotted in the corpus of this research and they can all be consulted in the Appendix.
As has been noted in section 2.4.1, terms that belong to this group are those that make a
reference to any kind of sexual act which is not performed for procreative purposes and
which involves stimulating the genitals to achieve one’s sexual pleasure as an alternative to
sexual intercourse or oral sex. The examples that follow have been extracted from the corpus
as the most illustrative to exemplify the decisions taken by the subtitler when confronted with
this type of references.
In this instance, the exchanges are taking place at a birthday party for one of the protagonists,
Miranda, who is celebrating with her three other single female friends. When Samantha
openly expresses her opinion that the only sexual options available to a successful single
woman in New York City are either to try very hard to find a relationship or to go out to have
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sex like a man, Charlotte is bewildered and understands what her friend says to refer to
masturbation with dildos as an alternative to having sex:
Example 7: episode 1
Charlotte: You mean with dildos?
Samantha: No, I mean without feeling.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:07:28,481
--> 你是说用情趣用品来自慰?
00:07:32,440
—不，我是说纯上床

English back translation
You mean to masturbate with pleasure products?

—No, I am saying purely go to bed

Strategy: generalisation and supplementation

Although the original exchange does not explicitly mention the term masturbation, as the idea
is hidden behind the substantive ‘dildos’, the subtitles feel the need to spell it out by resorting
to the Chinese equivalent 自慰 [masturbate], whereas the more problematic term ‘dildos’ has
been generalised into 情趣用品 [pleasure products], an overarching euphemism for sex toys
that is expected to be less controversial for the audience. From a technical perspective, the
resulting text in Chinese is comparatively longer than its English counterpart when it comes
to meaning, with the addition of several terms like the verb 自慰 [to masturbate] and the
adverb 纯 [purely] whilst still abiding by the spatial and temporal limitations typical of
subtitling. Indeed, the subtitle lasts just under 4 seconds and is made up of 21 characters (12
in the top line and 9 in the bottom line, including punctuation marks), which perfectly fits
within the professional practice of 5 Chinese characters per second. The expansion observed
in this example is, thus, within professional parameters.
As for the content of the original and the translation, it is worth noting that dildos are sex toys
usually shaped like the male genital organs and mainly, though not exclusively, used by
women as a metonymic substitution for men. Mentioning the term in a single-sex
conversation that takes place among a group of female friends would fulfil the diegetic role
of foregrounding their lack of (sexual) inhibitions, portraying them as women who are able to
actively take control of their own sex lives without the need of being subjugated to the male.
From this perspective, it could thus be said that the traditional gender stereotypes of women
being dependent on men and of boundaries restricting and forbidding women’s active role in
the sexual sphere are being transcended in the original exchanges. In the resulting Chinese
subtitle, however, the word ‘dildos’ has been generalised by a hypernym that represents all
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‘pleasure’ toys and has therefore a less overtly sexual connotation. In addition, the linguistic
register used in the translation is clearly more formal than in the original with the use of the
terms 自慰 [to masturbate] and 情趣用品 [pleasure products], as opposed to the more vulgar
‘dildo’. Indeed, the directness implied by the sexually taboo word ‘dildos’ is substantially
reduced in the Chinese subtitle, which resorts to a less provocative tone and less direct
specificity. In this manner, the gender boundaries in the Chinese culture seem to be less
challenged as the women talk in a more reserved and formalised way than in the original. To
a certain extent, women’s linguistic explicitness to refer to sex has been softened in the
Chinese subtitles to try to safeguard the patriarchal values held by the target culture. In an
attempt to make up for this discrepancy, the subtitler has decided to refer directly to the act of
masturbation, which is only implied – though very graphically – in the original dialogue. By
doing so, this addition in the Chinese subtitles clearly indicates that women can dispense with
men, by masturbating with ‘pleasure products’, and they can also actively pander to their
sexual desire, a fact that would seem to contravene the conventional Chinese socio-cultural
beliefs surrounding the passive role of women, by depicting the portrayal of a sexually active
and independent female. The generalisation of the word ‘dildos’ with ‘pleasure products’ in
the target text, supplemented with the verb ‘to masturbate’, reveal the still inhibited Chinese
attitudes toward mentioning specific sex toys for women. All in all, it can be argued that
gender boundaries are, thus, transcended in Chinese through the translation strategies of
substitution and supplementation, though to a lesser extent than in the original dialogue.
The following example from the corpus will further help illustrate our analysis. In this
instance, one of the protagonists, Charlotte, is dating a man called Jack, who one day asks her
if she would like to indulge in a threesome with him and another woman. Due to her lack of
experience in this respect, Charlotte consults her three best female friends. Miranda is quick
to express her cynical view on the subject by accusing Jack of wanting to trick Charlotte into
the threesome, not so much for her own pleasure but for him to satisfy his sexual, voyeuristic
fantasy of watching two women perform in front of him while he indulges in his own
pleasure:
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Example 8: episode 8
Miranda: Suddenly you’re kissing another woman while he beats off.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:03:26,272-->
Suddenly you are kissing another woman
突然间你在吻另一个女人
00:03:28,502
he is beating the handgun
他在一边打手枪
Strategy: substitution

In the original dialogue, the idiomatic and colloquial expression ‘to beat off’ is used to refer
to the act of male masturbation. The translation in Chinese has resorted to substituting the
phrasal verb with a very colloquial term, 打手枪, which literally means ‘to beat the handgun’
and is used to refer to male masturbation in a conversational, slang manner. The verb ‘beat’ is
used in both the original dialogue and the subtitles, foregrounding, to some extent, the active
role played by men. In the Chinese subtitles, the substantive 手枪 [handgun] is used to refer
metaphorically to the male genital organs, thus imparting a sense of power and dominance
close to violence, whilst in the original conversation, the preposition ‘off’ is used to indicate
the relief of sexual desire. To a certain degree, this kind of substitution in the Chinese
subtitles seems to reinforce the male dominance embodied in the patriarchal value system.
Through the use of vernacular and idiomatic expressions to refer to male masturbation in both
the original dialogue and the Chinese subtitles, we can deduce that the act of masturbation as
performed by men is not taboo in either the original or the Chinese cultures, and is even being
described rather creatively. Hence, the translation strategy of substitution has been used in
this instance to translate male masturbation in Chinese and to achieve a similarly idiomatic
and colloquial effect. However, a feeling of male chauvinism seems to have been enhanced in
the Chinese subtitles. This is in sharp contrast with the previous example, where references to
female masturbation seem to have been toned down and rephrased in a more formal and less
colloquial, boisterous way.
This translational approach that discriminates between male and female masturbation
practices appears to be applied in a recurrent manner, as observed in the next example.
Indeed, when a sex toy is overtly mentioned in the original conversation to indirectly allude
to the act of female masturbation, even though it takes place in the comfort of a group of
female friends, the sexually loaded taboo expression is softened and somehow hidden in the
Chinese subtitles. In the following example, Miranda airs her cynical views on men to her
three best female friends by referring to them as being useless because women cannot talk
with them and, more importantly, she firmly believes that she does not need them for sex. At
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this point, sexually more adventurous and liberated Samantha points out, in a rather sarcastic
manner, that Miranda may have bought a vibrator to take care of her sexual needs. The
denotative substantive ‘vibrator’ is rendered into Chinese with the more connotative term 按
摩 棒 [massage

stick], which is not idiomatic in Chinese and arguably requires greater

cognitive effort to process:
Example 9: episode 9
Samantha: Uh-oh. Sounds like somebody just got their first vibrator.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:05:47,313-->
Looks like someone just got the first massage
看来有人买了第一支按摩棒
00:05:50,282
stick
Translation strategy: substitution

As documented by Allan and Burridge (2006: 148), the invention of the vibrator originated
from the practice of massaging the female genital organs to relieve the symptoms of hysteria
(see section 2.4.1). The medical purpose of the vibrator has gradually become obsolete and,
more frequently nowadays, it is used as a sex toy enabling women to take control of their
own sexual desires, usually bypassing the participation of men. By referring to a vibrator, a
byword for masturbation, the four women are challenging conventionally held masculine
territory, as sex and female masturbation was not traditionally thought to be a topic for
women’s conversation when in the public eye, as in a TV production. In the Chinese subtitle,
however, the substantive ‘vibrator’ is translated by the compound name 按摩棒 [massage
stick], a word that clearly loses the sexual connotations of the original. However, more
importantly, this euphemistic translation might be seen to lead to a possible misunderstanding
among the Chinese audience, as it makes them believe that the protagonists are talking about
massages. Talking about vibrators openly in the original dialogue helps to strengthen the four
female protagonists’ friendship, reflecting their closeness and trust in each other, the ultimate
implication being that women can enjoy sex without men. The exclusion of men as part of
their sex lives, as well as their belittling of the active role conventionally played by men, also
serves to cement the protagonists’ friendship. However, the same cannot be said about the
Chinese subtitles, as the sexually taboo word ‘vibrator’ in the original dialogue has been
substituted with 按 摩 棒 [massage stick] in the target text completely losing its sexually
provocative tone. The image of the active and outspoken woman created in the original
dialogues is, thus, softened in the Chinese subtitles; a solution that hints at the inhibited
attitudes towards women’s sexuality in Chinese culture. Substitution, as can be seen, has been
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employed as a translation strategy in order to downplay the sexually taboo word ‘vibrator’ in
the target text; in so doing, the gender boundaries are safely preserved in Chinese culture.
In this category of ‘masturbation’, five different translation strategies have been activated in
Sex and the City as a whole to deal with the transfer of sexually taboo language embodied in
the original exchanges, namely, in ascending order (1) supplementing, (2) calque, (3)
generalisation, (4) shifted direct translation, and (5) substitution. In an attempt to illustrate
this in a clear and precise manner, the following chart in Figure 6 has been included to show
the precise numbers and percentages of each translation strategy deployed in this group of
sexually taboo expressions:
Figure 6: Percentage of each translation strategy used in Sex and the City – masturbation
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According to these two diagrams, the most frequently used translation strategy is substitution,
while the least frequently used are calque, generalisation and supplementation. In the context
of the corpus under study, more specifically in this group of sexually taboo language,
substitution has been mainly deployed to tone down the translation of the substantive
‘vibrator’ and, in the cases in which it is mentioned in the English dialogue, the term has been
systematically substituted with 按摩棒 [massage stick] in the Chinese subtitles. As to the
examples which have deployed the translation strategies of calque or shifted direct translation,
please refer to the examples (7) and (8) that can be found in the appendix.
6.2.2 Oral sex
In this taboo category, as was pointed out in section 2.4.1, oral sex refers to both oral-genital
and oral-anal sex. The sum of examples that entail sexually taboo words associated with or
derived from this taboo topic is 13, which takes up 7% of the whole corpus. The following
examples selected from the corpus can provide the reader with a detailed illustration and an
in-depth understanding of some of the most recurrent issues peppering the subtitling of this
series.
Example 10: episode 5
Charlotte: If I could get him to show at the gallery, it would be an incredible coup. But what if he wants me to,
you know.
Carrie: Hold his brush?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:08,468 -->
If I can make him agree to
如果我能让他答应
00:06:12,268
Show at the gallery
在画廊举办展览
00:06:12,305 -->
00:06:15,297

这将是个了不起的成就

00:06:15,308 -->
00:06:18,300

—你知道的

但若他要我…

This will be an incredible coup
But if he wants me to…

—You know
—Help him with oral intercourse?

—帮他口交?
Translation strategies: substitution and supplementing

The above exchanges take place when Charlotte is invited to the house of a famous male
artist and she consults her friends as to whether she should accept the invitation, as she is
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concerned that the artist may, in fact, have ulterior motives. She does not elucidate these
ulterior motives openly but, in the context, the viewers are able to guess that it is sex about
which she is concerned. In the original exchanges, Carrie wittily and euphemistically uses the
expression ‘hold his brush?’ indirectly to refer to Charlotte’s concern. Rather surprisingly, the
subtitler has taken the daring approach of translating Carrie’s reply into the much more direct
question ‘help him with oral intercourse?’ that appears in the Chinese subtitles.
This bold approach has a bearing on how Chinese viewers may end up interpreting gender
boundaries and reconfiguring their attitudes towards women. Indeed, in highly conventional
hierarchical cultures, professional women are sometimes stereotyped as using sex and their
body in order to succeed in their jobs. In this example, Carrie’s witty response to Charlotte’s
comment minimises this conventional view and helps transcend gender boundaries,
promoting, to a certain extent, a certain image of the professional female, as she is ostensibly
alluding to be offered professional help by ‘holding the brush’ for the famous painter.
However, as can be seen, the Chinese subtitler resorts to the translation strategies of
substitution and supplementation and turns Carrie’s response into an openly sexually taboo
expression that explicitly mentions having oral intercourse with the painter. This
transformation arguably reinforces the perceived sexual role of women in Chinese society as
subordinate to men and always ready to please them. The image of a professional woman is,
thus, softened in the Chinese subtitles and, at the same time, a certain kind of negative
stereotype is reinforced. By using the translation strategies of substitution and
supplementation, the essential meaning of the original dialogue is substantially altered and
sexualised in the Chinese subtitles, underscoring the fact that the masculine territory is being
overtly defended in Chinese culture, which, in turn, may be perceived as an attempt to
manipulate and/or perpetuate the Chinese viewers’ interpretation and conception of women in
relation to men.
The following example takes place when Charlotte is confronted by her boyfriend, Michael:

Example 11: season1, episode 7
Michael: You hate giving blowjobs?
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Time
Chinese subtitles
00:18:28,507 ->
你讨厌吹萧？
00:18:31,442
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
You hate blowing the flute?

In the past, Michael has made several attempts, both directly and indirectly, to persuade
Charlotte to perform oral sex on him, but without any success. Finally, he decides to confront
Charlotte with the question shown in this example. The act of a blowjob being willingly
performed by a woman with initiative tends to run contrary to the conventionally held view
of women, particularly in traditional societies. In the original dialogue, though, the passive
role of women embedded in conventional culture is challenged and so are gender boundaries.
Even if subtle, Michael’s surprised query contains a hint of astonishment indicating that
women should, in fact, love oral sex and Charlotte seems to be an exception to this rule. This,
subconsciously, contributes to the creation in the mind of the viewers of the image of a
society made up of sexually liberated women, of which only the protagonist seems to be the
exception. In addition, the idea is also conveyed that this type of sexually explicit
conversation between a man and a woman is somewhat natural and accepted by both parties.
In the Chinese subtitle, however, the substantive ‘blowjobs’ has been translated into the less
direct ‘blow the flute’. This colloquial, idiomatic expression in Chinese indicates the act of
oral sex euphemistically, retaining the action indicator ‘blow’ in the subtitles. In doing so, the
sexual tone has been softened and, hence, the image of the sexually liberated women created
in the original dialogue has been mitigated, to a certain extent, in the Chinese subtitles. The
change in tone, achieved by substituting the more abrupt ‘blowjobs’ with the metaphorical
‘blow the flute’, would seem to indicate that this type of straightforward exchange between a
man and a woman is not totally acceptable in the hosting culture, pointing to the fact that the
attitude towards women in Chinese society is essentially conservative.
Example 12 below continues with a dialogue exchange in a similar vein to the previous ones:
Example 12: episode 8
A female threesome seeker: I’m into museums, blowjobs, theatre… and golden showers.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:09:03,342 -->
I’d
like
to
do
anything
我什么都愿意做
00:09:08,507
Translation strategy: omission
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The theme of this episode is the exploration of a potential threesome after Carrie has found an
advertisement in a newspaper looking for a couple to join a threesome seeker. The example
illustrates how this other woman introduces herself and her likes in the advertisement. In the
original English text, she offers an eclectic list of interests, alternating between cultural and
sexual inclinations, and she openly states that she likes blowjobs and golden showers. In the
Chinese subtitles, both sexual references have been omitted without a clear technical reason.
Indeed, from a technical point of view, this omission cannot be justified as the character is
speaking for just over 5 seconds and the subtitle could easily accommodate some 25 Chinese
characters for the translation, instead of 7 that it has now. This drastic, and technically
unjustified reduction of the original text seems to point to an instance of ideological
manipulation, whereby the sexually provocative tone of the original has been completely lost
in the target text. Such a solution would seem to go hand in hand with the inhibited attitudes
toward the image of women held traditionally by Chinese audiences.
The original dialogue imparts an image of a sexually liberated woman, apparently
contravening the traditional identities espoused by conventional communities and cultures.
By creating this type of feminine image, gender boundaries are also clearly being challenged,
with the portrayal of new women that behave in an unexpected, quasi masculine manner. As
we have just seen, all the sexual references and sex-related words are omitted in the Chinese
subtitles, losing the sexual overtones but, more importantly, the image of the sexually
liberated woman is softened and, it can be argued that conventional masculine territory is
thus safeguarded in Chinese culture. The subtitler chooses the translation strategy of omission
in order to shield Chinese viewers (particularly women) from the sexually taboo language
contained in the original dialogue and, ultimately, to prevent any hint of a feminist sexual
ideology from travelling to China.
All in all, in this particular taboo category, five translation strategies have been used to tackle
the subtitling of sexually taboo language, namely (1) specification, (2) shifted direct
translation, (3) substitution, (4) omission, and (5) supplementing The specific percentages
and the number that each strategy has been used are listed in the following charts contained in
figures 8 and 9:

Figure 8: Percentage of each translation strategy in Sex and the City – oral sex
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The two charts clearly indicate that the most frequently used translation strategies are shifted
direct translation and substitution, occupying 31% of all the translation strategies used in this
category. Conversely, omission has only been used once to deal with the translation of
sexually taboo words. Of these two most frequently used translation strategies in this
category, substitution has been employed to downplay the sexual overtone embedded in the
original dialogue, whereas shifted direct translation has been used to render sexually taboo
language in a direct and source-oriented manner.

6.2.3. Orgasm
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Orgasm is the climax of the sexual act. In this category, eight instances have been located in
the corpus of which some of the most telling examples have been selected to provide an indepth analysis of the data used in this research project.
In the final episode of the first season, sexually adventurous Samantha encounters James,
who is the only man to have ever made her to feel that she is in love. Having dated James
several times without having had sex, which is very unusual for Samantha, she decides that
on their next encounter she would like to have sexual intercourse with him. The following
sentence is uttered by Carrie, off-screen:
Example 13: season 1, episode 12
Carrie: Meanwhile, downtown… Samantha was preparing to see God.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:12:33,285 -->
Meanwhile, downtown
同时在市中心
00:12:37,244
Samantha was preparing to see God
莎曼珊准备去会见上帝了
Translation strategy: calque

In the example, Carrie wittily resorts to the expression ‘see God’, which metaphorically
refers to the act of reaching a sexual orgasm, and which is literally translated in the Chinese
subtitles. First of all, in the original dialogue, female orgasm is not referred to directly, which
indicates a certain degree of reluctance on the part of the target culture to breach conventional
attitudes and to air the possibility of a woman’s sexual satisfaction. With the assistance of the
images and the sound in this scene, particularly the sensual intonation used by Carrie, viewers
in the original culture can indeed understand the connotative meaning behind the phrase ‘see
God’. However, the same cannot be said of the Chinese subtitles. In stark contrast with the
English expression, the Chinese 见上帝了 [see God] most often implies that an individual has
passed away and gone to heaven. Hence, in this specific case, not only are gender taboos not
challenged, but the sexual connotations are entirely lost. Furthermore, the use of the calque
strategy to tackle the translation of this sexual metaphor proves to be rather unsuccessful as it
is completely misleading and confusing, leaving the Chinese viewers to wonder if the
protagonist is, in fact, about to pass away. Seen from another perspective altogether, such a
choice also seems to point to the paucity of words and expressions that in Chinese can be
used to refer to orgasm. Thus, the subtitler has no choice but to render it literally.
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The following exchanges take place when Charlotte is talking with Carrie about Charlotte’s
concerns over using a vibrator:
Example 14: season 1, episode 9
Charlotte: Have you ever been with a man... and he's doing everything and it feels good... but somehow you
just can't manage to...
Carrie: Come?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:12:34,453 -->
Have
you
ever
been with
你是否曾遇过一个
00:12:38,412
a man who cares about you very much
对你体贴入微的男 人
00:12:39,291 -->
00:12:43,421

You and him together feel great
but you can’t …

你和他在一起感觉很棒
但你却没办法。 。 。

00:12:43,462 -->
高潮 ？
00:12:46,260
Translation strategy: substitution

High tide?

Charlotte admits to her friend that she can reach an orgasm every time that she uses the
vibrator and this is so addictive to Charlotte that she is worried she will not enjoy sex with
men anymore. In the example given above, Carrie uses the vernacular expression ‘come’ to
verbalise in a more direct manner what Charlotte is trying to convey in a more roundabout
way. In such a sexual context, the verb ‘to come’ denotes an orgasm indicating either female
or male ejaculation, which in this utterance has been translated by the more indirect 高潮
[high tide] in Chinese, an idiomatic expression that can be used to refer euphemistically to an
orgasm.
According to the study carried out in section 2.4.1, the verb ‘to come’ is classified as an
orthophemism by Allan and Burridge (2006: 151), which means that it is not a euphemistic
expression as such since it makes a direct reference to orgasm. In this respect, the original
exchanges, by openly acknowledging the female orgasm, have done away with some of the
taboos rooted in conformist societies. By speaking openly about their sexuality, at the same
time, women are encouraged to contravene the conventional ideas foisted on them and,
instead, to construct a proactive image of women. As seen in the Chinese subtitles, ‘come’
has been substituted by the more metaphorical 高潮 [high tide], an expression normally used
to denote to the most exciting part of a story or event and, by extension and in the appropriate
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context, to refer to orgasm. Hence, the image of women speaking openly about their sexual
enjoyment, which is present in the original, is softened in the Chinese subtitles. Yet again,
this textual manipulation cannot be justified from a technical point of view. As the subtitle
appears on screen for around three seconds, the subtitler has ample time to accommodate
around 15 Chinese characters in order to transfer ‘come’ into Chinese culture adequately.
However, a metaphorical, euphemistic expression has been selected in the Chinese subtitles,
which, to a certain extent, could be seen as a means of safeguarding traditionally held
masculine territory, in the sense that only men are supposed to speak openly about their
sexual fantasies and activities. The change present in the Chinese subtitles seems to point to a
prohibitive attitude towards the explicit mention of female orgasm in Chinese culture. The
translation strategy of substitution has been used in order to ideologically manipulate the
target text and, arguably, to perpetuate the traditional Chinese viewers’ behaviour of not
referring directly to the female orgasm. The subversive potential of the original has thus been
neutralised in the translation.
This other example below is taken from an episode in which Carrie comments on how
Samantha has spent one afternoon:
Example 15: season 1, episode 11
Carrie: Samantha spent the rest of the afternoon having multiple yo-gasms.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:20:59,258 -->
The following whole afternoon
接下来的整个下午
00:21:03,217
Samantha was practising sex love skills
莎曼珊都在修炼性爱术
Translation strategy: substitution

Having sacrificed sex for some time so that she can attend her yoga classes, led by her
handsome and celibate yoga teacher, in the hope that something will happen with him,
Samantha finally reaches saturation point and decides to have sex with someone else from the
yoga class instead. In her account of the situation, Carrie wittily creates a neologism by
blending the substantives ‘yoga’ and ‘orgasm’ into ‘yo-gasms’, to deliver the message that
Samantha has spent the afternoon having sex and enjoying sexual climax.
The image of the sexually liberated woman is cleverly and euphemistically created for the
viewers in the original culture. In the Chinese subtitles, ‘yo-gasm’ has been translated by the
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Chinese 性爱术, which literally means ‘sex love skills’. In this translation, not only is the
euphemistic wittiness of the original lost, but also the coherence of the plot of this episode, as
the Chinese translation ‘sex love skills’ has nothing to do either with yoga or orgasm, both of
which constitute the central theme here. In addition, not only does the Chinese translation
eliminate the sexual enjoyment explicit in the original, but it also brings about a potential
reading in which Samantha is transformed from an active individual who has orgasms into a
passive woman ‘practising sex love skills’, who, in a Geisha-like manner, could later exploit
for men’s satisfaction and pleasure.
Again, this translational solution is not due to technical constraints. In this specific case, four
seconds could potentially accommodate around 20 Chinese characters, which leaves ample
margin to convey this message in full to the Chinese audience. Hence, the changes made on
this occasion hint at an unwillingness to touch upon the taboo topic of female orgasm in
Chinese culture, which is filtered out by using the translation strategy of substitution.
In sum, in this category, four different translation strategies have been used to deal with the
subtitling of the eight instances in which sexually taboo language referring to orgasm has
been located; namely (1) specification, (2) calque, (3) shifted direct translation, and (4)
substitution. The number and percentages of each subtitling strategy used in this category are
presented clearly in the following two graphs contained in Figures 10 and 11:
Figure 10: Percentages of each translation strategy used in Sex and the City – orgasm
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Figure 11: Number that each translation strategy is used in the category of orgasm
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Substitution is evidently the translation strategy most commonly used when dealing with the
subtitling of sexually taboo language in this category of orgasm. As a translation strategy that
is more target-oriented, the result implies that the sexually taboo language openly spelt out in
the source text is replaced by a number of euphemistic expressions that are familiar to
Chinese viewers but clearly less direct. On occasions, as in example 15, some of the
connotations implied in the subtitles are substantively different to the original. A certain
ideology relating to women’s sexuality and identity can, thus, easily be imparted and, in the
absence of technical constraints, it can be argued that the Chinese solutions show a marked
tendency to diverge from the sexual directness observed in the original exchanges in an
attempt to fit in with the mores of the hosting culture; thus, perpetuating certain stereotypes
about females among the Chinese viewers. Tellingly, the least popular translation strategies
in this group are those more source-oriented, which would allow sexual references to be more
prominent in the Chinese subtitles than they actually are. All in all, it can be said that the
sexual culture portrayed in the original script has been transferred to the subtitles in a
manipulated manner that appears to conform to Chinese society. The next section discusses
another taboo category that can prove problematic for its Chinese reception; that of
homosexuality.

6.2.4. Homosexuality
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Homosexuality has been a taboo topic in most cultures for centuries and only very recently it
has been recognised and legalised in some countries. Despite the promotion of equal rights
having been considered by many as a great step forward in human history, the reality is that
homosexuality continues to be taboo and is even outlaw in various nations round the globe.
Seven instances concerning the use of sexually taboo language related to this topic have been
found in the corpus under analysis, of which a few examples are discussed in this section. An
in-depth analysis will follow in an attempt to answer the research questions raised in this
thesis.
The dialogue exchanges in the example below take place when Samantha is asking Carrie if
her male friend, whom they have both bumped into at a fashion show, is straight:
Example16: episode 2
Samantha: Martini straight up or with a twist?
Carrie: Straight up.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:15:45,349 -->
他是不是同志？
00:15:48,443
00:15:48,452 -->
不是
00:15:51,216
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Is he a comrade?
No

Here, Samantha wittily borrows words from the semantic field associated with cocktails, a
most common beverage at a fashion show, to refer to this taboo topic. By doing so, she
broaches the taboo topic in question euphemistically and creatively and helps to create a
modern image of women who are aware of the issues surrounding sexuality and are willing to
discuss them. This tends to run contrary to conventional views in Chinese society, which
upholds a more restrained and conservative image of women as well as gender issues. In
addition, these unique and creative expressions used in the English dialogue to discuss
sexuality also function as an indication of the close friendship between Samantha and Carrie.
In the Chinese subtitles, this witty exchange has been rendered with the term 同志, which
literally means ‘comrade’ and is generally used in colloquial Chinese to refer to a
homosexual man. In a similar manner as in the original English, the Chinese subtitles also
touch on this taboo topic in a euphemistic way but with fewer words compared with the
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original exchange. To a certain extent, it also imparts a modern image of women to Chinese
audiences; an image that runs contrary to conventionally held beliefs and gender boundaries.
Nonetheless, it can be argued that, in the Chinese subtitles, the close friendship between
Samantha and Carrie, fostered by their idiosyncratic use of language, has been weakened, as
同志 [comrade] is not a unique expression devised by these two friends; it is just a common,
colloquial word used by most Chinese people to refer to a homosexual man. In this specific
case, the translation strategy of substitution has been used to replace a very creative turn of
words in the English with a standard term in Chinese, highlighting the fact that the subtitler
has decided to refrain from playing with the language in Chinese and come up with a
facetious neologism.
Example 11 below contains the dialogue exchange between Carrie and her gay friend,
Stanford, who, after several unsuccessful dates with other gay men, has been left feeling
frustrated and sad. This example entails an exchange between him and Carrie and discloses
Stanford’s inner anxieties:
Example 17: episode 9
Stanford: I just don't have that gay look.
Carrie: I don't know. You look pretty gay to me.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:14:27,333 -->
我的样子根本不适合当同性恋
00:14:31,394
00:14:32,338 -->
00:14:34,465

English back translation
My look is not suitable to be gay

That’s not true
I think you are very handsome

这倒不尽然
我就觉得你挺帅的

Translation strategies: calque and substitution

In the original dialogue, the ‘gay look’ is the topic of their conversation and the fact that he
wishes to look gay clearly runs contrary to conventional sexual mores in which
homosexuality is condemned and hidden rather than openly flaunted. Traditional gender
boundaries are challenged and a new female image is also created, namely, a woman who has
close gay friends in her social circle and with whom she can openly discuss sexual issues.
In the Chinese subtitles, the English word ‘gay’ embodied in the original exchanges is
translated in two different ways. In what Stanford says, the English word ‘gay’ is translated
literally into Chinese as 同性恋, which is the equivalent of ‘gay’ or ‘homosexual’ in English.
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In Carrie’s reply, however, the English word ‘gay’ is rendered by the Chinese character 帅,
which simply means ‘handsome’. The allusion to a homosexual appearance implied by the
original dialogue is, therefore, erased in the subtitles.
However, it is surprising that ‘gay’ has been translated literally into Chinese, given the strong
stigma surrounding this taboo topic in China. Not only is Stanford’s message actively
transferred to Chinese viewers in its entirety, but gender boundaries are also breached in
Chinese culture. To some extent, this open reference to 同性恋 [gay] also delivers an
ideological message to Chinese audiences in which the social stigma attached to
homosexuality is cast aside. Yet, when it comes to the translation of Carrie’s reply, all the
points mentioned above are softened as, in this case, ‘gay’ is translated as 帅 [handsome] for
the benefit of the Chinese viewers. This approach also has the effect of diffusing the topic of
the possible existence of a gay identity; and identity that is innate to the individual rather that
socially shaped.
The alteration found in the Chinese subtitles demonstrates that different translation strategies
used with regard to sexually taboo language have been applied depending on whether the
utterance belongs to a male or female character in the TV series. From the evidence provided
by this example, in a situation where sexually taboo language is uttered by a male character,
the solution tends to favour a literal translation into Chinese; but, if sexually taboo language
is used by a female character, the text is, more often than not, rendered into Chinese without
any sexual connotations being attached to it. These different translation strategies, therefore,
seem to have been adopted to safeguard, to some extent, conventional gender boundaries and
traditional upheld views regarding women. This finding can be further supported by the
following example from the corpus:
Example 18: episode 9
Grandmother: I love my Stanford. He’s a very sweet boy. But you know, he is a fruit.
Time
00:20:33,498 -->
00:20:39,334

Chinese subtitles
我很爱史丹佛，他是个好孩子
但他却是个男同性恋者

English back translation
I love Stanford very much, he is a good boy
but he is a male gay.

Translation strategy: substitution

Stanford and Carrie have decided to pretend to be a couple with the aim of eventually getting
married so as to inherit money from his grandmother. However, it seems that his grandmother
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knows better and can see beyond the ruse. She deflates their plans by telling Carrie that
Stanford is gay, and uses the pejorative term ‘fruit’ to denote Stanford’s sexuality. As seen in
section 2.4.1, the English word ‘fruit’ can be used as an offensive expression to refer to a
homosexual man and, in Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 156) study, it is classified as a
dysphemism, i.e. as a derogatory or unpleasant term used instead of a pleasant or neutral one.
In other words, this term has the potential of evoking a strong emotional reaction in the
interlocutor and is considered as a taboo expression. The fact that a female character makes
use of this taboo word in her conversation, and to refer to her grandson, whom he ‘loves’, can
be seen as a transgression of the gender boundaries set in conventional culture.
In the Chinese subtitle, on the other hand, the English word ‘fruit’ has been toned down and
translated as 男同性恋, which literally means ‘male gay’. The use of this rather neutral term
in Chinese tells us that the translation strategy of substitution has been used to replace and
soften the offensive taboo word uttered by a female character in the TV series and, in so
doing, it attempts to safeguard the traditional image of (old) women in Chinese culture. From
a technical point of view, the English utterance lasts almost six seconds, enough time to allow
the subtitler to comfortably accommodate some 30 Chinese characters in this subtitle (now it
contains 23) and provide a more accurate translation of the taboo word ‘fruit’. In the absence
of any technical constraints, it can only be assumed that the translational decision has been
motivated by ideological factors.
In sum, there are four different translation strategies that have been used in the subtitling of
terms belonging to this category of sexually taboo language, namely (1) specification, (2)
calque, (3) generalisation, and (4) substitution. The precise numbers and percentages of each
type of translation strategy are clearly presented in the following charts, contained in Figures
12 and 13:

Figure 12: Percentages of each translation strategy used in Sex and the City – homosexuality
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In this specific category of homosexuality, calque occupies 40% of the translation strategies
that have been used overall to deal with the translation of this type of sexually taboo language.
It is the most frequently used translation strategy in this group and, hence, we can gauge that
most sexually taboo language derived from, or associated with, the taboo topic of
homosexuality has been translated into Chinese literally with no barrier preventing Chinese
viewers from accessing the sexual taboos referred to in the original text.
Having said that, substitution, a more target-oriented translation strategy, takes up 30% of the
overall translation strategies implemented to deal with this category of expressions, which
means that an almost equal amount of sexually taboo language referred to homosexuality has
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been replaced by edulcorated expressions that are more familiar to Chinese viewers or by
words that are not associated with sexual taboos at all. In these instances, the Chinese viewers
are therefore barred from any direct contact with some of the sexual taboos accepted by the
original culture and, to a certain extent, their understanding of certain homosexual issues
explicitly mentioned in the TV series has been manipulated through the subtitles. This, in turn,
and arguably, may have a collateral impact on their own sexual ideology.
6.2.5. Rape
Originally, this section was supposed to focus on the taboo topic of rape but, due to the nature
of the TV series under study, no occurrences have been found of sexually taboo language
associated with or derived from this taboo topic. This is the only category in which sexually
taboo language could not be located, but the next categories constitute fertile ground for an
analysis that provides in-depth findings regarding the subtitling of other categories of
sexually taboo language.
6.2.6. Incest and paedophilia
Both incest and paedophilia constitute one of the groups of taboo language investigated in
Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 144-174) study on forbidden words related to sex. Yet, in this
research project, only one example from this category has been located and it concerns the
taboo topic of incest. Paedophilia will, therefore, not be discussed in this chapter.
Episode number 6 has secret sex as its main theme and the example below takes place when
Carrie is talking to her friend, Mike, and decides to ask him the reason why he is ashamed to
introduce the girl that he is dating to his other friends:
Example 19: episode 6
Mike: No. It's just she's not someone I date openly.
Carrie: Why? Is she married?
Mike: No.
Carrie: Is she a cousin?
Mike: No.
Time
Chinese subtitles
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English back translation

00:08:20,533 -->
00:08:23,400

我只是不和她公开约会

I just don’t want to date her openly

00:08:23,436 -->
00:08:26,269

-为什 么？ 她结婚 了？
-没 有

Why? Is she married?
No
Is she your relative?
No

-是你的亲戚吗？
00:08:26,272 -->
-不 是
00:08:28,467
Translation strategy: generalisation

The last of her inquisitive questions is directly related to the sexual taboo incest, as she
intimates that the girl might be his cousin. This taboo topic and the stigma surrounding it are,
therefore, broached in the scene by one of the female characters, thus challenging
conventional upheld behaviour by openly referring to this taboo topic.
In the Chinese subtitles, the English word ‘cousin’ has been translated as 亲戚, which
literally means ‘relative’ and acts as a superordinate term for ‘cousin’. Although the
translation is not as specific as the original English word, where the exact relationship
between them is pointed out overtly, it is still suggestive of the incestuous relationship. The
translation strategy of generalisation has been used to transfer the idea of this taboo to the
Chinese viewers without any obvious dangers. In other words, the Chinese viewers are
exposed directly to the sexual taboo referred to in the original TV series.
The subsequent part of this chapter concerns an analysis of sexually taboo language
associated with, or derived from, the taboo topic of menstruation.
6.2.7. Menstruation
As was pointed out in section 2.4.1, menstruation puts women in a position that men simply
cannot measure up to because of its unique link with lunar cycles. It is a unique female
feature and, as some feminists argue, menstruation has been stigmatised in a way that, on
occasions, it results in the denigration of womanhood. The following study has not come
across any example of this negative perception in the corpus under analysis and only three
instances have been located on this topic.
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In the specific example shown below, Carrie has been dating Mr Big for some time and she
becomes worried when she realises that she has missed her period, an indication that she
might be pregnant:
Example 20: episode 10
Carrie: As I pencilled in the date, I noticed something missing. In between the Versace show and dinner at
Moomba... there it wasn't... my period, four days late.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:12,285-->
When I write down routine
当 我写行事时
00:04:16,244
I find something is wrong
我发觉到有件事不对劲
00:04:16,422-->
00:04:20,290

在凡赛斯服装秀

00:04:20,326-->
00:04:24,285

有件事漏了

Between the Versace show
And dinner at Moomba

和到蒙巴餐厅用餐之间

There is something missing
My monthly thing is four days late

我的月事晚了四天

Translation strategy: substitution

In the original dialogue, the informal, English noun ‘period’ has been used; an expression
derived from the periodicity and regularity of menstruation. By openly discussing this taboo
topic, viewers are able to come to terms with a woman’s body and eventually to broach the
subject of sexual taboo and female prejudice. In the Chinese subtitle, the English ‘period’ has
been translated as 月事 [monthly thing], an informal expression that also refers to the
regularity of the menstrual cycle and, therefore, it keeps the very same reference as the one
used in the original TV series. This solution confronts the Chinese audience with a dialogue
exchange in which the essential nature of the female body is openly acknowledged,
successfully creating a female image in which the body is accepted, both in the original text
and the Chinese subtitles.
To conclude, three examples of this taboo category have been found in the corpus of this
thesis. Interestingly, the English word ‘period’ has been used systematically throughout the
whole season of the TV series to refer to the taboo topic of menstruation, whilst in the
Chinese subtitles they have all been translated through the translation strategy of substitution
as 月事 [monthly thing].
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The following pages will now focus on the sexual taboo of genital organs.
6.2.8. Genital organs
As discussed in section 2.4.1, sexually taboo language belonging to this category is related to
female and male genital organs, which includes some of the strongest and most provocative
sexually taboo expressions. The analysis that follows is intended to provide a deep
understanding of this kind of language and its translation into Chinese through a number of
examples selected from the corpus, in which a total of 34 occurrences have been spotted.
Skipper is Carrie’s friend and, in the example below, he is trying to explain to her that he is a
sensitive guy, different from most other men that seem to be sexually obsessed:
Example 21: episode 1
Skipper: You know most guys, when they meet a girl for the first time, the first thing they see is…um…you
know…
Carrie: Pussy?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:14:29,335 -->
Most guys when they meet women
大部分的男人在认识女人时
00:14:32,395
00:14:32,404 -->
00:14:35,498

第一个看到的东西是…

The first thing they see is…

00:14:35,507 -->
00:14:37,372

-你知道的

-You know
-[Little sister]?

-[小妹妹] 吗？

Translation strategy: substitution

In the original dialogue, Skipper is generalising about men’s behaviour and trying hard to
find the right expression not to offend his female friend. As he struggles to finish his sentence,
avoiding the use of any sexually taboo word, it is then Carrie, the female protagonist, who
cheerfully prompts him with her overt use of the ambivalent term ‘pussy’. The fact that a
female character uses what can be perceived as an offensive term, whereas the male character
avoids doing so, clearly transcends gender boundaries and challenges the conventional image
of women.
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In the Chinese subtitles, the coarse term ‘pussy’ has been translated as 小妹妹 [little sister], a
euphemistic expression that it is used to refer to female genital organs; thus, the openly
sexual tone of the original is completely lost. The alteration found in the Chinese subtitles
would seem to point to the inhibited attitude towards the use of bawdy sexually taboo
language in Chinese society. By resorting to a more neutral expression, substitution has been
used in this case in an attempt to manipulate the Chinese viewers’ perceptions of this taboo
and, ultimately, the relationship between the female body and conventional prejudice.
The following example is also about the translation of the term ‘pussy’, though in a
metaphorical manner. David and Lisa, a married couple, are friends of Carrie’s:
Example 22: episode 3
David: Oh, man, that's so sweet.
Lisa: Don't start crying. He's such a pussy.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:10:52,251 -->
-那真是太甜蜜了
00:10:55,414
-别哭出来
00:10:55,454 -->
他很多愁善感
00:10:57,285
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
-That’s so sweet.
-Don’t start crying
He is very sentimental.

This exchange takes place after Carrie has complimented her two married friends for being a
lovely couple. David finds the compliment very adulatory and emotional, triggering a
negative reaction from his wife, who accuses him of being too soft and not very masculine. In
the original dialogue, she uses the sexually taboo word ‘pussy’ to criticise his softness in a
direct way. In so doing, she occupies what has been traditional considered masculine territory
and, at the same time, promotes a strong female identity.
In the subtitles, the term ‘pussy’ has been translated as 多愁善感 in Chinese, which means
‘sentimental’. The taboo term, together with its homosexual innuendo when addressed to a
man, have been lost and, more importantly, Lisa’s linguistic aggressivity has been totally
neutralised. The translation strategy of substitution has thus been used in this specific case to
attempt to safeguard gender boundaries and to prevent Chinese viewers from accessing an
ideology in which men are perceived to be soft and somewhat feminine, weaker than women,
and in which female characters are portrayed as strong end resolute. The changes that have
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cropped up in the Chinese subtitles shows how sexually taboo words have been toned down
in order to instil certain ideas of sexuality among Chinese viewers.
The next example deals with the translation of male genital organs. The initiator is Amalita,
one of Carrie’s friends, who always dates rich international businessmen. In the conversation
below, which takes place in a designer boutique downtown, Amalita confides in Carrie that
her current boyfriend has a small penis:
Example 23: episode 5
Amalita: He has a tiny little penis, but he knows exactly how to use it.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:03:37,417 -->
Although
his job is very small
虽然他那活儿小的不得了
00:03:41,376
he knows the best way to use it
但他掌握了绝妙的使用方法
Translation strategy: substitution

Discussing her boyfriend’s genital organs, particularly by referring to them as ‘little’, can be
seen as a denigration of manhood that ultimately conveys the image of women as superior to
men in the original dialogue. Shifting the attention from the female to the male body certainly
goes against conventional prejudice and views concerning women, whose body has been
traditionally sexualised in cinema (Mulvey 1975). Statements of this nature can, arguably,
help women to enter traditional masculine territory, where it is men who talk about women’s
bodies, but not the other way round.
As for the Chinese subtitles, the sexually taboo word ‘penis’ has been substituted with 活儿
[job], whereby the directness brought to the original dialogue with the overt use of the word
‘penis’ has been lost. The sexual ideology embodied in the original conversation has been
somewhat neutered. By avoiding to reflect such an open exchange in the Chinese subtitle, the
target audience is not confronted with a ‘foreign’, rowdy behaviour that may be at odds with
its most traditional outlook on male-female relationships. Females continue to use
euphemisms and shy away from strong predicaments in the subtitles. Thus, the strong gender
boundaries prevalent in Chinese society remain intact as they do not seem to be challenged
by a different behaviour onscreen. In this example, the translation strategy of substitution has
been used to camouflage the directness of the original. The alteration found in this example
further testifies to the fact that substitution is a translation strategy mostly productive when
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the intention is to manipulate ideologically the original and to perpetuate the Chinese viewers’
perceptions of sexual ideology.
To sum up this section, six different translation strategies have been used in order to tackle
the translation of sexually taboo language, namely (1) specification, (2) calque, (3) shifted
direct translation, (4) generalisation, (5) substitution, and (6) supplementing. In order to
present them in a clear and precise manner, the number that each translation strategy has been
used as well as the percentages are presented in Figures 14 and 15:
Figure 14: Percentages of each translation strategy used in Sex and the City – genital organs
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Figure 15: Number that each translation strategy is used in the category of genital organs in Sex and the City
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The most frequently used strategy to deal with the translation of the terms and expressions
that belong to this category is substitution, accounting for 57% of the total. Of the grand total
of 34 examples belonging to this group, 21 instances have resorted to this translation strategy
and replaced sexually taboo words relating to genital organs with softer options in the
Chinese subtitles. Incidentally, it is also important to mention the fact that sexually taboo
expressions uttered by male characters are usually translated directly into Chinese (in 3 cases
out of a total of 6 cases in the corpus), although most examples making up the corpus of this
thesis deal with conversations among female characters. It would be interesting to pursue this
line of research with other corpora and audiovisual materials in an attempt to ascertain
whether this approach is also adopted in the case of other works and language combinations.
The subtitling of sexually taboo language referring to one of the oldest professions in human
history will be analysed in the following section.
6.2.9. Prostitution
In this category, nine occurrences have been detected in the corpus, of which the following
examples have been selected in order to illustrate the subtitler’s behaviour with a detailed
analysis of the solutions reached when subtitling sexually taboo words regarding prostitution
into Chinese.
In the following example, Jack, one of Mr Big’s friend, is about to divorce for the second
time and complains, at a dinner with Carrie and Mr Big, about the unfair conditions of the
divorce settlement:
Example 24: episode 4
Jack: Marvellous. Going through my second divorce. Bitch is getting everything the first bitch didn’t.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:14:27,466 -->
Marvellous, my second divorce
好极了，我第二次离婚
00:14:30,264
00:14:30,302 -->
The second one gets everything the first one
第二位拿走所有第一位没拿的
00:14:32,429
didn’t
Translation strategy: substitution

In this exchange, the taboo word ‘bitch’ is used by Jack to refer to his wives, a word that is
both pejorative and demeaning to womanhood. ‘Bitch’ literally means ‘a female dog’ and,
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according to Hughes (2006: 24), it started being applied to promiscuous or sensual women
very early on. In the Chinese subtitles, this taboo word has been translated as 第二位 [the
second one], which fits nicely within the context but substantially departs from the original
expression. Thus, not only are the pejorative connotations noted above absent, but so is the
insulting denigration of womanhood implied in the English. Substitution has, once more,
been activated as the preferred translation strategy, therefore preventing Chinese viewers
from contact with the coarseness of the sexually taboo word ‘bitch’ contained in the original
dialogue. Such an attitude prevents, to a certain extent, the penetration in China of a type of
behaviour that can perceived as demeaning and insulting to womanhood. Indeed, the
alteration found in the Chinese subtitles, i.e. the toning down of certain taboo terms in the
target text, shows what can be read as an attempt to avoid the transmission to the target
culture of a kind of behaviour based on the degradation of womanhood.
In the example below, Carrie and her gay friend Stanford are talking about monogamous
relationships. When Stanford indicates that he cannot even commit to a long distance carrier,
Carrie retorts in the following manner to describe his behaviour:
Example 25: episode 7
Carrie: You know what you are? You are a whore.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:08:46,359 -->
你知道吗？你是花心大萝卜
00:08:48,350
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
You know what? You are a radish with a
flower heart

The fact that the female protagonist, Carrie, uses the sexually taboo word ‘whore’ in the
original to refer to a male character breaches conventional prejudices concerning women,
who do not usually address men in such a way, whereas the reverse situation – i.e. a male
referring to a female as ‘whore’ – is a more established behaviour in most communities. In
the Chinese subtitle, the insult has been substituted with the euphemistic and vernacular
expression 花心大萝卜 [a radish with a flower heart], which is normally used in Chinese to
refer obliquely to men who are promiscuous. However, by deciding upon such a solution, the
abruptness and rudeness of the sexual taboo embedded in the word ‘whore’ are lost. In this
case, and to some extent, it could be argued that the euphemistic expression in Chinese is
used to safeguard the gender boundaries between women and men that are deeply rooted in
conventional Chinese culture. Substitution has been used in this case in order to prevent
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Chinese viewers from accessing this more liberated ideology and female behaviour promoted
in the original TV series. From a technical point of view, the subtitle is now slightly long as it
lasts roughly two seconds and contains 12 characters, when the maximum for such a period
on screen would be of 10 characters. Had the subtitler translated the sexually taboo word
‘whore’ literally, corresponding to the Chinese 婊子, some space could have been saved and
the reading speed would have been more comfortable for the audience. However, this is a
clear example where the ideological interests take priority over the technical dimension.
All in all, in this category of sexually taboo language, four different translation strategies
have been activated to deal with the subtitling of this kind of language, namely (1) calque, (2)
shifted direct translation, (3) substitution and (4) omission. The percentages and the number
of occasions on which each translation strategy has been used are presented in the following
charts in Figures 16 and 17:
Figure 16: Percentages of each translation strategy used in Sex and the City – prostitution
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Figure 17: Numbers of translation strategies used in the category of prostitution in Sex and the City
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Based on the numbers shown in the two tables above, substitution is the most frequently used
translation strategy in this category, whereas omission and shifted direct translation are the
least used translation strategies resorted to by the subtitler. Calque, which is source-oriented
translation strategies, is almost on a par with substitution. In other words, there are almost the
same number of sexually taboo expressions in this category that have kept very close to the
original and that have been changed in a way that will make it virtually impossible for
Chinese audiences to interpret and understand in a similar way as in the original.
The final pages of this chapter will examine a number of examples from the last category of
sexually taboo language associated with, or derived from, the field of copulation.
6.2.10. Copulation
This is the last and most copious group of sexually taboo language under analysis, including a
total of 113 instances. The following examples will provide an in-depth study of the
subtitling of sexually taboo language in answer to the research questions posed in this thesis.
The exchange in the example below takes place when Carrie and her friend Charlotte are
discussing the virtues of a vibrator known as the Rabbit. As Charlotte is able to achieve
multiple orgasms with this vibrator, something that she finds impossible with a man, she
becomes scared that she will not enjoy sex with men anymore. The exchange takes place
when Carrie is trying to cheer Charlotte up:
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Example 26: episode 9
Carrie: You could still enjoy sex with a man and the Rabbit.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:12:59,478 -->
你还是可以找男人和兔子
00:13:02,470
享受鱼水之欢

English back translation
You still can go for men and rabbit
to enjoy pleasure of fish and water

Translation strategy: substitution

In the original dialogue, Carrie uses the expression ‘enjoy sex’ to reassure Charlotte that her
concern is unnecessary. Such an open discussion between two female characters about having
sex and enjoying the experience goes against conventionally held gender stereotypes in
certain cultures, according to which women tend to shy away from these conversations that
are more permissible among men. In the Chinese subtitles, the term ‘sex’ has been substituted
with the euphemistic and idiomatic expression 鱼 水 之 欢 , which taken literally means
‘pleasure of fish and water’. This vernacular expression in Chinese literally refers to the
pleasure experienced by fish when they are swimming in the water, and it is used as a
euphemistic expression to refer to the pleasure of sex. The sexual taboo language of the
original dialogue is completely lost in translation, as the translation strategy of substitution
has been deployed to prevent this open remark about sex from reaching the Chinese viewers.
The following example also concerns the translation of the sexually taboo word ‘sex’. On this
occasion, the exchange takes place when the four female protagonists of the TV series under
analysis are discussing whether women can treat men like sex objects. Miranda openly shares
her unconventional experience with her friends, in which she seems to want to have a purely
sexual relationship with men and avoid any other emotional involvement with them:
Example 27: episode 1
Miranda: It’s like that guy Jeremiah, the poet. I mean the sex was incredible but then he wanted to read me his
poetry and go out to dinner and the whole chat bit and I’m like let’s not even go there.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:23,302 -->
Just
like
that guy Jeremiah
就像那个名叫杰瑞米的诗人
00:08:25,395
00:08:25,404 -->
00:08:29,363

We are as well blended as mixing water and milk
together in bed
then he wants to read me his poetry

我们在床上水乳交融
之后他想念他的诗给我听

我们出去用餐聊天
00:08:30,443 -->
我摆出老大不情愿的样子
00:08:34,402
Translation strategy: substitution

We go out to dinner
I posed a very reluctant gesture
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In the original dialogue, the sexually taboo topic of copulation is mentioned directly by using
the term ‘sex’. The traditional masculine territory, in which the reification of women is
frequent, is now subversively occupied through this taboo word in a context in which the
roles are inverted and men become the sex objects of women. Furthermore, it promotes an
unconventional image of women who are portrayed as promiscuous individuals that have the
same desire as men to enjoy sex for its own sake and without any further emotional
commitments. In the subtitles, the taboo word ‘sex’ contained in the original dialogue has
been translated into Chinese with the expression 水乳交融 [well blended as mixing water
and milk together], which is a poetic and euphemistic expression to indirectly refer to
intimate sex. In so doing, it not only does away with the sexual connation and the provocative
tone of the English utterance but it also seems to convey a different character; one of an
emotional and quasi-poetic Miranda. The toning down of the taboo expression present in the
original dialogue, by resorting to substitution, helps hide the unashamedly sexual greediness
of the female character that can prove problematic when confronted with the conventional
behaviour expected of women in the target culture.
All in all, six different translation strategies have been activated to deal with the subtitling of
the sexually taboo language belonging to this category, namely (1) specification, (2) calque,
(3) shifted direct translation, (4) substitution, (5) omission and (6) supplementation. The
numbers and percentages of the use of each translation strategy are presented in the following
two charts in Figures 18 and 19:
Figure 18: Percentages of each translation strategy used in Sex and the City – copulation
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Figure 19: Number that each translation strategy is used in the category of copulation in Sex and the City
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The figures shown above clearly indicate that shifted direct translation is the strategy most
frequently deployed in this category. If we add together all the instances in which a sourceoriented translation strategy has been used to deal with the lexis that forms part of this group,
namely specification (19), calque (15) and shifted direct translation (45), we obtain a total of
79 occurrences, which in turn represents 63% of all the translation strategies used in this
group. This means that more than half the examples in this category transmit the genuine sex
culture present in the original culture to the Chinese audience. Conversely, the least
frequently used translation strategy is omission (7), which is target-oriented and takes up only
5% of all the translation strategies discussed in this group.
6.3. Summary
In conclusion, 21 examples from the corpus, Sex and the City, have been thoroughly analysed
in this chapter in an attempt to answer the research questions addressed in the previous
chapters and provide the reader with an insight into the motivations behind the translation
policy applied to the subtitling of this TV series. The alterations found in the Chinese
subtitles analysed in this chapter show both how and the extent to which the sexually taboo
language used in the original has been translated and manipulated in order to perpetuate or to
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alter the perception of gender boundaries and women’s identity that Chinese viewers may
have.
In the first category, there are eight examples embodying sexually taboo language associated
with, or derived from, the taboo topic of masturbation. According to the charts shown in the
previous analysis (section 5.2.1), target-oriented translation strategies are deployed seven
times, out of which substitution occurs five times, supplementation once and generalisation
once. As the focus of the present analysis concerns the modifications found in the Chinese
subtitles, and the most noticeable alterations are usually brought along by target-oriented
translation strategies, such as generalisation, substitution, omission, and supplementation,
particular attention should be paid to them. More importantly, in this category, there are six
instances in which a target-oriented translation strategy is deployed, and all the instances of
sexually taboo language embodied in these examples are softened in the Chinese subtitles.
The percentage of the target-oriented translation strategies in this group, when compared with
those source-oriented represented by calque and shifted direct translation, are illustrated in
the following chart in Figure 20:
Figure 20: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies in Sex and the City - masturbation

source-oriented
30%
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The second category of sexually taboo words is associated with, or derived from, the taboo
topic of oral sex. Under this category, 13 examples have been found in season one of the TV
sitcom, Sex and the City, dealt with by means of five different translation strategies. Targetoriented translation strategies have been deployed seven times, whereas source-oriented
translation strategies have been used on six occasions. This is clearly illustrated in the
following pie chart in Figure 21:
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Figure 21: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies in Sex and the City – oral sex
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The statistics show that, in this category, an almost equal number of sexually taboo
expressions have been translated with the source culture in mind, compared with the
instances in which the target culture has been being given priority. In other words, almost
half of the solutions activated in the translation of sexually taboo language belonging to this
group are source culture-oriented.
Eight examples have been located in the corpus that belong to the third category: the taboo
topic of orgasm. In this case, target and source oriented translation strategies are used five
times each, which is visually illustrated in the following diagram in Figure 22:
Figure 22: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies in Sex and the City – orgasm

source-oriented
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target-oriented
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An equal number of target and source-oriented translation strategies has been used when
dealing with this category of sexually taboo language, with the result that the target-oriented
strategies have left to softened or toned down solutions in the Chinese subtitles.
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The fourth category, which is made up of seven examples, concerns the translation of
sexually taboo language from the taboo topic of homosexuality. On this occasion (Figure 23),
target-oriented translation strategies are used four times, whereas source-oriented translation
strategies are used slightly more often, in six cases, as displayed in the chart below. In this
category, it seems that the subtitler has decided to employ a more daring approach by
bringing the Chinese viewers to the source culture and values:
Figure 23: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies in Sex and the City – homosexuality
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In the corpus under analysis, no exchange has been found dealing with the taboo topic of rape.
As for the sixth group of sexually taboo expressions concerning incest and paedophilia, only
one example focused on incest has been located in the corpus, for which a target-oriented
translation strategy, namely generalisation, has been activated. The seventh category is made
up of three examples related to the taboo topic of menstruation, which have been all
consistently translated by means of substitution, a target-oriented approach.
A total of 34 examples have been found in the corpus, in which genital organs were
mentioned. Target-oriented translation strategies have been used 24 times whilst sourceoriented translation strategies have been deployed on 13 occasions. This information is
visually displayed in the following chart in Figure 24:
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Figure 24: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies in Sex and the City – genital organs
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These figures suggest that the overall proportion of sexually taboo language associated with,
or derived from, the taboo topic of genital organs has been manipulated, usually toned down,
thanks to the use of euphemistic expressions in the Chinese subtitles.
Category number 9 contains nine examples using sexually taboo language related to the taboo
topic of prostitution. In this group, target-oriented translation strategies have been used five
times, which coincides with the number of source-oriented translation strategies. The equal
proportion of target and source-oriented translation strategies can be seen in the following
diagram in Figure 25:
Figure 25: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies in Sex and the City – prostitution
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The last category under analysis, which regards the translation of terms and expressions
related to the lexical field of copulation, contains the largest number of examples: 113. In
these cases, the subtitler has resorted to target-oriented translation strategies 47 times,
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whereas source-oriented translation strategies have been deployed on 79 occasions, as
illustrated in the following chart in Figure 26:
Figure 26: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies in Sex and the City – copulation
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These percentages suggest that, in this particular category, more taboo expressions have been
tackled with source-oriented translation strategies than with target-oriented translation
strategies. In other words, the majority of sexually taboo expressions associated with, or
derived from, the taboo topic of copulation is directly accessible to Chinese viewers, as is the
sexual culture and ideology embodied in these taboo words.
All in all, in order to gain a comprehensive picture of the various translation strategies that
have been used in the corpus of this project, the following two charts illustrate the overall
proportion of target and source-oriented translation strategies, both per category (Figure 27)
and as a whole product (Figure 28):
Figure 27: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies per category in Sex and the City
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Figure 28: Percentages of target and source-oriented translation strategies deployed in Sex and the City
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These percentages help us to conclude that an almost equal amount of sexually taboo
expressions found in the corpus has been tackled using target-oriented and source-oriented
translation strategies, though there are slightly more source-oriented translation strategies in
this corpus. Among the ten taboo categories analysed in this study, sexually taboo language
derived from or associated with taboo topics such as masturbation, oral sex, incest,
menstruation, and genital organs has been, more often than not, dealt with target-oriented
translation strategies.
However, when we focus on the detail, it is also very important to point out that, based on the
analysis of the corpus under scrutiny in this research, out of 40 examples embodying sexually
taboo language uttered by male characters, 30 (75%) have been translated with sourceoriented translation strategies, whereas out of 156 examples entailing sexually taboo language
uttered by female characters, target-oriented translation strategies occupy 52% out of the
whole translation strategies applied to female characters. The relationship between the gender
of the character in the series and the translation strategy or strategies implemented could be
further researched in another different corpus to ascertain whether a similar approach is
adopted by the subtitler.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

The last chapter of this research project both concludes and draws together the findings of
each chapter in order to promote a better understanding of the logical structure behind it and
to assess the originality of the contribution to the field of AVT that this research set out to
make. In the second part of the chapter, suggestions for future study are also put forward in
the hope of stimulating the development of this field as well as encouraging other potential
doctoral students to engage in further analysis of taboo culture itself.
7.1. Research findings
At this final stage of the research, it is first of all necessary to reiterate the original
contributions made by this thesis to the field of AVT. This research project not only bridges
the gap between gender studies and AVT with a particular focus on the language pair of
English and Chinese, but it also offers a contribution to the studies related to the nature of the
subtitling strategies activated when dealing with the transfer of sexually taboo language from
English to Chinese. The following findings from each chapter illustrate this further and,
indeed, more specifically, with some precise figures and percentages.
In chapter 2, sexually taboo words were explored and defined by referring to the closely
linked concepts of taboo and taboo language. Based on several seminal studies on taboo, it is
safe to conclude that the two most prominent features that characterise this field are
prohibition and sacredness. Taboo is omnipresent in many aspects of our social lives, such as
sex, food, death, religion and so forth. Among these, sex can be seen as a universal and
historically taboo topic deeply rooted in our minds. After having outlined its features and
history, this chapter then went on to explore the way in which this important term is
embedded in social interaction. The linguists Allan and Burridge (2006: 11) firmly believe
that “taboo applies to behaviour” and they float the idea that “taboo refers to a proscription of
behaviour for a specifiable community of one or more persons, at a specifiable time, in
specifiable context”. This way of understanding the concept and social dynamics of taboo has
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been complemented in this research with the definition offered in the online Xinhua Chinese
dictionary. The Chinese characters 禁忌 represent the corresponding term for the English
substantive ‘taboo’, which is defined as (1) 犯 忌 讳 的 话 或 行 动 [forbidden words or
behaviour] and (2) 指医药上应避免某类事物 [something that should be avoided from a
medical perspective]. In both cultures, taboo is closely related to an individual’s behaviour
within a community and, in the current work, the central topic of research has focussed on the
linguistic manifestation of sexual taboos and its translation across languages, as materialised
in the Chinese subtitles of the USA television series Sex and the City.
The second part of this chapter centres on taboo language. It is generally believed that due to
the fact that people lacked sufficient knowledge of science in primitive societies, some words
are endowed with magical powers and meaning. This linguistic behaviour explains why
superstition and religion are considered by many to be the primary sources of taboo language.
Its verbalisation has come to be known under various synonymous, such as dirty words,
swearwords, four-letter words, bad words, forbidden words, offensive words and the like. In
Allan and Burridge’s (2006: 40) study, taboo language “refers to language that is a breach of
etiquette because it contains so-called ‘dirty words’”. These lexical items often provoke a
potent emotional response in the receivers that is different from the one triggered by their
corresponding euphemistic expressions, as they are believed to be stored in a different part of
the human brain (Pinker 2007a: 331). The use of euphemisms usually goes hand in hand with
the study of taboo language, as euphemisms are “words or phrases used as an alternative to a
dispreferred expression. They avoid possible loss of face by the speaker, and also the hearer
or some third party” (Allan and Burridge 2006: 32). Euphemisms can therefore be activated
in order to be able to talk about taboo topics without provoking a strong emotional reaction in
the interlocutor(s). From a feminist point of view, euphemisms are considered as a means of
safeguarding gender boundaries in conventional and traditional cultures, as sexually taboo
language is normally classified, in a rather biased manner, as part of men’s privileged
language.
Having defined what taboo language is, and based on these previous steps, the third part of
this chapter sets out to explore the concept of the core issue in this research, namely sexually
taboo language. The two main reasons that have led to the classification of sexual language as
taboo can be outlined as follows: (1) sex itself is a taboo topic with a long history in our
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culture; (2) Pinker (2007a: 347) argues that sex conceals high stakes beneath its surface,
which are usually manifested through “exploitation, disease, illegitimacy, incest, jealousy,
spousal abuse, cuckoldry, desertion, feuding, child abuse, and rape”.
To be able to approach the topic in a systematic manner, sexually taboo language has been
put forward in this research as a group of special words that make use of language associated
with sex and, therefore, embody sexual behaviours, sexuality, sexual organs, and effluvia
from sexual organs. They can also be referred to as obscenities that violate the capacity for
acceptance in a certain society at a specifiable time. Inspired by the study conducted by Allan
and Burridge (2006: 144-174), sexually taboo language has been divided into the following
ten groups each one related to the in-depth analysis of the subtitling of taboo language that
has been conducted on the selected corpus, namely (1) masturbation; (2) oral sex; (3) orgasm;
(4) homosexuality; (5) rape; (6) incest; (7) menstruation; (8) genital organs; (9) prostitution;
and (10) copulation.
While chapter 2 acted as the introduction to the core issue of this research, i.e. sexually taboo
language and its taxonomy, chapter 3 focused on its innate (im)polite nature and its
contribution to the construction of gender identity, which formed part of the theoretical
framework within which the analysis of the subtitles in the corpus has been carried out. This
chapter also examined the available literature on the translation of sexually taboo language.
Thus, in the first part of this chapter, Santaemilia’s (2005a: 3) research has proven critical in
highlighting how sex-related language can be understood as a means through which people’s
sexual ideology is constructed and constrained. His study further points out that sexually
taboo language is stereotypically considered as impolite and is regularly used as a prominent
feature in swearing. The explicit verbalisation of this kind of language can be closely linked
to gender identity and behaviour in the sense that using sexual terms in conversation has
traditionally been seen as the privilege of men and, thus, condemned in the case of women.
However, this socio-linguistic convention has been countered by feminism and feminist
thinkers who believe that sex-related language can be used as a means for women to
transcend gender boundaries and encroach on traditional masculine territories. According to
Santaemilia (ibid.: 13), this can be demonstrated by “speaking about sexuality in public,
using strong expletives, telling dirty jokes, eschewing overpolite and euphemistic language,
etc”. Inspired by this line of thought, the current research project set out to ascertain whether
gender boundaries have been respected or transcended and if so, how, in the Chinese subtitles
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of the English corpus under analysis. Of special interest for this thesis has been to ascertain
whether the coarse impact of the English original has been maintained, reinforced or
downplayed in the Chinese solutions found in the subtitles, which in turn is bound to have an
impact on the reception of the audiovisual material by the Chinese audience, particularly on
the reception by Chinese females; a line of research that could not be taken in this thesis but
could prove most fruitful in future projects. Santaemilia (ibid.: 11) also argues that “both
euphemism and dysphemisms may have social consequences: the former safeguarding social
values; the latter, provoking strong moral rejection”. This research has, therefore,
investigated whether or not Chinese subtitles deploy euphemisms to ‘safeguard’ conventional
sexual mores in China or, on the contrary, they adhere closely to the original and allow for
strong taboo words and references to come to the surface in the Chinese subtitles. Equally
interesting has been to check whether the fact that the utterer of the taboo term is male or
female has any particular impact in the translation reached.
Another point emphasised in Santaemilia’s (ibid.: 12) study is concerned with the idea that
sexually taboo language is generally perceived as a token of close friendship when used in a
group of male friends, particularly when the terms and expressions are applied to somewhat
denigrate the female world and its passive sexual role. Based on this premise, this research
has investigated how women use sexually taboo language to reinforce the solidarity among
them as a group of friends and has taken a step further to gauge if and how these exchanges
have been subtitled into Chinese. On this topic, Cameron and Kulick’s (2003) study sheds
light on the relationship that can be established between the language of sex and the sexual
identities of the speakers. They argue that labelling sexual categories not only designates
them linguistically, but it also brings to the fore a new perspective through which individuals
can thus understand sexual behaviours, such as ‘sexual orientation’ or ‘sexual preference’,
which are an important part of a person’s identity. From a grammatical, as well as a feminist,
point of view, they claim that, in the context of heterosexual intercourse, men are virtually
always portrayed as active sexual subjects while women are the passive objects of men’s
desire. Based on this perception, the current work investigates the sexual role played by
women in the context of our corpus, Sex and the City, and tries to establish how the
corresponding grammatical usage of the English utterances has been rendered in the Chinese
subtitles, particularly when it comes to the translation of rude, direct expressions in the
original and the appearance of euphemisms in the subtitles.
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Another point stressed in their study concerns a certain kind of gender prejudice surrounding
women. Conventionally, women are socially judged through their chastity and sexual
activities whereas this is not normally the case for men. Sexually taboo expressions such as
‘slut’ or ‘slapper’ demean women by associating them with prostitution. As we have seen,
this theoretical background has governed the present work, paying special attention to the
translation of these and similar expressions in the Chinese subtitles. After having outlined the
theoretical framework, which is underpinned by the studies on sexually taboo language itself,
this research then went on to analyse a number of seminal studies on the translation of this
kind of language.
In order to gain a better understanding of this issue, as well as to stress the importance that
culture has when translating texts, this research set out, first and foremost, to discuss the
‘cultural turn’ and its impact on the broader field of Translation Studies. The most prominent
works by authors like Bassnett (1980/2002), Snell-Hornby (1988/1995), and Bassnett and
Lefevere (1998) has been discussed. Indeed, the new conceptual paradigm brought by the
‘cultural turn’ not only helped to shift the unit of translation from words to texts and then to
cultures, but it has also created unprecedented opportunities to combine the discipline of
Translation Studies with other adjacent fields of scholarship in an attempt to further the
development of this particular subject. In this respect, the potential interplay between Gender
Studies and Translation Studies, which has already been explored productively by a number
of scholars around the world (Simon 1996, von Flotow 1997), is, therefore, of paramount
importance to the current work.
Chamberlain’s (1988/2000) in-depth study focuses on the metaphoric models of translation,
showing the power struggle between the translator and the author in the fight for the
recognition of creativity and authority. Simon (1996) examines translation and gender
specifically from a feminist perspective; not only is the relationship between women and
translation important, but so are feminist writings and their translation. Also from a feminist
point of view, von Flotow (1997) studies the translation of the female body in feminist
writings and the relationship between patriarchal language and women. These studies have
inspired this research with their investigation into how power is claimed by women through
the use of sexually taboo language and whether the translation of the Chinese subtitles has
reinforced, downplayed or perpetuated prescribed gender prejudice in Chinese culture.
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This research has been particularly inspired by the study conducted by Santaemilia (2005b) in
its focus on the translation of sex-related language from a feminist perspective. The author
undertakes the study of the translation of sexually taboo language with a view to testing
“whether translating sexual language and imagery suggests different strategies for either male
or female translators, [and] whether there is any gender-associated struggle for rewriting the
erotic into a different language” (ibid.: 117). In tune with his findings, this research has
examined how ideologically constructed gender identity in the Western word has or has not
been rendered into Chinese culture. He has also carried out research on the interrelationship
between self-censorship and the translation of sex-related language. His findings would
suggest that an analysis of the translation of sexually taboo language could, to a certain extent,
also shed light on the translator’s own sexual morality and offer insights into a given
society’s moral conventions at a specific moment.
The current research has also examined two papers on the translation of sex-related language
with a particular interest in the language pair English and Chinese. Han’s (2008) work
foregrounds the fact that Chinese translators tend to be very cautious when translating sexrelated language from foreign novels, which, in the opinion of the scholar is due to selfcensorship rather than the level of sexual moral tolerance in China. Another study conducted
by Lee and Ngai (2012) compares and contrasts three different versions of the translation of
The Peony Pavilion, which is renowned for its poeticised sexual descriptions from Chinese
into English. They point out that the assumed acceptability of sexually sensitive material by
the target readership plays an important role in determining how such language should be
translated. They also hypothesise that moral tolerance towards sexual taboos is lower in
Chinese-speaking society than in English-speaking ones, although this remains to be tested
through further studies on the translation of sexually taboo language.
Chapter 4 provides an in-depth literature review on the subtitling of sexual taboos as a means
of enriching the theoretical framework in which the analysis of the subtitles from Sex and the
City is able to unfold. From a technical perspective, the analysis in this chapter provides the
reader with basic guidelines regarding good subtitling practice, which is later used as
ammunition with which to analyse some solutions to unravel whether space and time
constraints could be blamed for not having translated or for having toned down certain
instances of sexually taboo language. From an ideological point of view, the seminal work
conducted by Díaz Cintas (2004: 21-34) prepares the ground for AVT to be approached from
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an intercultural perspective by reworking the concepts of polysystem, norms, and patronage,
which are articulated within the wider Descriptive Translation Studies paradigm. A more
recent study by Díaz Cintas (2012) has manipulation and ideology at its core and has been
instrumental for the current work inasmuch as its main interest is to focus on the deviations
found when translating from one language to another. In this respect, the analysis of the
asymmetries found when subtitling sexual taboos from English to Chinese has exposed some
of the differences encountered in the way in which sexual ideology and female identity are
transmitted from one culture to another through the handling of sexually taboo language.
Similarly, De Marco’s (2012) study focuses on how gender is depicted in Hollywood and
British cinema and, more importantly, on how to ascertain whether and to what extent
Audiovisual Translation can contribute to transferring gender stereotypes from North
American and British cultures to Spanish and Italian cultures. More specifically, the scholar
focuses on the deviations found in the dubbed versions of a number of films in order to
illustrate how different countries deal with the representation of gender issues, and
foregrounding how an audience’s understanding of these issues can be manipulated through
translation and the use of relevant translation strategies. Following in De Marco’s footsteps
and concentrating on sexually taboo language, this doctoral research has examined how
women’s identity is portrayed in the English original and how this has been transmitted to
Chinese culture. Special attention has been paid to the deviations found in the Chinese
subtitles in order to gauge how an audience’s interpretation of gender stereotypes and issues
has been manipulated in the translation. Some of the premises that permeated these works on
dubbing have been extrapolated to the field of subtitling to test the extent to which they can
also be productive in this other Audiovisual Translation mode. The driving force behind the
analysis has been to ascertain how the Chinese subtitles of sexually taboo language might
actually reveal some of the gender stereotypes and values that are deeply ingrained in
Chinese culture.
An examination of Chinese scholars’ research on similar topics also seemed both necessary
and important. These works tend to be rather prescriptive and focus primarily on the
mistranslation and/or under-translation of sexually taboo language, meaning that they tend to
remain within the linguistic sphere. Lung (1998), for instance, calls on subtitlers to pay close
attention to the precise role that sexually taboo language has been allocated in the source text
as well as to remain fully aware of the similarities and discrepancies between the two cultures
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as far as sexual behaviour is concerned. Chen’s (2004) study focuses on four different ways
to under-translate swearwords for the Hong Kong cinema, namely un-translation, over-formal
translation, rendition into Putonghua, and the use of euphemisms.
With the theoretical framework now in place, chapter 5 set out to elaborate the
methodological scaffolding for this thesis, as well as to explore the various translation
strategies available for subtitling sexually taboo language from English to Chinese with
particular reference to the TV series Sex and the City. The theoretical premises adopted as the
methodological scaffolding for this research were based primarily on works by Williams and
Chesterman (2002) and Saldanha and O’Brien (2013). This part of the research also focused
on the following three points: (1) the presentation and justification of the type of research to
be carried out, (2) the conducting of a systematic literature review prior to the subsequent
empirical analysis, and (3) the collection, processing and interpreting of data. This current
research project could, thus, be seen as a hybrid between conceptual and empirical research
that has made use of a deductive logical system in order to reach its conclusions.
In order to analyse the data under scrutiny, a set of functional and operational translation
strategies has been proposed, distilled from previous proposals put forward by authors like
Vinay and Darbelnet (1958/1995), Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007) and Pedersen (2011).
Taking all these previous works into account, this research has come up with a taxonomy of
seven translation strategies that can be activated in the process of subtitling the sexually taboo
language encountered in the dialogue of the TV sitcom Sex and the City (season 1). Of these
strategies, the first three are source-oriented whereas the last four are taken to be targetoriented translation strategies in this research:
(1) specification;
(2) calque;

Source-oriented

(3) shifted direct translation;
(4) generalisation;
(5) substitution;
(6) omission; and

Target-oriented

(7) supplementing.
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Based on the theoretical framework discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, and on the translation
strategies proposed in Chapter 5, the data from the corpus, Sex and the City, was analysed in
chapter 6. The analysis was conducted in accordance with the taxonomy of ten categories of
sexually taboo language proposed in Chapter 2, namely (1) masturbation; (2) oral sex; (3)
orgasm; (4) homosexuality; (5) rape; (6) incest; (7) menstruation; (8) genital organs; (9)
prostitution; and (10) copulation.
In the translation of terms and expressions belonging to the first category, masturbation, it
was concluded that most of the sexually taboo expressions found in the English dialogue
were manipulated in their transition to Chinese to suit the sexual mores and gender
boundaries prevalent in China. Indeed, most of the instances of sexually taboo language
under this category (5 out of 8) have been manipulated through the use of the translation
strategy of substitution, as illustrated in example 3 analysed in Chapter 6. And yet, in the only
example in this group uttered by a male character (see example 7 in the appendix), the
dialogue has been transferred by means of two source-oriented translation strategies, i.e.
calque and shifted direct translation. This kind of approach seems to indicate a tendency on
the part of the subtitler to recourse to source-oriented translation strategies when having to
tackle the translation of sexually taboo language uttered by male characters, whereas targetoriented translation strategies are preferred for female characters. This approach usually leads
to ideological manipulation in this category as the male expressions tend to be closer to the
original and more direct, whilst the female exchanges end up being more sedate and
metaphorical in the Chinese subtitles.
For the second category, oral sex, the examples illustrate how zealously gender boundaries
are guarded in Chinese culture and how the active and sexually liberated identity of the
women in the original, who speak openly about their sexual mores, is softened for the benefit
of an essentially more conservative culture. According to the analysis in chapter 6, targetoriented translation strategies such as substitution, omission, and supplementing take up 54%
of all the translation strategies applied in this group and are used to manipulate the perception
of gender in Chinese culture.
In the third group, orgasm, target and source-oriented translation strategies have been used in
equal measure (5 out of 10), though when looking in more detail at the examples it transpires
that the target-oriented translation strategy of substitution has been used throughout this
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category consistently, in 50% of the cases, to manipulate the translation of the expressions in
the original dialogue that refer to orgasm. Overall, there is a clear toning down of this type of
sexual references when subtitling from English into Chinese.
Perhaps rather surprisingly, in the fourth category, which relates to the taboo topic of
homosexuality and consists of seven examples of related sexually taboo language, there were
more source-oriented translation strategies (4 out of 7). After undertaking close scrutiny, this
result could be attributed to the fact that the examples in this group, which have been tackled
by source-oriented translation strategies, are part of dialogue exchanges in which the sexually
taboo language is uttered by male characters. More specifically, there are four examples in
this group containing sexually taboo language uttered by male characters and they have all
been transferred by means of source-oriented translation strategies, which take up 60% of all
the translation strategies applied in this category. On the contrary, sexually taboo language
related to homosexuality that is used in female characters’ dialogue is toned down by using
target-oriented translation strategies, such as substitution and generalisation.
As already mentioned, no examples have been found in the corpus under analysis of
expressions that could be categorised under the fifth group concerning the taboo topic of rape.
For category six, which concerns the taboo topic of incest, only one example could be found
in the corpus, and the translation strategy of generalisation was used for its translation into
Chinese. In this particular instance, part of a female character’s speech, the subtitler has opted
for softening the expression in the Chinese subtitle. However, given the scarcity of examples
of this nature found in the corpus, no firm conclusions can be reached in this category.
Only three examples have been detected for category seven, relating to the sexually taboo
topic of menstruation, and the strategy of substitution has been used consistently for their
subtitling into Chinese. All these expressions are uttered by women in the original dialogue
exchanges and the strategy of substitution has been used to tone down the translation. Thus,
the term ‘period’ used in the original dialogue to refer to menstruation has been softened by
resorting to the euphemistic expression 月事 [monthly thing] in the Chinese subtitles.
Based on the analysis, it was concluded that the translation of 21 out of 34 instances
containing sexually taboo expressions relating to the eighth taboo topic of genital organs was
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manipulated or toned down thanks to the use of euphemistic expressions in the Chinese
subtitles. To this end, the target-oriented translation strategy of substitution, which accounts
for 57% of the whole spectrum of translation strategies applied to this group, plays a major
role in downplaying the sexually taboo language related to genital organs. Of the 34
examples collected from the corpus and belonging to this category, there are seven examples
that contain sexually taboo language uttered by a male character, of which, four instances are
dealt with by using a source-oriented translation strategy, namely shifted direct translation.
This finding also further supports the tendency in this corpus to apply target-oriented
translation strategies to tackle the translation of sexually taboo language uttered by male
characters.
In category nine, nine examples have been located containing sexually taboo expressions
related to the taboo topic of prostitution, in which an equal proportion of target and sourceoriented translation strategies has been used to transfer them into Chinese. Among the targetoriented translation strategies employed, substitution has been deployed four times,
accounting to 40% of the total translation strategies used in this group, with the end result of
toning down the sexually taboo language related to prostitution in the Chinese subtitles.
The last category included the largest number of examples and referred to the taboo topic of
copulation. A total of 113 cases containing sexually taboo expressions associated with or
derived from the taboo topic of copulation have been detected in the corpus. On the whole,
more source-oriented translation strategies have been used in this group (79 times),
occupying 63% of the overall translation strategies used in this category. Among these,
shifted direct translation has been the translation strategy most often used, accounting for 36%
of the total strategies applied to deal with the translation of sexually taboo language in this
group. In the light of these figures, it can be argued that the subtitler feels more comfortable
to allow women to be more direct in the Chinese subtitles when they are talking about
copulation than about any other sexually taboo topics.
There are 23 occasions on which the sexually taboo language has been uttered by male
characters, of which 19 examples have been dealt with by activating source-oriented
translation strategies, such as shifted direct translation, calque and specification. This further
testifies to the postulate raised in this research regarding the subtitler’s tendency to apply
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source-oriented translation strategies to deal with sexually taboo language uttered by male
characters.
All in all, by applying an in-depth analysis to the corpus of this research, the final findings
have demonstrated a clear tendency to translate sexually taboo language uttered by male
characters with source culture in mind. Indeed, throughout the whole corpus, there are 40
examples that contain sexually taboo language uttered by male characters, out of which, 30
examples have been tackled with source-oriented translation strategies. This approach allows
men to express themselves in the subtitles in a direct and coarse manner that closely mimics
the linguistic nature of the original dialogue. On the other hand, however, sexually taboo
language uttered by women in an open manner in the original English dialogue is usually
manipulated and euphemised in the Chinese subtitles with the deployment of target-oriented
translation strategies. This approach seems to reinforce the idea that, to a large extent,
women’s use of language, as reflected in the Chinese subtitles, is forced to abide by certain
‘decency’ rules. By euphemising and metaphorising the linguistic register of the female
characters and by refraining them from using coarse, sexually explicit expressions in Chinese,
the traditional message of linguistic decorum on the part of the female individual is
perpetuated, whilst the same approach is clearly not adopted in the case of the male
characters that are free to express themselves in the Chinese subtitles, in a less corseted way.
Socio-linguistic stereotypes prevalent in Chinese society are, thus, replicated in the subtitles,
whose allegiance remains with the mores of the target culture than with the nature of the
original dialogue. All in all, it is safe to assume that conventional gender boundaries deeply
rooted in China are guarded through the means of target-oriented translation strategies and,
therefore, a translational barrier is set up to curtail the spreading of the sexual ideology
embedded in the original culture from travelling to the Chinese culture.
7.2. Further research
In addition to the subtitling of sexually taboo language from English into Chinese, there are
some other areas of research that could be explored further to expand the knowledge of the
field of AVT. First of all, as dubbing tends to be the preferred Audiovisual Translation mode
among the Chinese audience, a systematic investigation could be carried out to look into
whether the research questions posed in this thesis as well as the results yielded also apply to
the dubbed versions of the same or similar TV series. Another fruitful avenue for research
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would be to ascertain whether the translation strategies proposed in this research and the
results obtained are also encountered in the subtitling into Chinese of other TV series and
films that contain an abundance of sexually taboo expressions. Furthermore, productive
research could be carried out with other corpora of audiovisual programmes translated from
English into Chinese, or dealing with different language pairs, in an attempt to testify if there
is a tendency to use source-oriented translation strategies to deal with sexually taboo
language uttered by male characters.
A welcome outcome of this project would be the encouragement of other Chinese translation
scholars to embark on research focused on AVT, where the linguistic dimension is analysed
as part and parcel of a much richer communicative network of semiotic channels, where
culture and ideology play a crucial role in the final translation outcome. A combination of
disciplines like Gender Studies and Translation Studies, particularly Audiovisual Translation
Studies, might yield rewarding results as there is currently a dearth of works relating to this
area of research in China. Closely related to the topic discussed in this research, an
appropriate and systematic study of Chinese taboo language needs to be carried out to further
the understanding of taboo culture in China. Such scholarly work will, undoubtedly, benefit
the translation of related language. Finally, investigation that focuses on the audience
reception of audiovisual productions is also crucial and, to this end, it will be highly
beneficial to conduct research on whether viewers are consciously aware of any manipulation
of sexually taboo language that may have taken place in the translation process. Their opinion
on special cases where manipulation has been deployed would also provide a better picture of
the audiovisual landscape in a country like China.
It is hoped that this doctoral research has indeed made a contribution to the knowledge of
subtitling sexually taboo language from English to Chinese and that both its theoretical
framework and findings will prove beneficial for other academics and scholars interested in
the field. This is particularly important nowadays when China is importing more and more
audiovisual products from the USA and other English-speaking countries.
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Appendix
Masturbation (1)

(1) Episode 1
Charlotte: you mean with didos?
Samantha: no, I mean without feeling.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:07:28,481 -->
00:07:32,440

English back translation
You mean to self-comfort with pleasure products?
—No, I am saying purely go to bed only.

你是说用情趣用品来自慰？
—不，我是说纯上床

Translation strategies: generalisation and supplementing
(2) Episode 8
Miranda: suddenly you’re kissing another woman while he beats off.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:03:26,272 -->
00:03:28,502

English back translation

Suddenly you are kissing another woman
he is shooting the gun

突然间你在吻另一个女人
他在一边打手枪
Translation strategy: substitution
(3) Episode 9

Samantha: uh-oh. Sounds like somebody just got their first vibrator.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:05:47,313 -->
看来有人买了第一支按摩棒
00:05:50,282
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation

Looks like someone just got the first massage stick

(4) Episode 9
Samantha: If you're gonna get a vibrator, at least get one called "The Horse."
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:03,262 -->
come on, if you’re gonna get a massage stick
拜托 ，你既然要买个按摩棒
00:06:05,457
at least pick the brand “stud horse”.
至少挑个叫[ 种马 ]的牌子吧
Translation strategy: substitution
(5) Episode 9
Charlotte: A vibrator does not call you on your birthday, send flowers the next day... and you cannot take a
vibrator home to meet your mother.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:06,265 -->
A
massage
stick
won’t meet you at home on birthday
按摩棒不会在生日上门找你
00:06:07,527
00:06:08,301 -->
00:06:13,261

也不会送你花
你总不能带它回家见你妈吧？
Translation strategy: substitution
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Won’t send flowers either
you can’t take it home to meet your mother

(6) Episode 9
Carrie: Wiped out! That was Charlotte speak for "I'm spending the night with my vibrator."
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:17:07,493 -->
00:17:09,461
00:17:10,529 -->
00:17:12,429

Destroyed? This is Charlotte speaking

摧毁？这是夏绿蒂的说法

意思就是
“我要和我的按摩棒共度今晚”
Translation strategy: substitution

It means that
“I am spending evening with my massage stick”

(7) Episode 11
An office man: I have to masturbate three times a day just to make it through. Some people take coffee breaks, I
take jerk-off breaks.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:10,403 -->
00:06:13,497

I have to masturbate three times a day
Just to fulfil the needs

我一天得手淫三次
才能解决需求

00:06:13,506 -->
00:06:17,237

有些人是咖啡休息时间
我则是手淫休息时间
Translation strategies: calque and shifted direct translation

Some people take coffee breaks
I take masturbation breaks

(8) Episode 11
Samantha: Stop complaining. At least you can take care of yourself.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:19:02,307 -->
Stop complaining
别抱怨了
00:19:04,366
At least you can solve it by yourself
至少你可以自己解决
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
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Oral sex (2)
(9) Episode 4
A man in his twenties: They give great head and know a lot about wine.
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
Time
00:09:48,387 -->
They are very thankful,
她们非常感谢，
00:09:51,322
And know a lot about wine
并知道很多关于酒的事
Translation strategy: substitution
(10) Episode 5
Charlotte: if I could get him to show at the gallery, it would be an incredible coup. But what if he wants me to, you
know.
Carrie: hold his brush?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
If I can make him agree to
00:06:08,468 -->
如果我能让他答应
Show at the gallery
00:06:12,268
在画廊举办展览
00:06:12,305 -->
00:06:15,297

这将是个了不起的成就
但若他要我…

—你知道的
00:06:15,308 -->
—帮他口交?
00:06:18,300
Translation strategies: supplementing and substitution

This will be an incredible coup
But if he wants me to…
—You know
—Give him a blow job?

(11) Episode 7
Carrie: last night after Michael took Charlotte to the philharmonic, they went back to his place and began the classic
dating ritual…the blow job tug of the war.
Time
00:02:58,378 -->
00:03:00,505

Chinese subtitles
昨晚在听过演奏会

English back translation
Last night after philharmonic

00:03:01,314 -->
00:03:05,444

他们回到他家

They went back to his place

展开约会的例行共事…
00:03:05,485 -->
吹萧争霸战
00:03:08,249
Translation strategy: substitution

Began the classic dating ritual
The war of blowing flute

(12) Episode 7
Miranda: are you telling us you’ve never performed this act?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:03:30,543 ->
你从没帮男人吹过
00:03:33,307
Translation strategy: specification

English back translation
You’ve never blown a man before?

(13) Episode 7
Miranda: oral sex is like God’s gift to women, you can get off without worrying about getting pregnant.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:10,283 -->
Oral
intercourse
is like God’s gift to women
口交是上帝赐给女人的恩典
00:04:15,277
In
doing
so,
you
don’t
need to worry about
那么做不必担心怀孕的问题
problems of getting pregnant
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
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(14) Episode 7
Miranda: but if you do not go down on him, how can you expect him to go down on you?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:30,236 -->
If you don’t lick him
如果你不帮他舔
00:04:33,205
He won’t lick you either
他也不会帮你舔
Translation strategy: specification
(15) Episode 7
Miranda: oh well forget it, I only give a head to get a head
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:04:34,507 ->
算了
00:04:38,307
我相信一分耕耘一分收获
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Forget it
I believe in no pain, no gain

(16) Episode 7
Michael: you hate giving blow jobs?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:18:28,507 ->
你讨厌吹萧？
00:18:31,442
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
You hate blowing flute?

(17) Episode 7
Michael: well, I plan on getting a lot of blow-jobs in the future and I’m hoping that you are around when I get them.
Time
00:18:52,397 -->
00:18:56,458

Chinese subtitles
我计划在未来常常得到口交

00:18:57,269 -->
希望做的时候你就在旁边
00:18:59,396
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
I plan to get oral intercourse very often in the
future
Hope you will be there when I do it

(18) Episode 8
A threesome seeker: I’m into museums, blow jobs, theatre… and golden showers.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:09:03,342 -->
I’d like to do anything
我什么都愿意做
00:09:08,507
Translation strategy: omission
(19) Episode 8
Samantha: That's why Ken's fucking me. His wife won't give him a blow job.
Time

Chinese subtitles

00:10:27,326 -->
肯的太太不肯帮他吹
00:10:31,387
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Ken’s wife won’t blow him

(20) Episode 12
Samantha: when I below him, it’s like…nothing.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:20:39,438 -->
00:20:43,397

English back translation
When I performed oral intercourse with him
no reaction

当我帮他口交时…
什么反应都没有
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
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(21) Episode 12
Charlotte: how is he with his tongue?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:20:57,256 -->
他的舌功如何？
00:21:01,215
Translation strategy: supplementing

English back translation
How is the kung fu of his tongue?
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Orgasm (3)
(22) Episode 12
Carrie: meanwhile, downtown… Samantha was preparing to see God.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:12:33,285 -->
Meanwhile,
downtown
同时在市中心
00:12:37,244
Samantha was preparing to meet God
莎曼珊准备去会见上帝了
Translation strategy: calque
(23) Episode 9
Miranda: I know where my next orgasm is coming from. Who here can say as much?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:14,340 -->
I
know
where
is
my high tide point
我 知道我的高潮点在哪理
00:06:17,275
00:06:17,343 -->
你们有谁知道吗
00:06:19,243
Translation strategy: substitution

Who knows about this?

(24) Episode 9
Charlotte: Have you ever been with a man... and he's doing everything and it feels good... but somehow you just can't
manage to...
Carrie: Come?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:12:34,453 -->
00:12:38,412

你是否曾遇过一个
对你体贴入微的男 人

Have you ever been with
a man who cares about you very much

00:12:39,291 -->
00:12:43,421

你和他在一起感觉很棒
但你却没办法。 。 。

00:12:43,462 -->
高潮 ？
00:12:46,260
Translation strategy: substitution

You and him together feel great
but you can’t …
High tide?

(25) Episode 9
Charlotte: Well, it's weird, 'cause with the Rabbit it's like every time, boom! And one time, I came for like five
minutes.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:12:46,332 -->
00:12:49,301

But it’s different with rabbit
I can get high tide every time

可是我和兔子就不同
我每次都能高潮

00:12:50,402 -->
有一次我还 来了 五分钟
00:12:54,236
Translation strategies: substitution, specification and calque

Once I came for five minutes

(26) Episode 7
Miranda: oral sex is like God’s gift to women, you can get off without worrying about getting pregnant.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:10,283 -->
Oral intercourse is like God’s gift to women
口交是上帝赐给女人的恩典
00:04:15,277
in doing so, you don’t need to worry about
那么做不必担心怀孕的问题
problems of getting pregnant
Translation strategy: omission
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(27) Episode 11
Carrie: But just as she reached the place Krishna called the gateway to life... she turned back and decided not to
enter.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:16:12,438 -->
But when she almost reach
但当她快到达
00:16:16,397
the place Krishna called the gateway to life
西达沙所称的生命之门时
00:16:16,442 -->
她突然决定收手
00:16:19,434
Translation strategy: calque

she suddenly decided to stop

(28) Episode 4
Carrie: just when I thought I couldn’t get any higher… he spooned me.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:18:19,298 -->
I thought I couldn’t get any higher tide
我想没有比这更高潮的
00:18:22,358
00:18:22,401 -->
他爱拥我
00:18:26,360
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

He hugged me with love

(29) Episode 11
Carrie: Samantha spent the rest of the afternoon having multiple yo-gasms.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:20:59,258 -->
Following the rest of the afternoon
接下来的整个下午
00:21:03,217
Samantha was practicing sex skills
莎曼珊都在修炼性爱术
Translation strategy: substitution
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Homosexuality (4)
(30) Episode 1
Stanford: You know I’m beginning to think the only place one can still find love and romance in New York is the gay
community.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
I think New York
00:09:24,297 -->
我认为纽约
00:09:28,256
唯一还能找到爱跟浪漫的地方
00:09:29,435 -->
就是男同性恋圈
00:09:31,369
Translation strategies: calque and specification

The only place can still find love and romance
is male gay community

(31) Episode 2
Samantha: Martini straight up or with a twist?
Carrie: Straight up
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:15:45,349 -->
他是不是同志？
00:15:48,443

English back translation
Is he comrade?

00:15:48,452 -->
不是
00:15:51,216
Translation strategy: substitution

No

(32) Episode 9
Stanford: I just don't have that gay look.
Carrie: I don't know. You look pretty gay to me.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:14:27,333 -->
我的样子根本不适合当同性恋
00:14:31,394
这倒不尽然
00:14:32,338 -->
我就觉得你挺帅的
00:14:34,465
Translation strategies: calque and substitution

English back translation
My look is not suitable to be gay
That’s not true
I think you are very handsome

(33) Episode 9
Carrie: She doesn't know you're gay?
Stanford: She doesn't believe in gay.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:14:54,393 -->
她不知道你是同性恋？
00:14:57,294
她不相信有同性恋
Translation strategy: calque

English back translation
She doesn’t know you are gay?
She doesn’t believe gay exists

(34) Episode 9
Mr Big: I thought he was gay.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:16:09,468 -->
他不是男同性恋吗
00:16:13,199
Translation strategies: calque and specification

English back translation
Isn’t he male homosexual
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(35) Episode 9
Stanford’s grandmother: I love my Stanford. He’s a very sweet boy. But you know, he is a fruit.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:20:33,498 -->
I love Stanford very much, he is a good boy
我很爱史丹佛，他是个好孩子
00:20:39,334
But he is a male gay.
但他却是个男同性恋者
Translation strategy: substitution
(36) Episode 8
Miranda: It's just this guy's cheap ploy to watch you be a lesbian for a night.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:02:40,393 -->
Ignore him
别理他
00:02:44,420
He is just trying to see if you are homosexual
他 只是想试探你是不是同性恋
Translation strategy: generalisation
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Rape (5)
No instances

Incest and paedophilia (6)
(37) Episode 6
Mike: No. It's just she's not someone I date openly.
Carrie: Why? Is she married?
Mike: No.
Carrie: Is she a cousin?
Mike: No.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:08:20,533 -->
我 只 是不 和她 公开约会
00:08:23,400
00:08:23,436 -->
00:08:26,269

—为什 么 ？ 她结婚 了 ？
—没 有

00:08:26,272 -->
00:08:28,467

English back translation
I just don’t want to date her openly
—Why? Is she married?
—No
—Is she your relative?
—No

—是你的亲戚吗 ？
—不 是
Translation strategy: generalisation
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Menstruation (7)
(38) Episode 10
Carrie: As I penciled in the date, I noticed something missing. In between the Versace show and dinner at Moomba...
there it wasn't... my period, four days late.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:12,285-->
When
I
write
down routine
当 我写行事时
00:04:16,244
I
find
something
is wrong
我发觉到有件事不对劲
00:04:16,422-->
00:04:20,290

在凡赛斯服装秀
和到蒙巴餐厅用餐之间

有件事漏了
00:04:20,326-->
我 的月事晚了四天
00:04:24,285
Translation strategy: substitution

Between the Versace show
and dinner at Moomba
There is something missing
My monthly thing is four days late

(39) Episode 10
Carrie: I'm late. I missed my period.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:13:21,433 -->
我 的月事晚了
00:13:25,392
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
My monthly thing is late

(40) Episode 10
Carrie: On the way home... I got my period.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:22:08,293 -->
在回家路，我的月事来了
00:22:12,252
Translation strategy: substitution
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English back translation
On the way home, my monthly thing came

Genital organs (8)
(41) Episode 1
Skipper: You know most guys, when they meet a girl for the first time, the first thing they see is…um…you know
Carrie: pussy?
Chinese subtitles
Time
English back translation
Most guys when they meet women
00:14:29,335 -->
大部分的男人在认识女人时
00:14:32,395
00:14:32,404 -->
00:14:35,498

第一个看到的东西是…

—你知道的
00:14:35,507 -->
—[小妹妹] 吗？
00:14:37,372
Translation strategy: substitution

The first thing they see is…

—You know
—[ Little sister]?

(42) Episode 3
David: Oh, man, that's so sweet.
Lisa: Don't start crying. He's such a pussy.
Time
00:10:52,251 -->
00:10:55,414

Chinese subtitles
—那真是太甜蜜 了
—别哭出 来

English back translation
—That’s so sweet.
—Don’t start crying

00:10:55,454 -->
00:10:57,285

他很 多 愁善感

He is very sentimental

Translation strategy: substitution
(43) Episode 5
Neville Morgan: It's the closest I've ever come... to pure, universal God force. The cunt.
Time
00:17:49,468 -->
00:17:53,427

Chinese subtitles
此刻是我最接近
纯粹的 全 能上 帝 的 力 量

00:17:57,409 -->
女性的阴部
00:18:01,368
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
This is the moment that I get closest to
pure universal God force
Female genitals

(44) Episode 5
Neville Morgan: I used to paint full nudes... but as I got older I realized... that the truth... was to be found only in the
cunt.
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:18:23,302 -->
I used to paint full nudes
以 前我 画裸体画 像
00:18:27,261
but as I got older
但随着 年龄增长
00:18:28,440 -->
00:18:32,399

I realise only in the genitals
truth can be found

我发玩现只有在阴部
才能寻到真里

Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
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(45) Episode 5
Gertrude: I bet you have a beautiful cunt, dear.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:19:17,456 -->
亲爱的
00:19:21,415
我敢说你的阴部一很美
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Dear
I bet your genitals are beautiful

(46) Episode 2
Cassie: There are two types of guys that fall for beautiful women, either they’re slime balls that are out to get laid, or
they fall in love with you instantly, it’s pathetic.
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
Time
00:09:08,186 -->
Two
types
of
guys will love beauties
两种男人会爱上美女
00:09:10,313
00:09:10,321 -->
poor bugs who lost job
失业的可怜虫
00:09:13,188
00:09:13,191 -->
And someone who fall in love with you instantly
以及会立刻陷入爱河的男人
00:09:15,421
that is so pathetic
那真是太可悲了
Translation strategy: substitution
(47) Episode 3
Patience: honey, did Carrie see your dick in the hall?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:03:01,314 -->
甜心，凯莉真的在走廊
00:03:04,511
看到你的小弟弟吗？
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Sweet heart, did Carrie really in the hall
See your little brother?

(48) Episode 3
Miranda: Single women prowl beach houses… hoping for glimpses of their friend’s husbands’ dicks ?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:05,478 -->
单身女郎处心积虑
00:04:09,437
一窥朋友[丈夫]的小弟弟吗?
Translation strategy: substitution

Single woman with deliberately careful thoughts
Peeks friend’s [husbands’] little brother?

(49) Episode 3
Samantha: I heard about you. Big pepper mill dick!
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:16:42,468 -->
像胡椒碾磨器般的大弟弟
00:16:46,427
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Big brother which is as big as a pepper mill

(50) Episode 8
Threesome seeker: Sweet, suburban school teacher seeks two men to fulfill her wildest fantasies. You be black or
hispanic, I'll be on time. I need your dick now.
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:08:38,251 -->
Sweet suburban school teacher
甜美的郊区老师
00:08:43,416
seeks two men to fulfil her fantasy
寻找两个男人来满足她的幻想
00:08:44,257 -->
00:08:48,284

Black or Spanish are ok
I will be on time

黑人或西班牙人都可
我会准时到达

00:08:48,361 -->
我现在就要你的老二
00:08:50,488
Translation strategy: substitution

I need your old two now
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(51) Episode 3
Samantha: if you turn into one of those married assholes… I will kill you.
Chinese subtitles
Time
English back translation
00:15:36,535 -->
If you turn into those married idiots
若你成为那些已婚白痴的一员
00:15:40,494
I will shoot you
我会毙了你
Translation strategy: substitution
(52) Episode 4
A guy in his twenties: Two words: smart pussy.
Chinese subtitles
Time
00:10:14,313 -->
只有两个词可以形容，
00:10:16,247
聪明，性感
Translation strategies: substitution and supplementing

English back translation
Only two words can describe them,
Smart, sexy

(53) Episode 4
Miranda: there is certain camp that believes whoever holds the dick holds the power.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:13:04,517 -->
Like a tent
会像帐篷一样，
00:13:08,351
Whoever holds the pole, holds the power
谁握住蓬柱，谁就握住力量
Translation strategy: substitution
(54) Episode 4
Miranda: the question is… if he goes up your butt, will he respect you more or less?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:13:11,423 -->
The problem is…if he is hard and face your butt
问题是…若他勃起对着你屁股
00:13:15,382
Will he respect you more or less?
他会尊重你比较多还是少？
Translation strategy: calque
(55) Episode 4
Carrie: sir, we’re talking ‘up the butt.’ A cigarette is in order.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:13:20,432 -->
先生，我们大谈屁股
00:13:24,266
抽烟是应当的
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Sir, we are talking about butt a lot
Smoking is allowed

(56) Episode 4
Charlotte: and if I do, then I’ll be the ‘up the butt’ girl. I don’t wanna be the ‘up the butt’ girl. Because, I mean,
men don’t marry the ‘up the butt’ girl. Whoever heard of Mrs Up The Butt?
Time
00:16:48,540 -->
00:16:52,442

Chinese subtitles
如果我做了，会变成翘臀女孩
我不想变成翘臀女孩

00:16:52,444 -->
00:16:56,380

男人不想娶翘臀女孩
有谁听过翘臀太太吗？
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
If I do it, I will become a bubble butt girl
I don’t want to become bubble butt girl
Men don’t want to marry bubble butt girl
Anyone heard of Mrs bubble butt?

(57) Episode 5
Amalita: he has a tiny little penis, but he knows exactly how to use it.
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:03:37,417 -->
Although his job is very small
虽然他那活儿小的不得了
00:03:41,376
But he knows the best way to use it
但他掌握了绝妙的使用方法
Translation strategy: substitution
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(58) Episode 6
Carrie: I will not be the first one to speak and if he never calls me again I’ll think of him fondly, as an asshole.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:42,448 -->
I will not be the first one to speak
定不是我先开口
00:04:44,416
00:04:44,417 -->
00:04:47,477

If he never calls me again
I‘ll think of him…

要是他不打给我
我就把他想成…

00:04:47,520 -->
个大混蛋
00:04:49,488
Translation strategy: calque

As a big asshole

(59) Episode 6
Carrie: And now I am on a 5th avenue bus with a penis on my head
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:21:05,297 -->
My
poster
on
the 5th avenue bus
我挂在第五街公车的海报
00:21:09,256
Has a Number Two near my head
还有个老二在头旁边
Translation strategy: substitution
(60) Episode 7
Miranda: personally, I am loving it up to the point when the guy wants me to swallow.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:03:50,496 -->
Unless the guy wants me to swallow his sperm
除非男人要我吞下精液
00:03:53,294
Otherwise I like it a lot
不然我还挺喜欢的
Translation strategy: specification
(61) Episode 7
Samantha: plus, the sense of power is such a turn on. Maybe you’re on your knees but you’ve got him by the balls.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:15,455 -->
With man’s eggs in your mouth
嘴里含着男人的蛋蛋
00:04:20,358
You will be shocked by this kind of power
你们会被那股力量所震撼
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(62) Episode 7
Carrie: I can’t believe it, he’s seeing other woman!
Samantha: prick!
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:06:12,505 -->
我不敢相信
00:06:15,269
他在跟别的女人交往

English back translation
I can’t believe it
he is seeing other woman

00:06:15,375 -->
混蛋
00:06:16,467
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

Asshole

(63) Episode 7
Jared: My book just got a kick-ass review at Entertainment weekly.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:54,367 -->
Entertainment weekly gives my book
[娱乐周刊]给了我的书
00:08:56,460
Very good review
相当不错的评价
Translation strategy: substitution
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(64) Episode 7
Michael: You’re right. Will you at least, lick my balls?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:19:20,425 -->
没错
00:19:21,392
00:19:23,328 -->
你至少能舔舔我的蛋蛋吧？
00:19:27,264
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Right
Can you at least lick my eggs?

(65) Episode 8
Carrie: five minutes of bodice-ripping material out the window. So I did what any writer would do. I pulled an idea
out of my ass.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:11:56,282 -->
So I did what all writers would do
于是我做了所有作家会做的事
00:12:00,378
I began to make up story without thinking
我开始随口瞎掰
Translation strategies: shifted direct translation and supplementing
(66) Episode 8
Mr Big’s ex-wife: They wouldn’t know a good book if it bit them in the ass.
Carrie: Yeah, fuck’ em.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:15:46,412 -->
Even if a good book delivered to their doors
就算好书送上门来
00:15:49,506
they won’t know it
他们也不知道
00:15:50,382 -->
对啊，别理他们
00:15:53,317
Translation strategy: substitution

Yeah, ignore them

(67) Episode 3
Lanny, show us your tits!
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:02:13,533 -->
蓝妮，让我们看一下咪咪
00:02:16,502
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Lanny, show us your Mimi

(68) Episode 11
Carrie: When Charlotte discovered that Kevin had tucked his libido away…for her comfort level, she was even more
moved by his restraint.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:11:42,368 -->
When
Charlotte
discovered that
而当夏绿蒂发现到
00:11:43,426
00:11:43,469 -->
00:11:46,461

for her, Kevin

凯文为了她

00:11:46,472 -->
00:11:50,340

而强制住自己的性欲时
她决定采取主动攻势
Translation strategy: generalisation

had restricted his sexual desire
she decided to make the first move

(69) Episode 12
Samantha: James has a small dick.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:19:35,307 -->
詹姆斯有个小弟弟
00:19:38,435
Translation strategy: substitution
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English back translation
James has a small brother

(70) Episode 12
Samantha: His dick is like a gherkin!
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:19:52,391 -->
他的弟弟像个小黄瓜
00:19:56,350
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
His brother is like a small gherkin

(71) Episode 12
Samantha: I don’t want to work around this. I love a big dick.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:20:30,262 -->
我不要其他优点
00:20:33,527
我就是爱大热狗
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
I don’t want the other advantages
I only love big hot dog

(72) Episode 9
Charlotte: I think I broke my vagina.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:12:21,407->
我的阴道破了
00:12:24,308
Translation strategy: calque

English back translation
My vagina is broken

(73) Episode 11
Kevin: The only downside is it takes the air out of my tires. After a while, it's kind of like a taffy pull
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:12:59,378 ->
The only side effect
但唯一的副作用
00:13:02,404
is making me to become tires without air
是让我变成泄气的气胎
00:13:02,448 ->
00:13:06,384

After a while
it becomes deformed taffy

经过一阵子后
就成了变形的太妃糖
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(74) Episode 12

Miranda: I was once with a guy the size of one of those little miniature golf pencils.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:20:14,313 -->
Once,
I
dated
a guy
我曾和一个家伙交往
00:20:18,272
His
brother
like
a golf pencil
他的弟弟像支高尔夫铅笔一样
Translation strategies: specification and substitution
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Prostitution (9)

(75) Episode 4
Jack: marvellous. Going through my second divorce. Bitch is getting everything the first bitch didn’t.
Chinese subtitles
Time
English back translation
00:14:27,466 -->
Marvellous, my second divorce
好极了，我第二次离婚
00:14:30,264
00:14:30,302 -->
第二位拿走所有第一位没拿的
00:14:32,429
Translation strategy: substitution

The second one gets everything the first one didn’t

(76) Episode 5
Carrie: most people would classify Amalita as Euro trash. I thought she was fun.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:02,542 -->
Most people would classify Amalita as
大多数人将艾玛莉塔归类为
00:04:06,501
Euro hedonist, I thought she was fun
欧洲享乐派，我觉的她很风趣
Translation strategy: substitution
(77) Episode 5
Carrie: Another Saturday night. With my hooker money still burning a hole in my pocket... Samantha and I showed up
at Balzac.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:19:29,268 -->
Another weekend night
另一个周末夜
00:19:30,496
with that in my pocket
口袋里带着那笔
00:19:30,502 -->
tempting money to spend on clubbing
蠢蠢欲动的[ 夜店度资 ]
00:19:34,233
我和莎曼珊
00:19:34,273 -->
出玩现在巴尔札克餐厅
00:19:36,400
Translation strategy: substitution

Samantha and I
showed up at Balzac restaurant

(78) Episode 5
Carrie: where’s the line between professional girlfriend…and just plain professional?
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:04:57,497 -->
A competent girlfriend
究竟称职的女友
00:05:00,261
And being a girlfriend as profession
和以当女伴为专职
00:05:00,266 -->
What is the line between them?
两者之间的界限是什么？
00:05:02,427
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(79) Episode 7
Carrie: you know what you are? You are a whore
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:08:46,359 -->
你知道吗？你是花心大萝卜
00:08:48,350
Translation strategy: substitution
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English back translation
You know what? You are a radish with flower
heart

(80) Episode 8
Carrie: And I realized the real appeal of the threesome: It was easy. It's intimacy that's the bitch.
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:22:45,530 -->
I understand the real meaning of playing three P
我了解到玩三 p 的真正意义
00:22:50,365
00:22:50,502 -->
00:22:52,231

It’s easy

很简单

00:22:52,337 -->
因为两人之间不再亲密
00:22:54,464
Translation strategy: omission

Because two people are no longer intimate

(81) Episode 7
Miranda: who was that self-important bitch?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:11:43,469 -->
那个自大的婊子是谁啊？
00:11:48,236
Translation strategy: calque

English back translation
Who was that self-important whore?

(82) Episode 10
Samantha: What's going on?
Charlotte: She stole my baby name.
Samantha: You bitch!
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:12:01,253-->
这 不是重点
00:12:03,380
怎 么了 ？

English back translation
This is not the point
What’s going on?

00:12:03,422-->
00:12:07,381

She stole my daughter’s name
Bitch

她偷了我女儿的名字
贱货

Translation strategy: calque
(83) Episode 7
Skipper: I’m not your private stud horse, you know, just Dial-A-Fuck.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:17:28,414 -->
I’m not your private stud horse
我不是你的私人种马
00:17:32,441
Queen of pornographic phone
色情电话女王
Translation strategy: calque
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Copulation (10)
(84) Episode 7
Allison: You're breaking up with me while you're still inside of me?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:13:06,418 -->
You are still inside
你还在里面
00:13:10,445
But you want to break up with me?
却要跟我分 手 ？
Translation strategy: calque
(85) Episode 7
Skipper: I was so happy to hear from you, that we were still doing it... while I was talking to you and I didn't even
realize it.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:16:54,246 -->
We
were
making
love while I was talking to you
跟你讲电话时我门在做爱
00:16:58,410
But
I
felt
nothing
却没有感觉
Translation strategy: specification
(86) Episode 8
Jack: Actually, I meant more like screwing in an airplane bathroom... kind of fantasies
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:01:37,363 -->
Actually I am referring to
事 实上我指的是
00:01:44,235
Screwing in an airplane bathroom kind of fantasies
像在飞机洗手间上乱搞的幻想
Translation strategy: calque
(87) Episode 8
Charlotte: Jack wants us to do a threesome.
Miranda: Of course he does. Every guy does.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:02:28,314 -->
杰克想玩三 P
00:02:32,444
当 然, 每个男 人都想玩三 P
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Jack wants to play three p
Of course, every man wants to play three p

(88) Episode 8
Samantha: Threesomes are huge right now. They're the blow job of the '90s.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:02:32,519 -->
Three
p
equals
to the blow flute of 90s
三 P 等于是九十年代的吹箫
00:02:35,511
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(89) Episode 8
Miranda: What was the blow job of the '80s?
Samantha: Anal sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:02:36,289 -->
八十年代的吹箫是什么？
00:02:40,225
肛交
Translation strategy: calque

English back translation
What was the blow flute of the 80s?
Anal intercourse

(90) Episode 8
Carrie: Was Samantha right? Were threesomes the new sexual frontier?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:12,285 -->
Was Samantha right?
莎曼珊说得对吗 ？
00:04:17,245
Is three p new sexual trend?
三 P 是新的性流行吗 ？
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
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(91) Episode 8
Carrie: The Village Voice had more ads looking for threesomes... than it did for small, rat-infested studios running at
$1000 a month.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:22,268 -->
in
the
Village
Voice
[ 村声 ] 理
00:08:24,498
there
are
more
ads looking for three P
寻找三 P 对象的广告
00:08:25,304 -->
00:08:28,296

比月 租一千块的
小型烂工作室出租广告还多

compared with $1000 a month
small shabby studios

Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(92) Episode 8
A city man: Wall Street honcho seeks two horny gal pals... for an East Hampton fuck-fest at my summer home. No
fatties, please.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:31,377 -->
Wall
Street
honcho
looking for two horny girls
华尔街老问寻找两个好色女
00:08:33,436
00:08:34,247 -->
00:08:37,444

在我的避暑小屋开性派对
胖女人勿试
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

to have sex party at my summer home
Fat women don’t try

(93) Episode 8
Carrie: An ex-wife. That's a new twist. And they had wild sex. Threesomes. We don't have wild sex. We used to, but
now we have sweet sex. Wild always beats out sweet.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:10:13,279 -->
He
has
an
ex-wife,
that’s a new twist
他有前妻,情况有了新变化
00:10:17,409
their
sex
life
is
wild,
had three P
他们性生活狂野, 还玩三 P
00:10:18,250 -->
00:10:21,310

年轻时我们的性生活都很狂野
但现在只能慢慢来

00:10:21,420 -->
狂野还是比慢慢来好
00:10:24,321
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

Our sex life was wild when we were young
but now it can only be slow
Wild is better than slow

(94) Episode 8
Ruth: And if being sexually adventuresome... will keep this marriage together, then I am prepared to join you... with
him...
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:17:28,347 -->
If sexual adventure can keep marriage
如果性冒险能维持婚因
00:17:32,374
00:17:32,484 -->
00:17:36,215

I am prepared to join you…

我准备跟你。 。 。

00:17:36,355 -->
还有他一同上床
00:17:38,448
Translation strategy: supplementing

With him in bed together
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(95) Episode 8
Charlotte: I do have another fantasy.
Jack: What's that?
Charlotte: Doing it upstairs at a party.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:18:58,270 -->
—我还有一个幻想
00:19:01,239
—是什么呢？

English back translation
—I have another fantasy
—What’s that?

00:19:01,306 -->
00:19:03,501

In a sex party full of people
sneaking to the room upstairs to make love

在实客满堂的派对中
流到楼上的房间做爱
Translation strategy: specification
(96) Episode 1

Carrie: …had wonderful sex, and shared their most intimate secrets.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:02:25,445 -->
Enjoyed pleasure between fish and water
享受鱼水之欢
00:02:28,437
00:02:28,448 -->
分享彼此最不为人知的小秘密
00:02:32,407
Translation strategy: substitution

Shared each other’s most intimate secrets

(97) Episode 9
Carrie: You could still enjoy sex with a man and the Rabbit.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:12:59,478 -->
你还是可以找男人和兔子
00:13:02,470
享受鱼水之欢
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
You still can go for men and rabbit
to enjoy pleasure between fish and water

(98) Episode 1
Samantha: Look, if you’re a successful saleswoman in this city. You have two choices: you can bang your head against
the wall and try and find a relationship or you can say screw them, and just go out to have sex like a man
Time
00:07:18,504 -->
00:07:21,268

Chinese subtitles
如果你是纽约市的女强人

English Back Translation
If you are a successful woman in New York city

00:07:21,274 -->
00:07:25,233

你不是努力的寻觅天赐良缘

you either endeavour to find a relationship

00:07:25,278 -->
就是跟男人一样出外打野食
00:07:28,441
Translation strategies: omission and substitution

or go out to hunt for food like a man

(99) Episode 1
Samantha: Sweetheart, this is the first time in the history of Manhattan that women have had as much money and
power as men plus the equal luxury of treating men like sex objects.
Time
English back translation
Chinese subtitles
00:07:56,375 -->
甜心，这是曼哈顿历史上第一次 Sweetheart, this is the first time in the history of
00:08:00,243
Manhattan
00:08:00,279 -->
00:08:02,338

女人的权力跟男人一样大

Women have had as much power as men

00:08:02,348 -->
00:08:05,476

她们也相当富裕
能把男人当性玩物

They are fairly wealthy
Can treat men like sex toys

Translation strategy: calque
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(100) Episode 1
Miranda: It’s like that guy Jeremiah, the poet. I mean the sex was incredible but then he wanted to read me his poetry
and go out to dinner and the whole chat bit and I’m like let’s not even go there.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:23,302 -->
Just
like
that guy Jeremiah
就像那个名叫杰瑞米的诗人
00:08:25,395
We are as well blended as water and milk in bed
我们在床上水乳交融
00:08:25,404 -->
then he wants to read me his poetry
之后他想念他的诗给我听
00:08:29,363
We go out to dinner
我们出去用餐聊天
00:08:30,443 -->
I posed a very reluctant gesture
我摆出老大不请愿的样子
00:08:34,402
Translation strategy: substitution
(101) Episode 1
Carrie: So you think it’s really possible to pull off this whole women having sex like men thing?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:49,295 -->
You think that
你觉得
00:08:53,254
Women can be the same as men who only wants
女人可以跟男人一样只要性
sex
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(102) Episode 9
Charlotte: I have no intention of using that. I'm saving sex for someone I love.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:41,267 -->
I have no intention of using that
我才不用这种东西
00:06:44,327
I’m saving sexual love for the man I love
我要把性爱留给我爱的男人
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(103) Episode 9
Charlotte: I'm scared if I keep using it, I won't be able to enjoy sex with a man again.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:12:29,415 -->
I’m scared if I keep using it
我怕要是继续用下去
00:12:33,283
I can’t get very intimate with men any more
以后就无法和男人燕好
Translation strategy: substitution
(104) Episode 1
Miranda: Okay, Linda Fiorentino fucking that guy up against the chain link fence
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:59,272 -->
Linda Fiorentino
林达佛伦提诺
00:09:03,231
leaning against fence and screw around with men
靠着铁栏杆跟男人乱搞
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(105) Episode 1
Carrrie: And if I was really having sex like a man, why didn’t I feel more in control?
Chinese subtitles
Time
English back translation
00:18:10,389 -->
If I can screw around like men
如果我真的能根男人一样乱搞
00:18:14,348
Why am I not a controller?
为什么我并不是主宰者？
Translation strategy: calque
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(106) Episode 1
Capote: Look, I understand where you’re coming from and I totally respect it, but I really need to have sex tonight!
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:20:59,458 -->
I know you are a good girl
我知道你是个好女孩
00:21:03,417
and I totally respect it
也完全尊重这一点
00:21:03,495 -->
但我今晚真的很想做爱
00:21:07,454
Translation strategy: calque

But I really want to make love tonight

(107) Episode 1
Samantha: You want a private tour?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:21:46,438 -->
想来趟私人导览吗？
00:21:50,397
Translation strategy: calque

English back translation
You want a private tour?

(108) Episode 1
Carrie: Capote Duncan found his fix for the night
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:22:35,454 -->
卡波迪杜肯找到做爱的对象
00:22:39,413
Translation strategy: supplementing
(109) Episode 1
Carrie: You mean, besides going out every night?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:24:17,289 -->
你是指
00:24:19,519
除了每晚出来鬼混之外吗？
Translation strategy: supplementing

English back translation
Capote Duncan found someone to make love

English back translation
You mean
besides fooling around every night?

(110) Episode 1
Carrie: have you ever been in love?
Mr Big: Abso-fucking-lutely
Chinese subtitles
Time
00:25:38,270 -->
你爱过吗？
00:25:41,398

English back translation
Have you been in love?

00:25:41,406 -->
我当然爱过
00:25:45,365
Translation strategy: omission

Of course, I have

(111) Episode 2
Nick: Okay, old movie stars you’d have liked to fuck when they were young?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:03:16,267 -->
When they were young
在他们还年轻时
00:03:20,226
Movie stars you want to go to bed with
你想跟他们上床的电影明星
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(112) Episode 2
Greg: Marilyn Monroe before the kennedys got to her.
Chinese subtitles
Time
00:03:40,458 -->
玛丽莲梦露
00:03:44,189
在肯尼迪兄弟上了她之前
Translation strategy: supplementing
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English back translation
Marilyn Monroe
Before Kennedys up her

(113) Episode 2
Carrie: They are a step behind womanizers who will sleep with just about anything in a skirt.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:33,464 -->
They ranked only after womanizers
他们排名仅次于女人狂之后
00:06:36,331
Womanizers
女人狂
00:06:36,367 -->
Go to bed with anything wears a skirt
跟所有穿裙子的东西上床
00:06:39,234
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(114) Episode 2
Barkley: Models are a lot looser than you’d think. It’s way easier to screw a model than a regular girl, cos that’s
what they do all the time. It’s how regular people are when they’re on vacation.
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:10:06,277 -->
Models aren’t like what you think of them
模特没有你想像中
00:10:10,236
So unattainable
那么高不可攀
00:10:10,248 -->
Screwing around with models
跟模特儿胡搞
00:10:13,274
Is easier than screwing around with regular girls
要比跟普通女孩胡搞容易
00:10:13,317 -->
cos that’s what they do all the time
因为对她们来说是家常便饭
00:10:15,308
00:10:15,319 -->
一般人只会在度假时胡搞
00:10:18,186
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

regular people only screw around when they are
on vacation

(115) Episode 2
Skipper: yeah I think she is so sexy, she’s smart and, did she tell you that we made out?
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:12:17,174 -->
She
is
sexy
and smart
她既性感又聪明
00:12:20,337
00:12:20,378 -->
00:12:23,313

Did she tell you that
we went to bed?

她有告诉你
我们上床了吗？
Translation strategy: specification
(116) Episode 2
Carrie: he has this thing for secretly taping his conquests
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:18:41,458 -->
他会偷偷录下交欢的过程
00:18:45,417
Translation strategy: specification

English back translation
He will tape process of pleasurably sexual
intercourse

(117) Episode 2
Carrie: Shouldn’t you be spending the night with some girl from the show?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:19:38,449 -->
Aren’t you having spring night with female
你不跟女模特共度春宵吗？
00:19:42,385
models?
Translation strategy; supplementing
(118) Episode 3
Charlotte: I’m confused, why would he do that? Did he want to have sex with you?
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
Time
00:03:23,436 -->
What was his motive behind all this?
他到底居心何在？
00:03:26,496
Did he want to seduce you?
他想勾引你吗？
Translation strategy: substitution
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(119) Episode 3
Miranda: When someone gets married, all bets are off. They become married, and we become the enemy
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:12,518 -->
After marriage and losing her body
结了婚，失去身体之后
00:04:16,477
we become her enemy
我们就成了她们的敌人
Translation strategy: supplementing
(120) Episode 3
Samantha: And they’re afraid we’re gonna have it anytime, anywhere with their hunbands.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:28,401 -->
So they are afraid we are having an affair with
所以怕我们和她们丈夫有染
00:04:32,269
their husbands
Translation strategy: supplementing
(121) Episode 3
Charlotte: I would never sleep with a married man.
Chinese subtitles
Time
00:04:32,305 -->
我决不接受已婚的男人
00:04:35,297
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
I definitely won’t accept married man

(122) Episode 3
Carrie’s Friends: We both slept with him, and he is great in bed.
Chinese subtitles
Time
00:15:52,484 -->
我们都和他有过一腿
00:15:55,453
他的床上功夫好极了
Translation strategy: substitution and specification

English back translation
We all had a leg with him
his kung fu in bed is great

(123) Episode 3
Samantha: Married women are threatened because we can have sex…anytime, anywhere with anyone.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:22,428 -->
Married women all know that
已婚女子都知道
00:04:26,387
We can have a relationship with anyone
我们可能和任何人发生关系
Translation strategy: substitution
(124) Episode 3
Samantha: You see that buddy over there? I fucked him.
Chinese subtitles
Time
00:15:01,433 -->
00:15:05,392
你看那边那个男的
00:15:07,473 -->
我上过他
00:15:11,432
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
See that man over there
I upped him

(125) Episode 4
Miranda: We’re not dating. It’s a ‘fuck’ thing.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:02:40,260 -->
我们不是在约会
00:02:43,388
只是性伴侣
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
We are not dating
But sex partner only
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(126) Episode 4
Samantha: I am so fucked.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:07:58,344 -->
我被搞的快疯了
00:08:00,471
Translation strategy: supplementing

English back translation
I was nearly screwed to crazy

(127) Episode 4
Miranda: what’s really going on here is sex. Good old-fashioned,
Scout sex…
Chinese subtitles
Time
00:10:38,337 -->
关键在于性
00:10:40,362
全套服务，渴望取悦对方
00:10:40,373 -->
照我的话做，高级童子军性爱
00:10:44,332
Translation strategy: calque

eager-to-please…do-what-I-tell-you-do, Eagle
English back translation
The key point is sex
Full service, eager to please
Do-what-I-tell-you-do, Eagle Scout sex

(128) Episode 5
Carrie: We had such a fantastic connection. Then he leaves me money.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:15:24,523 -->
We get along with each other very well, fantastic
我们相处非常愉快，性情相投
sex connection
00:15:28,482
但他却留钱给我
Then he leaves me money
Translation strategy: supplementing
(129) Episode 6
Samantha: Exactly, I mean isn’t it better to find out if sex is good right off the bat before anybody’s feelings get
hurt?
English back translation
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:03:01,414 -->
Find out if sex hobby is good before heart broken
心碎之前先看性趣合不合
00:03:05,373
Isn’t this better?
不是比较好吗？
Translation strategy: supplementing
(130) Episode 6
Miranda: True romance cannot exist without good sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:03:16,296 -->
没有鱼水之欢
00:03:19,265
就不算真正的浪漫
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Without the pleasure between fish and water
That is not true romance

(131) Episode 6
Carrie: the truth is, I was dying to sleep with him.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:03:38,418 -->
其实我想上他想疯了
00:03:40,477
Translation strategy: supplementing

English back translation
In fact, I desperately wanted to fuck him

(132) Episode 6
Mr Big: I thought it was pretty fucking great, but what do I know.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:05:12,245 -->
我觉得棒呆了，我也不知道
00:05:16,204
Translation strategy: omission
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English back translation
I thought it was awesome, I don’t know either

(133) Episode 6
Mike: The thing is she’s smart, incredibly sweet…sex is great.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:08:28,508 -->
她很聪明，非常温柔
00:08:32,467
技巧也很高超
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
She is very smart, very gentle
great skills

(134) Episode 6
Carrie: There it was, the dress that let me down the garden path with Mr Big.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:11:48,374 -->
This is the dress that let me
就是这件衣服诱使我
00:11:52,333
Go to bed with Mr Big
和大人物上床
Translation strategy: specification
(135) Episode 7
Carrie: God. I can’t believe it’s been that long. I’ve been meaning to call you. I’ve just been…
Miranda: Fucking your brains out?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:01:29,489 -->
I always want to call you
我一直想打电话给你
00:01:33,220
But…
但是…
00:01:33,393 -->
你玩昏头了？
00:01:36,521
Translation strategy: substitution

Playing so hard, you lost your mind?

(136) Episode 7
Skipper: I’m not your private stud horse, you know, just Dial-A-Fuck.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:17:28,414 -->
I’m
not
your
private stud horse
我不是你的私人种马
00:17:32,441
Queen
of
pornographic
phone
色情电话女王
Translation strategy: substitution
(137) Episode 8
Charlotte: Well…I’ve always wanted to do it in my parents’ bed.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:01:53,480 -->
我一直想在我爸妈的床上做爱
00:01:57,416
Translation strategy: specification

English back translation
I always wanted to make love in my parents’ bed

(138) Episode 8
Samantha: All the great sex without wondering what it will do to your relationship.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:03:02,315 -->
You can enjoy the pleasure between fish and water
你能享受鱼水之欢
00:03:05,375
不必怀疑你跟男朋友的关系 without suspecting the relationship with your boyfriend
Translation strategy: substitution
(139) Episode 8
Carrie: That afternoon was a first for Samantha. She successfully screwed a guy in under two minutes.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:13:32,344 -->
That
afternoon
Samantha in less than two minutes
那天下午莎曼珊不到两分钟
00:13:37,338
Completely
beat
down a man
完全的击垮了一个男人
Translation strategy: specification
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(140) Episode 8
Mr Big’s ex-wife: He had a wandering eye. Wondered right over to my best friend.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:16:09,335 -->
He likes steeling fishy smell everywhere
他喜欢四处偷腥
00:16:12,361
00:16:12,471 -->
连我最好的朋友都不放过
00:16:14,462
Translation strategy: substitution

Even my best friend was included

(141) Episode 9
Miranda: You don’t even need them to have sex with anymore…as I’ve just very pleasantly discovered.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:05:43,309 -->
You don’t need to intimate with them
甚至不需要找他们燕好
00:05:46,278
This is my latest discovery
这是我的最新发现
Translation strategy: substitution
(142) Episode 10
Samantha: So help me, she fucks on my couch, she buys it.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:02:07,293 -->
饶了我吧
00:02:11,252
若她在我沙发上搞，就得买下
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(143) Episode 10
Lanny: Is she still bar hopping and bed hopping?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:07:28,481 -->
她还是到处夜夜笙歌
00:07:32,440
和人上床？
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Forgive me
if she screws on my couch, she buys it

English back translation
Is she still partying hard every night
going to bed with a man?

(144) Episode 11
Constructor: Hey, it’s my sweetheart!
You are looking good baby. Good enough to eat.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:19:46,552 -->
宝贝，你看来秀色可餐
00:19:50,511
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Baby, you look beautiful and tasty

(145) Episode 11
Carrie: In an effort to get her mind off sex... Miranda had rented a five-hour Danish documentary...
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
In order to stop thinking about making love
00:16:24,516 -->
为 了消除脑中做爱的念头
00:16:27,349
米蓝达租了五小时的影片
00:16:27,386 -->
在纽伦堡讯的丹麦妃录片
00:16:31,345
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

Miranda rented a five-hour film
which is a Danish documentary

(146) Episode 12
Carrie: My friend Miranda was dating Thomas John Anderson…
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:01:05,365 -->
Miranda and Thomas Anderson are now
米蓝达现在和汤马斯安德森
00:01:08,232
Fighting hotly
打得火热
Translation strategies: substitution and supplementing
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(147) Episode 9
Carrie: Friday night with a man who shared my passion for hot men in tights. Saturday afternoon in bed with a man
who shared my passion for passion.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:15:29,361 -->
Friday night with a man to share
周五晚上我和一个男人分享
00:15:33,354
my emotional desire and ballet in tights
我的情欲和紧身裤的芭蕾舞者
00:15:34,433 -->
00:15:38,335

周末下午却与一个男人
分享我的热情
Translation strategy: omission

Weekend night with a man
to share my passion

(148) Episode 9
Mr Big: What are you gonna do about sex?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:16:22,514 -->
你打算怎么解决性的问题？
00:16:25,244
Translation strategy: calque

English back translation
How are you gonna to solve the problem of sex?

(149) Episode 10
A mother: Before I married my husband, I slept around with everybody. Now I have an Internet lover. No one knows.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:09:30,536-->
Before marriage, I go to bed with anyone anywhere
结婚前,我到处和人上床
00:09:34,404
00:09:34,407-->
00:09:38,366

Now I have an internet lover
But no one knows the secret

现在我有个网路情人
但没人知道这秘 密
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(150) Episode 11

Carrie: New York City is all about sex. People getting it. People trying to get it.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:01:08,535 -->
New Yorkers are always thinking about sex
纽约人满脑子想的都和性有关
00:01:11,504
00:01:11,504 -->
Some ones are enjoying sex love
有人正在享受性爱
00:01:15,463
Some ones are trying to get it but can’t get it
有人想得到有些人却得不到
Translation strategies: calque and specification
(151) Episode 11
Carrie: No wonder the city never sleeps. It's too busy trying to get laid.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:01:17,310 -->
No
wonder
new
York never sleeps
难怪纽约是个不夜城
00:01:21,246
People
are
too
busy
to sleep
人 们根本忙得没时间睡
Translation strategy: omission
(152) Episode 11
Carrie: After sleeping together for many weeks... Mr. Big and I had gotten comfortable enough to really sleep
together.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:01:40,467 -->
After sharing the same bed and pillow with
我和大人物同床共枕几星期后
00:01:42,492
Mr Big for several weeks
00:01:42,535 -->
我们好象越来越习惯睡在一起
00:01:46,494
Translation strategy: substitution and calque
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We get more and more comfortable to sleep
together

(153) Episode 11
Carrie: That was the first night we slept together and didn't make love.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:00,540 -->
This is the first time we sleep together
这是我们第一次睡在一起
00:04:04,499
But didn’t make love
却没做爱
Translation strategy: calque
(154) Episode 11
Miranda: You've been having sex. I've been at Blockbuster renting videos. It's tragic.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:22,428 -->
You just didn’t make love
你只是没有做爱
00:04:26,387
But I can only go to rent videos. It’s tragic.
而我却可怜到只能去租录影带
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(155) Episode 11
Carrie: That's different. Not doing it when you're with someone means much more... than not doing it when you're
not with someone.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:04:38,311 -->
That’s different
那不一样
00:04:40,438
Don’t make love when you have a boyfriend
有男朋友却没做爱
00:04:40,480 -->
Is worse than make love without a boyfriend
比没有男朋友做爱还更严重
00:04:43,313
Translation strategy: specification
(156) Episode 11
Carrie: I farted in front of my boyfriend.
Miranda: And?
Carrie: And we're no longer having sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:04:54,494 -->
在我男朋友面前放屁
00:04:58,453
—然后呢？
00:04:58,531 -->
—接着我们就不做爱了
00:05:02,490
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
I farted in front of my boyfriend
—Then?
—Then we’re no longer making love

(157) Episode 11
Carrie: Is it normal to be in the same bed and not do it?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:05:34,334 -->
睡在一起却不做爱
00:05:37,235
这很正常吗？
Translation strategy: specification

English back translation
Sleeping together but not making love
Is it normal?

(158) Episode 11
Carrie: And of these more than 3 million people... about 12 think they're having enough sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:02,295 -->
00:06:05,264

总共超过 300 万 的单身人口

There are more than 3 million single people
Only 12 percent of them
Feeling they can get enough sex love.

却有 1 2%的人
00:06:05,298 -->
觉得能得到足够的性爱
00:06:08,324
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
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(159) Episode 11
A woman: They say the average 33-year-old woman has sex 3.5 times a week.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:17,276 -->
Some people say 33-year-old women
有 人说 33 岁的女性
00:06:20,439
Do it 3.5 times a week averagely
平均一星期要做 3.5 次
Translation strategy: substitution
(160) Episode 11
A man: My wife and I haven't had sex since the baby was born.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:22,348 -->
Since the baby was born
很从孩子出后
00:06:25,408
I haven’t made love with my wife
我和老婆就没再做过爱
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(161) Episode 11
Samantha: With him, I could do it every hour on the hour.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:06:27,277 -->
如果是他
00:06:32,044
我可以不眠不休大战一场
Translation strategies: substitution and supplementing

English back translation
If that’s him
I could have a great fight without any sleep

(162) Episode 11
Carrie: Do you think it means something if Big and I are sleeping together... but we're not sleeping together?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:06:54,380 -->
If Mr Big and I are sleeping together
如果大人物和我一起睡
00:06:57,372
but not making love
却不做爱
00:06:57,383 -->
你觉得这代表什么？
00:06:59,442
Translation strategies: calque and specification

Do you think it means something?

(163) Episode 11
Samantha: Sex is a barometer for what's going on in the relationship.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:07:05,491 -->
Making
love
is
a barometer for relationship
做爱是检验被此关系的气计
00:07:09,450
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(164) Episode 11
Samantha: Just go over there and fuck his brains out and he'll forget all about it.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:07:44,497 -->
only after a great fight with him
只要和他大战个几回合后
00:07:48,297
he will forget everything
他就什 么都忘了
Translation strategy: substitution
(165) Episode 11
Siddhartha: I gave up sex three years ago.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:08:41,387 -->
我三年前就放弃性爱
00:08:45,346
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
I gave up sex love three years ago
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(166) Episode 11
Siddhartha: Oh, I loved it. I'd have sex mooring, noon and night.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:49,495 -->
I love it so much
我爱死了
00:08:53,261
before I can make love every minute
以前无时无刻都可以做爱
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(167) Episode 11
Siddhartha: Sometimes three women a day, and I was always ready for more.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:08:53,299 -->
Sometimes do it with three women in a day
有 时一天和三个女人做
00:08:55,358
but this still can’t satisfy my desire
但仍是欲求不满
Translation strategy: specification
(168) Episode 11
Siddhartha: And where I am now is so much better than sex.
Samantha: Oh, come on, honey. Nothing's better than sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:09:00,406 -->
我现在的感觉比做爱还棒
00:09:03,375
00:09:03,409 -->
拜托任何事都比不上做爱
00:09:06,503
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Now I am feeling much better than making love
Come on nothing is better than making love

(169) Episode 11
Siddhartha: Think about really good foreplay. Your sexual energy's just starting to awaken. Now imagine a threeyear foreplay... where all that sexual energy is coursing through your body... but it never gets released.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:09:06,512 -->
00:09:09,345

想想看很棒的前戏

Think about really good foreplay

00:09:09,382 -->
00:09:12,408

开始激发体内的性能量。 。 。

Your inside sexual energy is starting to awaken…

00:09:12,451 -->
00:09:16,319

现在想象储存了三年的前戏能量

Now imagine three-year foreplay energy is stored

00:09:16,355 -->
00:09:20,314

充沛的性能量在体内运行

All that sexual energy is cursing through your
body

00:09:20,326 -->
但没有加以释放
00:09:24,285
Translation strategy: calque

but it never gets released

(170) Episode 11
Siddhartha: The only thing hotter than sex is not having sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:09:37,310 -->
但比做爱更棒的就是。 。 。
00:09:41,269
不做爱
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
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English back translation
But the only thing hotter than making love is …
Not making love

(171) Episode 11
Carrie: Amazingly, talking dirty about not having sex... was the most sexually deviant act... Samantha had
participated in for months.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:09:41,380 -->
Unbelievable
真不可思议
00:09:45,282
00:09:45,284 -->
00:09:47,309

Siddhartha talking sexual acts but not doing it

西达沙满口性事却不行动

00:09:47,320 -->
00:09:49,413

这是几个月来最让莎曼珊
感到兴奋的性变态行为
Translation strategies: shifted direct translation and calque

Is something for months make Samantha
Feel excited sexual deviant act

(172) Episode 11
Charlotte: People put too much emphasis on the importance of sex. It's not the most important thing in a
relationship.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:10:22,421 -->
People always put too much emphasis on sex love
人们老是把性爱看得太重了
00:10:26,289
00:10:26,325 -->
这并不是感情中最重要的事
00:10:28,418
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

This is not the most important thing in a
relationship

(173) Episode 11
Charlotte: We've been going out for weeks, and we still haven't done it.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:10:31,364 -->
We have been dating for a month
我们已经交往一个月了
00:10:35,266
But the relationship never happened
却还没发生关系
Translation strategy: substitution
(174) Episode 11
Charlotte: We don't have time for diplomacy. Just tell me.
Carrie: He's a sex maniac.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:11:31,323 -->
凯莉没时间客套了
00:11:34,292
直接说吧
00:11:34,326 -->
他 [做爱成性]
00:11:38,285
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Carrie, there is no time for diplomacy
Be direct
Making love is his habit

(175) Episode 11
Carrie: I paced my apartment and tried not to think about our lack of sex when... There they were, my new
neighbors... Mr. And Mrs. Get-it-on.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:13:28,374 -->
I paced my apartment
我在房里来回跺步
00:13:32,333
And tried not to think about us not making love…
试着不去想我们不做爱。 。 。
00:13:34,313 -->
00:13:38,272

But when I saw the new neighbours
但当我看到新搬来的芳邻
Who are recklessly and crazily making love…
却肆无忌惮地疯狂做爱时。 。 。
Translation strategies: shifted direct translation and specification
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(176) Episode 11
Carrie: Sex has stopped. He hasn't called.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:17:39,291 -->
没有做爱他也没打电话来
00:17:42,351
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
No making love and he hasn’t called

(177) Episode 11
Miranda: I'm warning you. If I make it to four months, I'm humping one of you.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:19:28,400 -->
I’m warning you
我可警告你们
00:19:32,359
Be careful if I haven’t made love for four months
若我四个月没做爱得小心了
Translation strategy: specification
(178) Episode 11
Carrie: After the second show, each of us went on with our Saturdays.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:19:39,478 -->
After
enjoying
the sex love show
欣赏过性爱秀之后
00:19:43,414
We
decided
to
make
a good use of the weekend
我们决定好好利用周末假期
Translation strategy: specification
(179) Episode 11
Miranda: Well, what I want is to get laid. What I need is to get laid. I need is to get laid.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:20:02,467 -->
I want to make love I need to make love …
我想做爱我需要做爱…
00:20:06,426
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(180) Episode 11
Samantha: Wanna fuck? Wanna fuck?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:20:39,304 -->
想做吗？
00:20:43,263

English back translation
Wanna do it?

00:20:51,316 -->
想做爱吗？
00:20:53,284
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

Wanna make love?

(181) Episode 11
Kevin: Come on. Wouldn't you rather be with a guy who'd kind and giving... and not that interested in sex... than an
unstable, oversexed prick who only wants to get laid?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:21:50,309 -->
A
kind
man
一个亲切体点
00:21:53,301
00:21:53,345 -->
00:21:55,438

But not interested in sex

但对性不感兴趣的男人

00:21:55,480 -->
00:21:59,439

Should be better than someone always thinking
应该比满脑子只想做爱
about making love and still can’t be satisfied?
而欲求不满的男人好吧 ？
Translation strategies: calque, omission and shifted direct translation
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(182) Episode 11
Mr Big: Did you know there's a couple humping outside of your window?
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:24:12,517 -->
Do you know outside window
你知道窗户外
00:24:16,476
there is a couple making love crazily?
有对情侣疯狂做爱 ？
Translation strategies: specification and supplementing
(183) Episode 11
Carrie: All I could think was why aren't we having sex?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:24:20,492 -->
现在我脑海中想的全是
00:24:24,360
为何我们不做爱 ？
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Now everything in my mind is
Why don’t we make love?

(184) Episode 12
Carrie: Immediately after sex... he'd hop out of bed and shower.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:01:26,386 -->
As soon as making love is finished, Thomas
汤马斯只要一做爱完
00:01:30,345
Will jump out of bed and shower
就马上跳下床冲澡
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(185) Episode 12
Thomas: Growing up, the nuns told us sex was a sin.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:02:21,407 -->
发育期时
00:02:24,501
修女说做爱是项罪恶
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Growing up
nuns said that making love was a sin

(186) Episode 12
Miranda: All religions are sweet... until you get to that shower-after-sex phase.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:05:09,342 -->
All
religions
have
this kind of idiosyncrasies
所有宗教都有这种特质
00:05:12,243
00:05:12,278 -->
直到你发现完事后居然要冲澡
00:05:14,269
Translation strategy: substitution

Until you find after doing it he needs to shower

(187) Episode 12
Samantha: Before James... all my conversations consisted of two sentences... "give it to me" and "go home."
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:07:37,523 -->
Before James
在詹姆斯面前
00:07:40,287
00:07:40,293 -->
00:07:43,285

I only want to say two sentences

我想说的话只有两句

00:07:43,296 -->
快上床 ,回家
00:07:46,322
Translation strategy: specification

Go to bed quickly, go home
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(188) Episode 12
Samantha: All that bullshit you spout... about not sleeping with men right away actually paid off. If I'd fucked
James already, who knows where we'd be.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:07:50,269 -->
00:07:53,261

就是你那些荒谬理论

All yours ridiculous theory

00:07:53,306 -->
00:07:56,275

切长久的等待都会有所回报

Every long waiting will be rewarded

00:07:56,275 -->
00:07:59,472

If I’d gone to bed with James
Who knows how we’d be

如果我已经和詹姆斯上床
谁知道我们现在在会怎样
Translation strategies: omission and substitution
(189) Episode 12
Carrie: Wait. You haven't had sex yet?
Samantha: Soon.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:07:59,479 -->
慢着, 你们还没上床 ？
00:08:03,438
快了
Translation strategy: substitution

English back translation
Slow down, you haven’t gone to bed yet?
Soon

(190) Episode 12
Miranda: There's nothing sinful about sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:11:30,289 -->
做爱根本不是罪恶
00:11:34,248
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
Making love isn’t sinful

(191) Episode 12
Samantha: Okay, I'm ready. Put it in.
James: It is in.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:13:12,424 -->
我准备好 了，进来吧
00:13:16,383
已经进 去了
Translation strategy: shifted direct translation

English back translation
I am ready, come in
It’s already in

(192) Episode 12
Miranda: Catholics, Episcopalian, Buddhists, Shakers, Quakers. All the same, all designed to fuck up our sex lives.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:13:44,423 -->
All
the
same,
catholics,
Episcopalian
都一样 ，天主教 , 圣公 会
00:13:48,382
Buddhists,
shakers,
quakers
佛教 ，震颤教 , 贵格教
00:13:48,527 -->
00:13:51,428

These religions are the same
The purpose is to destroy sex lives

这些宗教都一样
目的就是要破坏性生活
Translation strategies: substitution and calque
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(193) Episode 12
Carrie: The months apart had shed a new light on him. Actually, they'd shed a new light on his shower-free feelings
about sex.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:18:48,293 -->
00:18:52,252

分隔后让他们重新插出火花

Months apart sparked fire between them

00:18:53,298 -->
00:18:57,257

事 实上也重燃米蓝达的希望
性爱后不用再忍受冲澡的行径

In fact it reignited Miranda’s hope
She doesn’t need to put up shower after sex love
behaviour

Translation strategy: shifted direct translation
(194) Episode 12
Carrie: Later that night, the three of us tracked Samantha to the ladies' room... to get the lowdown on her love life
with James.
Time
Chinese subtitles
English back translation
00:18:57,469 -->
Later we are at the dressing room
稍后 我们在在女化妆室
00:19:01,235
找到莎曼珊
00:19:01,273 -->
Found Samantha
逼她供出和詹姆斯的性爱生活
00:19:03,366
Forced her to tell the sex love life with James
Translation strategy: specification
(195) Episode 12
Miranda: She means have you and James done it yet?
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:19:09,248 -->
你和詹姆斯做了没 ？
00:19:13,207
Translation strategy: calque

English back translation
Have you done with James?

(196) Episode 12
Miranda: Couldn't tell if he was trying to fuck me or erase me.
Time
Chinese subtitles
00:20:18,283 -->
我根本分不清他是想和我上床
00:20:22,242
还是想把我插掉？
Translation strategy: substitution
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English back translation
I couldn’t tell if he wants to go to bed
with me or erase me?

